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BY MARTIN AND YVONNE

Martin’s Apiary
A Small Family Farm in Northern Alberta
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IN THE YEAR 2015, there seemed to be more and 
more questionable foods on the supermarket 
shelves, honey included. This was our catalyst 

into small-scale farming. Knowing where our food is 
coming from became an essential aspect of our lives. 

Since childhood, Martin dreamed of having bees, 
so our gateway animal into farming was honey bees 
and not chickens as usual. At this time, we swore 
that we would never have chickens; in fact, we swore 
we would never farm. This is quite an ongoing joke 
between us. 

We started with two hives just for ourselves. Two 
quickly became four, and with too much honey for just 
our family, Martin’s Apiary was born. Today we keep 
around 100 hives, striving to expand to 400, and we 
farm bees full time. 

Beekeeping turned out to be the most amazing and 
challenging experience in our lives. Like all farming, 
you are at the mercy of the weather, but honey bees 
also struggle with environmental pollution, especially 
in areas of commercial agriculture. Bees seem to be 
weakened by all agricultural chemicals and pesticides 
making them more susceptible to pests, especially the 
varroa mite. 

To not further burden the bees, and to obtain the 
most unadulterated product for ourselves and our 
customers, we have always kept our hives as chemical-
free as possible. We apply the philosophy, “Natural 
first, using chemicals only if absolutely necessary.” Not 
only for our own health and the bees, but for all of the 
animals on the farm. 

“Bees are truly magnificent creatures. It is impressive 
how they produce honey and offspring, or simply 
survive. Their interdependence and cooperation can 
teach all of humanity.” Martin's Apiary. 

Every year, we get a bit closer to self-sustainability. 
The garden gets bigger, growing new or just more of 
the existing varieties, and it seems that the pasture 
gets more crowded with lambs, geese, chickens, and 
turkeys. These are a great addition to our hunted-meat 
and wild-caught fish. Fortunately, the birds feed us 
with nutritious eggs almost year-round. It brings us joy 
breeding chickens for colorful eggs and sharing these 
with our local supporters. 

Knowing the land and the plants it provides is 
important to us. Wildcrafting, growing, harvesting, 
and processing herbs is one of Yvonne’s passions and 
many of these are used in our herbals, honeys, and 
botanical skincare. 

We are honored to be part of the modern 
homesteading community growing, raising, and 
making our own food. 

Martin and Yvonne
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Instagram @martinsapiary
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Bees are truly magnificent creatures. It is impressive how they produce 
honey and offspring, or simply survive. 
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countryside :: a letter to readers

Ann Tom 
Editor, Countryside

Countryside Editor Letter
1503 SW 42nd Street,
Topeka, KS 66609
Or email: editor@countrysidemag.com

HAVE AN IDEA OR STORY TO SHARE, A 
QUESTION TO ASK, PERHAPS AN ANSWER TO 
A QUESTION? WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 

FROM THE 

EDITOR

Turning the Page 
to Autumn

AS WE PREPARE TO TURN the page to autumn, 
I can’t help but wonder where the time goes. It 
seems like we just got rid of our last snow piles 

in the yard, and now we’re getting close to seeing the 
white stuff dancing in the air again.  

For many of us, the arrival of fall means preserving: 
lots and lots of preserving. One thing that I enjoy so 
much during the winter months is the taste of sweet 
corn. When frozen then thawed, sweet corn tastes just 
like it did when fresh off the cob. If you are looking for 
ways to preserve your sweet corn, you’re in luck! Jenny 
Underwood joins us with delicious ways to preserve 
your sweet summer harvest.

Speaking of preserving, Jenny also shares her favorite 
ways to preserve peaches. From freezing and canning 
to dehydrating and making peach butter, she will 
explain how to do it all.

Get your kids involved in the preserving process, 
too. Not only can they be a big help, they will learn 
skills to carry with them forever and pass on to their 
own children. Jenna Dooley tells her story of how she 
not only homeschools, but incorporates homesteading 
chores into the children’s daily lessons.

Even though aging is part of life, it’s hard to see our 
companions' health decline as they age. Heather Smith 
Thomas chimes in on how to care for older horses. She 
discusses nutrition, exercise, dental issues, and more.

Smaller pig breeds have become popular as more 
people see the benefit of raising pigs for meat. Jodi 
Cronauer will help you determine what small breed 
is right for you depending on your acreage, pasture 
system, commitment to the breed, length of time you 
want to raise the pigs out, and the final quality and 
quantity of the meat.

I wish you all well as we head into the next chapter 
of 2022.
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Country Conversation & Feedback
Contact us at: 1503 SW 42nd Street, Topeka, KS 66609; editor@countrysidemag.com

Soapmaking
I live near a wholesale food store. Is the (pure) 

coconut oil, palm oil, and/or olive oil for food safe for 
soapmaking?

— Stashi

Hi Stashi,
Yes, those are just fine for soapmaking if they are 

pure. If the palm oil is mixed with another oil, for 
instance, that changes the saponification value and 
makes it unsafe, since you have no way of knowing 
exactly how much lye to use for that oil blend. But food 
stores are where I get most of my soapmaking oils. If 
they’re food-safe, they’re body-safe. Happy soaping!

— Editor

Vegetable Garden Manure
I am trying to find out if it is okay to plant in 

compost and manure that I put on my vegetable garden 
yesterday? It is called American Countryside compost 
and manure.

— Cindy McDaniels

Hi Cindy,
Since different states and locations have different 

regulations about manufacturing compost for sale, it 

can be difficult to know exactly what you’re getting. 
But the good news is that it’s almost never “raw” 
compost, meaning it has been composted and aged 
before it was bagged up. Whether it was “treated” is 
another matter altogether. “Treated” soil amendments 
have been processed in a way that renders the microbes 
inert; hot composting, where all parts reached over 
140 degrees F for at least a few days, is considered 
“treated.” And, if this compost was properly treated, 
you don’t even have much to worry about regarding 
food safety.

To determine if the compost was properly aged, you 
can simply mix it in with the soil and water it. Then 
insert a compost thermometer and watch for a couple 
of days. If the soil temperature doesn’t rise, it’s safe to 
plant. But so far, I haven’t yet seen a commercially sold 
compost that is NOT safe to use immediately within the 
garden.

But when it comes to harvesting something that 
you’re going to eat vs putting plants in the ground, 
that can be a different story. Because, as I said, 
“treated” compost is a lot safer since the microbes 
are inert. If you don’t know for sure if the compost 
has been treated, then wait at least 120 days 
AFTER applying the compost to harvest anything 
that the soil and compost might have touched. If 
you’re harvesting something that had no chance of 
touching the compost, like sweet corn, you can wait 
90 days. 

I hope this helps, and happy gardening!

— Editor
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Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.” — Mark Twain

Snow Dogs
I’m sure many of you have pets and they are 

considered family members. No pet is maintenance-
free nor without aggravation sometimes, but should 
they become sick or lost, caring for them or finding 
them becomes a priority. My last dog I had for 14 years 
when he passed on, and I really couldn’t talk about it 
for a week. I still often have dreams about how good 
of a dog he was.

My story is about my two new bird dogs running off 
and getting lost for three days. I lost sleep over it and 
my emotions ran from being mad, to sick, to relieved.

The main characters in this story are Millie and 
Sadie, German Shorthaired Pointers that are sisters 
and about eight months old. These pups are very 
energetic and must run to release stored energy. At 
night, they sleep in the garage attached to our home 
and they spend the day in their large, fenced-in pen.

Over the past several weeks, I had been releasing 
them one-at-a-time to run near the house, keeping the 
other in the pen to insure the loose one would return. 
Whichever dog was loose had a bell attached to her 
collar so that I could hear her approximate location. 
This exercise seemed to be working okay with Millie 
hanging a little closer to the yard than Sadie. So, with 
that plan working, I decided the next phase would 
be to let them both out at the same time, but prior to 
that, they needed some up-close training. I wanted 
to make sure they knew I had treats before I released 
them. I clipped the bell on Sadie and released them 
both off their leads. They made a circle through the 
woods running past me like racehorses. I could hear 
the bell getting faint then coming back into close 
range. I let this go for about 15 minutes. When I heard 

them about to make another run past me, I hollered for 
Millie to come and I had a treat ready. She came in and 
I rewarded her with the treat and some praise. I clipped 
her back onto the lead and waited for Sadie to come 
back. After a few minutes, she came to the calling and 
coaxing and I rewarded her with a treat and praise and 
clipped her back onto the lead.

I did this one other time and it repeated the next day, 
so I was feeling confident. I was making every attempt 
to avoid having to put both dogs on electronic collars 
like I had to with my previous German Shorthaired 
Pointer. These dogs are gentle and smart, but have 
endless energy that must be kept under control.

One day, my area was forcasted to receive eight-to-
nine inches of snow. At lunchtime that day, it started 
snowing steady and it snowed hard the rest of the 
afternoon. I could see at least six inches of snow on my 
bird feeders. As I headed to work around 3:30 p.m., the 
road near my home was being detoured. It had some 
accidents on it and traffic was not moving. I checked a 

traffic app on my 
phone and realized 
that I wasn’t going 
to make it to work 
that evening due 
to the roads.

Since I wasn’t 
going to work, I 
thought I would 
let the dogs out 
and play in the 
snow.

That was a big 
mistake!

I let both dogs 
out at the same 
time. At first, they 
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We want to hear from you!
September/October Question 

of the Month: 

It may seem a little early to start 
thinking about the holiday season, 

but it will be here before we know it! 
Making homemade gifts and favorite 
sweet treats are traditions for many 

folks. 

What are your favorite gifts/treats to 
make during the holiday season?

Send your favorites to us:
Countryside Editor  

1503 SW 42nd Street, 
Topeka, KS 66609

Or email: 
editor@countrysidemag.com

were just biting at the snow, running around the house, 
and staying in the yard. But then they decided to run 
off toward the creek.

I heard the bell that I had put on Sadie’s collar getting 
further and further away, so I started whistling but it 
didn’t do any good. After about 10 minutes, I heard one 
of them barking as if they were trying to locate me or 
say, “I’m here, where are you?”

I walked toward the creek following their tracks 
and saw where they were headed. I spent the next two 
hours hollering and whistling and got nothing back 
from them so I headed back to the house to grab some 
more flashlights. My wife joined me as we drove up 
and down the county road that was in the direction 
they could have ran. I noticed two sets of tracks 
running down the center of the road. I could tell it was 
them and based on the direction they were traveling, 
they were headed back home. We crossed our fingers 
and headed back to house, but they weren’t there. It 
was now 11p.m., dark, and 21 degrees Fahrenheit. I had 
done everything I could at that point to find them that 
evening. We left food out and the gate to their pen open 
in hopes that they would be there in the morning.

I went to bed that night feeling horrible about it.
The next morning as soon as I got up, I checked the 

pen and they weren't there. No tracks or any sign of 
them. I had to come up with a plan because I wasn’t 
giving up.

I called the local radio station and asked if they would 
announce that I had two lost dogs and if they were 
found or seen to please call me. I then called the local 

humane society and they passed the information along 
to the local animal control officer. I also reached out to 
the local game warden and asked for his help should he 
spot them in the area.

Then I thought for a moment about what other 
directions they could have gone. I reached out to 
someone I knew in a neighborhood north of me a 
couple of miles, and asked if he spotted them in his 
neighborhood to please give me a call. He said he 
would ask his wife to put it on the neighborhood's 
Facebook page.

After that plan was laid out, I walked my property 
one more time, but there was no sign of them. As I 
headed back to the house, my phone rang. It was the 
guy from the neighborhood north of me. He said, “Hey, 
I found your dogs! They are about 10 houses back, 
running around in someone’s yard.” I said, “I’m on my 
way!”

Ten minutes later, I met him on the road and he 
informed me that they had just ran back into the 
woods. I asked if they looked okay and he said, “They 
looked like they were having the time of their lives!”

I had to go to work that evening so my wife and 
daughter would be on dog patrol. We had now hit the 
24-hour mark for them being gone and were approaching 
another night of the temperatures being in the teens. I 
was concerned about them getting attacked by coyotes 
or getting hit by a car. They were spotted again in that 
neighborhood late that evening but then disappeared.

There’s nothing worse than waiting and wondering. 
All evening at work, I thought over my plan for the 
third day of looking for my dogs. My plan was to get 
up early and zigzag the large farm between me and 
that neighborhood where they were seen. I would stop 
so often and use binoculars to see if I could spot them, 
hit the whistle a few times, look again, and move on.

I made it to that neighborhood and there were no signs 
or calls about them. I headed home, taking a different 
route, but had no luck. No sooner than I got home, I got 
a call that the dogs were in the neighborhood, sitting on 
the front porch of a house. I drove right over and the guy 
who had spotted them said they took off running back 
into the woods, yet again.

So, my new plan was to go home, get some supplies, 
head back over to that neighborhood, and just park 
on the side of the road about halfway back. That 
way, when I got the call, I would already be in the 
neighborhood.

As I made my way back that afternoon, I noticed a 
van parked sideways in the road at the entrance to the 
neighborhood that I was headed to. I thought they had 
trouble on the snowy road or had car issues, so I pulled 
up and asked if they needed help.

They said, “No we are fine, but we found the dogs 
that are missing that was posted on Facebook!”

I said, “Oh my gosh, those are my dogs! Where are 
they?” The lady in the van pointed to the hillside and 
the creek at the bottom of it. I immediately put my 
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car in park in the middle of the road and jumped out. 
As soon as I got out, I could hear the bell that I put on 
Sadie.

I started to call to Millie and she hesitated for a 
moment, but then came to me. I asked the lady’s 
husband to please hold onto her while I called to the 
other one.

As I called to Sadie, she was acting a little scared 
to come to me, but then she started heading my way. 
I didn’t even have time to reach for her collar before 
her head was in my lap. I grabbed her up and headed 
to my car and asked the lady to open the door for me. 
Once we had both of my dogs in the car, the relief was 
overwhelming. I then grabbed that woman and hugged 
her and thanked her husband while telling them they 
had done a great thing and had made my day. They were 
dog lovers, too, and they were glad the dogs were found.

Both pups had lost several pounds each, but besides 
some cuts, they looked fine. I fed them only a handful 
of food at first and gave them some warm water. I 
didn’t want to give them too much of anything until 
they settled down. They slept for almost six hours 
before they had another meal. I looked them over good 
and they seemed fine.

The bottomline is to not give up if your dog runs 
off. Think about what his or her options are and be 
relentless about looking. I found out that there are a 
lot of good people out there that love animals and will 
most certainly help. 

I think Millie and Sadie appreciated being home and 
in their beds when it was all over. I know everyone 
slept better that night knowing they were home.

— Bryan Downs, Kentucky

In Response to “Ditch Composting” 
(July/Aug 2022)

We have wanted to have a compost ditch or pile for 
several years, but every time we try to start one, we end 
up with several raccoons coming in to feast. They have 
overturned garbage cans and chewed through plastic 
bins. How do others avoid this?

Thanks!

— Mary Martin, Humbird, Wisconsin
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homesteading :: self-sufficiency

BY JENNY UNDERWOOD

Year-Round Self-Sufficiency

We've dabbled, over the last 
20 years, at producing 
or harvesting our own 

food but this year, we kicked it up 
several notches. We focused on 
growing vegetables and fruits and 
procurement of wild game. This is 

our year-long story. 
First off, we started our seeds this 

time around and they did SO well! 
We started them by our wood stove 
on a stand we built from recycled 
materials and a specific grow light, 
using a natural fertilizer full of 
nutrients.Our starts were strong 
and sturdy and we hardened them 
off in a mini-greenhouse that we 
made to set over one of our raised 
beds. After setting them out, we 
mulched all of our plants and 
watered them with a natural fish 
and seaweed emulsion.   

We had a cold spring that then 
settled into a very hot summer. 
Because of the mini-greenhouse, 
we planted our raised beds about 
a month before our conventional 
garden. 

Unfortunately, we planted our 
potatoes well over a month late 
because of our excessively wet 

spring, then it rained five inches 
overnight, and many potatoes 
rotted in the ground. Their harvest 
was minimal and we got some for 
fresh eating but none for winter 
storage. I am determined to try 
again next year — plant early and 
hopefully reap a good harvest. 

We sowed our corn in two 
separate plantings and it grew to 
eight feet! The corn was delicious 
and preserved enough for an entire 
year: 36 dozen ears of corn total 
grown and 32 dozen preserved. 
I blanched and froze the vast 
majority of it cut from the cob. I also 
made a large batch of corn relish 
which is delicious on tacos or in 
soups. 

We had a few problems with our 
corn, primarily with animals. We 
had planned for an electric fence; 
unfortunately, the first one wasn't 
hot enough and allowed a coon 
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“A pessimist is somebody who complains about the noise when opportunity knocks.” — Oscar Wilde

to steal a few ears. However, after 
getting a MUCH hotter one, we had 
no problems with animals at all. 
The wind blew down part of our 
second round. It did not stand back 
up but produced while lying almost 
flat on the ground. I'm sure this 
impacted the yield but we still had 
a very large harvest. 

Tomatoes were definitely on my 
radar this year and we planted 
45 tomato plants within our 
two garden locations. Like with 
everything, we had both success 
and failure (or perhaps better-
termed: learning experiences). 
Our raised beds grew the most 
beautiful tomato plants we'd ever 
seen. However, we had planted 
too many in each bed and blight 
took out half of them. We removed 
and burned the bad ones.The rest 
made it and produced well, but 
in hindsight, we would have been 
much better off planting less and 
getting more productive plants.  

In our larger conventional 
garden, our tomatoes produced 
heavily. We had a few initial 
setbacks with excessive amounts 
of rain and fertilizer issues. 
However, we didn't give up 
and reaped about 250 pounds of 
tomatoes. I'm certain if we had 
done things a bit more efficiently 
we could have harvested more, 
but we preserved enough for an 
entire year of tomato products. I 
put up delicious sauces, relishes, 
juice, and salsas. 

A few things we learned from the 
tomatoes were:

1. Space plants further apart in
raised beds. 

2. Fertilize early but don't over-
fertilize. 

3. Get a good staking system in as
early as possible. 

4. Prune off the leaves at least one
foot up from the ground to prevent 
a lot of fungal problems. 

All in all, we were incredibly 
blessed with an abundant tomato 
harvest. This year also gave us a 
good feel for our favorite tomatoes 
to grow.  

We also grew peppers which I 
preserved in my relishes, salsas, and 
sauces. I chopped and froze several 
bags for stir fry and Mexican dishes. 
Jalapeños became delicious and 
very hot as pickled peppers!   

Throughout the summer, we 
ate onions from our garden and I 
used many of them for our various 
sauces. However, while the white 
onions produced decently, our red 
onions did not. Next season, we 
plan to only plant white onions.

We waited to plant our beans until 
August for fall beans to avoid the 
Japanese beetles. This worked great 
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JENNY UNDERWOOD is a 
homeschooling mama to four 
lively blessings. She makes her 
home in the rural foothills of 
the Ozark Mountains with her 
husband of 20 years. You can 
find her reading a good book, 
drinking coffee, and gardening 
on their little fifth-generation 
homestead. She blogs at  
www.inconvenientfamily.com

homesteading :: self-sufficiency

diet and we strive to produce as 
much as possible ourselves or buy 
locally. Deer hunting is a big part 
of our fall/winter tradition, and 
we were able to harvest several. 
We processed the meat into steaks, 
roasts, burger, canned meat, 
sausage, and jerky. Not only is the 
meat tastier, it's also much healthier. 
We supplemented with locally 
raised and butchered beef bartered 
from a friend.   

What's next? This year, we 
purchased fresh eggs from our 
nephew, but next year we hope to 
have our own egg layers. I would 
also eventually love to have a milk 
goat, bees, and a larger orchard (we 
planted four more fruit trees this 
year and more blackberry bushes). 
I planted garlic and horseradish in 
the fall for the next year's harvest, 
too. I started two large compost 
bins and they will be ready to use 
the next spring. 

My eventual goal is to produce 
90% of our own food. This sounds 
crazy and extreme in our culture 
today, but it wasn't that long ago 
that most rural families did just 
that. Each year I plan to tweak my 
blueprints based on my successes 
and misses. Everything is a learning 
process and while I am not where 
I eventually want to be, I am much 
closer than I was a year ago! I count 
this year of self-sufficient living a 
successful one and I look forward to 
the next. 

and we had plenty for fresh eating 
and a small amount to preserve. Next 
fall, we will plant much more and 
hopefully have enough for an entire 
year. We had zero bug issues and 
the beans were smooth and clean 
from avoiding many of the summer 
problems.   

We also planted fall lettuce and 
radishes which both did well. Fall 
seems to be when we need to grow 
certain problematic plants, so next 
year's fall garden will be much 
bigger.

We preserved a large amount 
of wild elderberries and autumn 
olive berries. The jelly and loaves of 
bread made from these are fantastic 
and full of vitamins and minerals. 

Our pumpkins also did nicely and 
I preserved several gallons of frozen 
pumpkin butter for pies and breads. 

Our herbs did wonderfully and 
we used them fresh all spring, 
summer, and fall. I picked rosemary, 
sage, thyme, lavender, basil, and 
lemon balm and dried those for 
winter use. 

Meat is often a big part of a family 
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homesteading :: homesteading as a family

BY JENNA DOOLEY 

BACK IN OCTOBER OF 2011, 
I started learning about our 
broken food system and 

healthier food options. That led 
to learning about 
growing our own 
food. I was smitten 
with the idea. In May 
of 2012, we planted 
our first garden and 
had gotten chickens. 
I had been bitten by 
the homesteading 
bug and was fully 
committed. I knew 
from the start that I 
wanted my whole family involved, 
for my children to understand 

where their food comes from, 
what is in their food, and all of 
the many lessons learned from the 
hard work put into this lifestyle.  

It wasn’t difficult to convince my 
husband or children to homestead. 

My husband was all for it as soon 
as I began talking about my desire. 
As for the kids, we showed them 
a video of how fast-food chicken 

nuggets were made 
and they never 
wanted to eat them 
again. Once we talked 
about getting baby 
chicks, they were sold 
on the whole idea!  

We started out 
with just a few 
baby chicks. Over 
the years, we have 
grown far beyond 

what I ever dreamed of. Our family 
raises our own grass-fed beef, 

While wanting clean, healthy food 
for my family was my original 

motivation for homesteading, I can't 
put a dollar amount on the richness 

of life we now experience. 

HOMESTEADING AS A FAMILY
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pasture-raised pork and poultry, 
eggs, honey, dairy, and we have 
a large garden. We preserve as 
much food as we can to feed our 
family throughout the year. We 
have also expanded by offering our 
meats and eggs for sale locally.  

While wanting clean, healthy 
food for my family was my original 
motivation for homesteading, 
I can't put a dollar amount on 
the richness of life we now 
experience. You can't get that 
character-building anywhere else.  

Our family's view of running 
the homestead is, “Teamwork 
makes the dream work.” As a 
general rule of thumb, we do all 
of the chores together as much as 
possible. While there are times we 
do have to divide and conquer, we 
much prefer working together.  

We have eight children ranging in 
age from 4 to 19 years old. It always 
amazes me how much and how 

quickly the younger kids learn from 
their older siblings. Children are 
much more capable of doing hard 
things than we expect them to be.  

Working together on the 
homestead has brought us much 
closer as a family. The children 
have very close sibling bonds and 
are truly each other's best friends. 
As parents, we have very close 
relationships with each of our 
children as well as with each other. 

From milking cows, collecting 
eggs, feeding pigs, putting out 
hay for the cows, butchering 
livestock, cutting, splitting, and 
stacking firewood, to working 
the garden, there are plenty of 
jobs that pop up that we have 
to do. Our kids are by our side 
and 100% involved in all of it.  

When you raise food for this 
many people, there is no shortage 
of work. We often spend a full 
eight-hour day in the garden 
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JENNA DOOLEY lives on 
a 136-acre farm in the Blue 
Ridge Mountains of SW 
Virginia with her husband 
and their eight children. 
Jenna is passionate about 
raising food for her family 
as well as sharing about 
and educating others on 
homesteading and natural 
living. Jenna shares on her 
blog at www.flipflopbarnyard.
com and YouTube channel, 
The Flip Flop Barnyard. 

homesteading :: homesteading as a family

during planting season or spend 
hours butchering and processing 
meat to fill our freezer.  

We also spend many hours 
together canning and preserving 
the harvest that we worked so 
hard to cultivate and tend all 
summer. Our children experience 
the satisfaction of opening a jar 
of delicious food that tastes like 

summer in the middle of the winter. 
They take pride in knowing that 
they helped make that possible.  

I’m not going to pretend that 
it is all sunshine and roses. Our 
children have their moments of 
complaining, arguing with each 
other, and having bad attitudes. 
I’ve found that working so close 
together on a daily basis has 

really given us the opportunity to 
learn their hearts and help them 
work through these difficulties.  

We also homeschool our 
children so we can integrate 
homesteading and schooling 
together. This has proven to 
be a wonderful thing for our 
children. They tell me that 
they learn and retain so much 
more through life experience 
on the farm and in the kitchen 
than from their schoolbooks.  

We like to work hard but also 
play hard. There is plenty of time 
spent enjoying the outdoors on 
the homestead. We also believe 
in rewarding all of that hard 
work. Summertime just calls 
for fresh, homemade ice cream 
from our own milk. Top that 
with some amazing fresh fruit 
we’ve harvested … talk about 
reaping the fruits of your labor!  

It has been over a decade 
since we started this lifestyle. 
We jumped in headfirst and 
we haven’t looked back. We’ve 
been through a lot of ups and 
downs, but I can honestly say 
that my expectations have been 
far surpassed. I can see the fruit 
of everything we’ve invested in 
our children’s lives. They are so 
thankful for the opportunity to be 
raised on a farm. At this point, all 
of our children desire to continue 
homesteading as adults. 

We often spend a full eight-hour day in 
the garden during planting season or 

spend hours butchering and processing 
meat to fill our freezer.
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homesteading :: harvest host

BY MICHELLE MARINE

Our Side Hustle With 
the Harvest Hosts  

RV Camping Network

IT ALL STARTED WITH A VISIT 
from dear family friends who 
showed up at our little farm 

in the summer of 2019. They were 
heading west on an epic family road 
trip with their four kids and a pull-
behind RV. As the kids emerged 
from their vehicle and ran off with 
our four kids to take in all our 
animals, my friend said, “Have you 
heard of the Harvest Host program? 
You guys would be the perfect 
hosts! You should sign up!” I had 
seen a few ads on social media, but 

we didn’t really know that much 
about it, so we investigated the 
idea. What started out as a jest has 
turned out to be a nice little side 
hustle for our farm.

The Harvest Host program is 
a membership network for self-
contained RVers (dry camping with 
no hook-ups). It’s made up of over 
3,100 farms, wineries, distilleries, 
golf courses, and attractions that 
allow Harvest Host members to 
stay overnight. Because campers 
are not charged nightly fees to 

stay at member sites, Harvest Host 
campers are strongly encouraged to 
support their hosts by purchasing 
products or making a monetary 
donation in exchange for unique, 
off-the-beaten-path places to stay. 
With an annual membership price 
of only $99, it’s a great way for 
RVers to save money. It provides 
scenic and unique alternatives 
to crowded campsites, and it’s a 
way for vacationers to support 
family farms and local businesses. 
Honestly, it’s been a win-win for 
many people across the lower 
U.S., Canada, Alaska, and Baja
California.

Initially, we discounted the idea 
of signing on to be a host. We live 
in the middle of nowhere Iowa, 
and we don’t reliably sell anything. 
Who would want to stay with us? 
How would it benefit us? Our main 
business is homebuilding so there 
isn’t a tangible way for Harvest 
Host members to support us. 
However, after a fun evening sitting 
around the fire, watching eight kids 
have the best night of their lives, 
and (I’m not going to lie) drinking 
a few drinks, my husband signed 
us up to be hosts. If nothing else, it 
would be good karma, he said. 

We’re now in our fourth year 
as hosts with the Harvest Hosts 
program, and all in all, it’s been 
very positive! Our experience 
started slowly at the tail end of 
the 2019 camping season. We had 
a handful of RVers stay with us as 
summer was drawing to a close, 
and everyone raved about our 
little farm. The next year, the world 
shut down thanks to COVID — 
including local parks, state parks, 
national parks, and RV parks. 
Initially, people weren’t supposed 
to be traveling but we hosted quite 
a few snowbirds trying to get home. 
Our location just off I-80 happens to 
be very handy for people traversing 
the country. 

In 2020, we hosted more than 200 
Harvest Host families, including 
multiple stranded snowbirds and 

With an annual membership price of 
only $99, it’s a great way for RVers to save 

money, it provides scenic and unique 
alternatives to crowded campsites, and 

it’s a way for vacationers to support 
family farms and local businesses.
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one RV on a rescue mission to 
collect family members stranded by 
canceled airline flights. And when 
restrictions loosened, a lot of people 
gathered their families and headed 
out on camping vacations they 
sorely needed. We thought 2020 
was busy, but we hosted even more 
campers in 2021, with over 300 
RVers staying with us!

Our highlights with the Harvest 
Host program include:

• Holding an Olympic silver medal
from Olympic athletes who stayed
with us on their way to a new home
across the country.
• Seeing people spot fireflies for the
first time.
• Teaching people about Iowa
agriculture, growing our own food,
and our menagerie of animals.
• Looking for constellations, meteor
showers, eclipses, and Starlink
flyovers with guests.
• Watching city kids get up-close
and personal with chickens and
ducks for the first time.
• Enjoying fires, s’mores, and
drinks with travelers.
• Hearing updates on families after
our kids became fast friends.
• Having families pitch in and work
with us on tasks like mulching and
branch clean up after a terrible
derecho storm destroyed so many
of our trees.
• Rescuing a few curious cats and
goats from the RVs they climbed
inside.
• Finding random shoes our dogs
ran off with and buried under trees
— months later.
• Earning money for our own
family vacations through the
donations RVers make when they
stay with us.

The compensation we’ve 
received from being a host has 
been primarily through donations. 
We were able to install electrical 
hookups that many guests are 
excited to use, and most campers 
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compensate us for that use. We also 
sell products seasonally. Things 
we’ve sold include chicken, duck, 
and guinea eggs, honey from our 
bees, home-baked sourdough bread, 
surplus produce from my garden, 
peacock feathers, postcards made 
from my photography, and my 
book: Raising Chickens for Meat. 

We really thought that nothing 
could top meeting Olympians 
and holding a real Olympic medal 
(women’s beach volley from the 
2012 London Olympics), but the 
truth is, the rewards of being a 
host for the Harvest Host program 
are not tangible. Connecting with 
people from different countries and 
states, talking with people who 
share different views and values, 
and seeing kids’ eyes light up at so 
many new experiences has been so 
rewarding. In this day and age of 
strife and ugliness, connecting with 
people face-to-face has been good 
for our souls. We can all benefit 
from learning how other people 
live. Turns out, our little homestead 
is quite unique, and campers really 
enjoy our little slice of country 
living. Karma has been good. 

homesteading :: harvest host

MICHELLE MARINE is an 
Eastern Iowa-based freelance 
writer, photographer, and 
digital content creator living on 
five acres with her husband, 
four teens, and a menagerie 
of birds, pigs, sheep, goats, 
dogs, and cats. She publishes 
the eco-friendly lifestyle blog 
Simplify, Live, Love, and is also 
the author of How to Raise 
Chickens for Meat (Skyhorse 
Publishing 2020).   

Instagram: https://www.
instagram.com/simplifylivelove/ 
Facebook: https://www.
facebook.com/simplifylivelove 
Blog: https://simplifylivelove.com/ 

We were able to install electrical 
hookups that many guests are 

excited to use, and most campers 
compensate us for that use. 
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beekeeping :: starvation

Honey Bee 
Starvation  

STORY AND PHOTOS BY KRISTI COOK 

IN MY NECK OF THE WOODS, 
honey bee colonies typically 
succumb to starvation between 

the end of winter to the first of 
spring and again during the summer 
dearth. However, honey bee colonies 
readily starve at other times as well. 
In all cases, the reason is simple 
— colonies have consumed all of 
the honey stores while waiting on 
the next honey flow. So, what’s a 
beekeeper to do? Learn to recognize 
a nectar flow, what sufficient food 
stores look like, and how to create an 
artificial nectar flow. 

Recognize a Nectar Flow 
One of the first signs of an 

incoming nectar flow is a new influx 
of nectar being stored where cells 

were once dry. Over a short period, 
simultaneous inspections will reveal 
increasingly larger nectar rings as the 
flow continues to grow and progress. 
You will also notice flight activity 
increases with heavy nectar flows, 
causing large numbers of foragers 
to zip back and forth through the air 
around their colonies at seemingly 
lightning speed. Foragers have a 
mission to accomplish and their flight 
activity shows it. 

Another sign to watch for is 
the distribution of new wax, 
particularly along the top bars of 
frames when a nectar flow begins. 
This wax may be seen as a small 
line of white wax on the top bar as 
the bees begin laying out 'the plan' 
for their new comb. If supers are not 

added at (or before) this point, the 
bees will continue building that line 
of white new comb into honeycomb 
in any crevice they can find as they 
strive to store every drop of the 
nectar flow. An attentive beekeeper, 
however, learns to detect this white 
wax before the bees make a mess of 
comb by watching closely for the 
first signs of white wax and adding 
supers to accommodate the work of 
their bees as they bring in their food 
stores. 

Recognize an Upcoming Dearth 
Knowing when a nectar flow is 

going on or about to occur is great 
when your bees are needing food 
and when you’re hoping for surplus 
honey. However, knowing when 

This is what happens when supers are not added when the nectar flow gets going. 
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“The bee is more honored than other animals, not because she labors, but because she labors for others.” — St. John Chrysostom

to anticipate an upcoming dearth 
— or those times when there is a 
lack of nectar flow in an area — is 
just as important. Most areas in 
the U.S. experience a winter dearth 
with many also experiencing a 
summer dearth after the spring 
flow. Knowing the timing as well 
as how long a regular dearth lasts 
goes a long way toward preventing 
starvation by enabling the attentive 
beekeeper to prepare ahead of time 
before trouble begins. 

The timing of these dearths and 
how much honey to leave for the 
dearth periods are two major areas 
where local bee clubs and mentors 
play a significant role in assisting 
new beekeepers as they learn the 
ropes. These are the folks who 
already know which plants are the 
nectar producers and when they 
bloom. They are also able to advise 
which areas within the region 
are rich in these nectar sources. 
This information plays a key role 
in learning to gauge the number 
of surplus honey stores to leave 
during the various times of the year.  

Recognize Proper Food Stores 
Just as a well-stocked kitchen 

will get a family through a specific 
period without restocking, so 
should a well-stocked colony. 
Each region has a typical amount 
of surplus honey recommended 

for each season. For example, in 
our area, a single loaded deep of 
honey is sufficient for most winters. 
However, go further north or 
south and the recommendations 
go either up or down. The same is 
true throughout every season for 
sufficient honey stores.  

Create a Nectar Flow 
Every colony needs supplemental 

feeding at one time or another to 
prevent starvation. This is true 
regardless of which management 
style you choose because hungry 
bees starve. It’s that simple. And 
while the bees don’t particularly 
concern themselves with which 
type of feeder is used, they do care 
about the amount and the timing. 

The most basic form of 
supplemental feeding is a sugar/
water syrup of 1:1 during buildup 
and summer and 2:1 in fall. 
Ratios do not have to be exact. 
The importance should instead 
be placed on the act of feeding. 
If the colony shows they need 
supplemental feeding, then sugar 
water/syrup should be fed until 
stores are again sufficient or a 
nectar flow occurs, whichever 
occurs first. Don't harvest any of 
this nectar syrup as it is "sugar" 
honey and not real honey. Once 
feeding is accomplished, continue 
to monitor food stores weekly or 

KRISTI COOK lives in 
Arkansas where every year 
brings something new to 
her family’s journey for a 
more sustainable lifestyle. 
She keeps a flock of laying 
hens, dairy goats, a rapidly 
growing apiary, a large garden, 
and more. When she’s not 
busy with the critters and 
veggies, you can find her 
sharing sustainable living 
skills through her workshops, 
articles, and blog at 
tenderheartshomestead.com.

Bee butts in the air are dead bees who died 
licking the bottom of the empty cell. 

as needed and begin feeding once 
again if stores begin dropping too 
low for the season.  

Preventing starvation is one of the 
first skills a new beekeeper needs 
to master and yet is highly variable 
according to region. Discovering the 
timing of a region’s nectar flows and 
dearths as well as a region’s surplus 
honey needs are key elements to 
preventing starvation regardless of 
where in the world you keep your 
bees. So take the time to make a few 
seasonal notes, and within a short 
period, you and your bees will sit 
back comfortably knowing they 
have plenty of food no matter which 
season they are in. 

This frame and the one behind it give a clear indicator that this colony has sufficient food stores 
for the season. 
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NECTAR 
Nectar, which becomes honey, is the 
carbohydrate source bees need to 
produce energy for life and work. 
They store honey to eat during a 
nectar dearth in the environment.
To supplement nectar, create sugar 
water.

NEW COLONIES 
Feed new colonies supplemental sugar water until they have built comb in 
both deep brood boxes.

On average, a colony will produce 10 pounds of honey to one pound of 
beeswax.

As long as they are building comb, you should be supplementing with 
carbohydrate-laden sugar water.POLLEN 

Bees also collect plant pollen as 
their source of protein, primarily for 
raising their brood. 
To supplement pollen, provide a 
pollen patty.

FEEDING HONEY BEES 101

Why Feed Honey Bees?  
Supplemental feeding is necessary when bees lack these critical food resources: nectar or pollen.

FALL FEEDING
2:1 granulated cane sugar to warm 

tap water + Honey Bee Healthy 
(1 tsp per quart)

After you pull honey supers in 
late summer, evaluate how much 
honey is available for winter 
stores. If it’s not enough to get 
the colony through, start supple-
mental feeding.

Leave at least one full deep box 
of honey for a full-sized colony. 
This is about 90-100 pounds.

FEEDER OPTIONS
Entrance feeder  

aka Boardman feeder
Top hive feeder

Division board feeder
Baggie feeder

External hive top feeder

FONDANT
Fondant is a supplemental 

source of carbohydrates. It’s 
essentially sugar candy placed 

inside the hive over winter.  
It softens as warmth and  
condensation form from  

the bee cluster.  

POLLEN PATTY
A pollen patty substitute gives 
bees a protein when they need 

it most. Place it on the top  
bars of the top box in a  

Langstroth beehive.  

SPRING FEEDING
1:1 granulated cane sugar to warm 

tap water + Honey Bee Healthy  
(1 tsp per quart)

Warmer weather encourages 
bees to leave the hive. Unfortu-
nately, early spring offers very 
few natural nectar sources.

Spring ushers in a rapid in-
crease in the colony population. 
Often colony growth outpaces 
the available natural resourc-
es, which results in the bees 
consuming most or all of their 
stores.

In early spring, track the weight 
of the hives by gently lifting the 
back of the hive with one hand. 
By feel, you can tell if the colony 
is getting too light on honey 
stores. If they are, and if the am-
bient temperatures allow, begin 
supplemental food, including 
sugar water and a pollen patty.

FEEDING DON’TS
Don’t use brown sugar,  

beet sugar, powder sugar, or 
honey as a supplement. 

Never feed bees while honey 
supers are in place.

Bees should not be 
fed all year long.
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BY DOROTHY RIEKE

growing :: winter wheat

Winter 
Wheat
THE “GOOD” 

OF GRAIN

WINTER WHEAT MAY HAVE the potential of 
changing agriculture across the Great Plains.  

My dad always raised winter wheat. He 
said the added income during July was appreciated. 
He also realized this crop’s vast advantages in 
retaining soil fertility.  

Mainly grown as a high-yielding, profitable cash 
crop in past days, winter wheat has played a role 
in preserving the environment through the years. It 
has provided most of the cover crop benefits of other 
cereals as well as grazing options before the spring 
plantings of other crops. With winter wheat, there is 
no reason to work the ground in early spring and risk 
compacting soil during wet conditions. 

Grown as cover crops or for grain, winter wheat 
adds rotation options for under seeding a legume, such 
as red clover or sweet clover for forage or nitrogen. It 
works well in no-till or reduced-tillage systems. It is 
often preferred over rye because it is less expensive 
and easier to manage during busy spring days.  

BENEFITS OF WINTER WHEAT  
The benefits of this crop are numerous. It is known 

for erosion control, as a nutrient, weed suppressor, 
soil builder, and organic matter source. In addition, 

it offers spring pasture. Best of all, it distributes 
farming operations while providing a good return on 
investments.  

SELECTING WHEAT SEED 
When selecting a winter wheat seed, be sure to 

consider yield as well as stand qualities, hardiness, the 
height of straw, and drought tolerance. Also, check the 
seed for insect and disease resistance.  

PLANTING WINTER WHEAT 
In some areas, the Hessian fly is destructive to wheat 

crops. With this in mind, winter wheat should be planted 
after October 15 to ensure a good stand. If planting earlier, 
search for a seed that is resistant to this insect. Drilling 
rates of a bushel for each acre are common; broadcasting 
may increase rates to 1.5 bushels per acre. Good seed-to-
soil contact increases the ability for the seed to take root.  

BENEFITS OF WHEAT IN ROTATION 
Some producers include wheat in a corn/soybean 

rotation. This offers some great benefits for the quality 
and productive ability of soil. According to some recent 
studies in evaluating the effects of wheat in rotation 
with corn and soybeans, wheat in this rotation increased 
corn yields by at least 10%. When wheat was followed 
by a cover crop such as red clover, corn yields afterward 
increased by about 15% over continuous corn.  

A well-established winter wheat crop provides 
excellent ground cover to prevent wind erosion during 
fall and winter days. Keeping the ground covered for 
as many months as possible results in improving and 
maintaining soil quality. 

Growing winter wheat after soybeans and then following 
wheat with a cover crop protects the land for 22 months. 
During this time, plant roots enhance microbial activity and 
nutrient cycling while improving soil aggregation.  

The decomposition of wheat roots with stubble 
contributes to the cycling of nutrients. Of course, the 
cover crop provides nitrogen, another benefit for the soil. 
Winter wheat maintains soil organic matter. It is estimated 
that two to two and a half tons of crop residue is needed 
each year to maintain soil organic matter. Winter wheat 
generates 100 pounds of crop residue per bushel.  
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WINTER WHEAT AS A BUFFER 
CROP 

Winter wheat can serve as a buffer 
crop with effective filter strips and 
wind buffer strips. This leaves 
the physical condition of the soil 
without activity as there is minimal 
tillage, and trafficking usually 
occurs when the soil is not wet.  

If wheat is sown in September or 
October, wheat breaks the cycle of 
pests and weeds that could become 
problems in the stand. After wheat 
harvest, troublesome perennial 
weeds can be controlled.  

After harvest, soil moisture is 
usually ready for sub-soiling where 
there is compact soil that needs to 
be loosened. Also, cover crops may 
be planted at this time. Another idea 
is to apply lime, manure, or other 
corrective nutrient applications.  

OPTIONS FOR UTILIZING 
WHEAT AS CATTLE FEED 

Because of the higher protein 
content in wheat as compared to 
corn, cattle feeders include winter 
wheat to balance rations especially 
if wheat prices are low.  

One producer who focuses on 
raising cattle finds very good 
reasons for planting winter wheat. 
This producer plants winter wheat 
a little earlier to get more growth 
for grazing throughout the fall and 
winter. Once winter dormancy is 
broken, the cattle are removed to 
allow the wheat to mature with 
grain for a harvest. Other producers 
say that grazing is good for winter 
wheat.  

If winter wheat is intended for 
grazing, it should be seeded at 
a high rate of about 120 pounds 
of seed per acre. Also, wheat for 
pasture should be planted earlier, 
about two or three weeks before 
the usual time. It seems that wheat 
is very vulnerable to Hessian flies, 
early-season armyworms, flea 
beetles, and wheat streak mosaic 
virus. Unless autumn is warm late 
into the season, forage production 
may not be sufficient for pasturing 
cattle if it is not planted early.  

“Drinking good wine with good food in good company is one of life's most civilized pleasures.” — Michael Broadbent

Cattle should not be on pasture until 
there is crown root development to 
anchor the plants. Check plants to see 
that there is good root development. 
There should be six to 12 inches of top 
growth before pasturing wheat. Be 
sure the crown roots are difficult to 
pull out of the ground. 

ONE CONCERN IN PASTURING 
WHEAT 

There is one other concern when 
pasturing wheat. Plants need extra www.MCreekAg.comwww.MCreekAg.com
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nitrogen on the wheat because it 
requires more nitrogen for plants 
to regrow after cattle graze them. 
For every 100 pounds per acre of 
animal grain, producers should 
apply another 40 pounds per 
acre of nitrogen to maintain grain 
yields.  

OPTIONS FOR UTILIZING 
WHEAT  

At times, because of the market 
conditions for wheat along with the 
price and short availability of hay, 
growing wheat for grazing may 
have more value than harvesting 
it for grain. Actually, one acre of 
wheat in May and early June with 
enough moisture could offer 45 days 
or more of grazing for one cow/calf 
pair.  

In some cases, cattle feeding on 
wheat during May and early June 
have experienced gains from one 
and a half to two and a half pounds 
per head per day. Especially after 

practice, during some years, may 
yield more dollars per acre than 
harvesting winter wheat for its 
grain. Count on two tons of hay 
per acre when harvesting wheat as 
a forage.  

There are some considerations 
with this practice. For example, 
if feeding young growing cattle, 
wheat hay should be cut in the 
boot stage to ensure good protein 
and energy content. The boot 
stage is at the time of the very 
early head-emergence growth 
period.  

If fed to mature cows, harvest 
can be delayed to increase yield, 
but, in this case, the nutrition 
value will be sacrificed as well as 
palatability.  

If cutting wheat in the boot stage, 
consider planting a summer annual 
forage into the wheat stubble as 
another crop if moisture conditions 
are good. This is called double 
cropping and it is very good for the 
soil. 

Winter wheat has been in 
existence for many years. 
However, during that time, 
producers worked with this 
crop and discovered its many 
advantages. This crop has excelled 
in winter survival and proved its 
value through excellent returns 
and quality. It reduces spring 
seeding time pressure, widens 
the fall harvest window, and 
has numerous environmental 
benefits. Indeed, it is a crop that 
has proved its value in past years 
and successfully combats some of 
the challenges facing producers 
today. 

growing :: winter wheat

DOROTHY RIEKE, living in 
southeast Nebraska, is married 
to Kenneth and has one 
daughter. She has lived on 
farms all her life and has raised 
both chickens and turkeys. 

a hard winter, cow/calf pairs also 
benefit from this high-quality 
grazing.  

Another concern is that grazing 
wheat pasture also may get cow/
calf pairs out of muddy conditions 
and onto clean ground. Pasturing 
wheat may mean putting stock 
out to this pasture later, giving 
the pasture more time to establish 
good growth before cattle begin to 
graze.  

Of course, grazing wheat calls 
for considerations of fencing, 
water, and appointing sacrifice 
areas for cattle to use during 
wet weather. Also, to reduce 
the advent of grass tetany, high 
magnesium mineral supplements 
should be fed beginning two to 
four weeks before turning cattle 
out to pasture.  

HARVESTING WHEAT AS HAY 
Another idea for using wheat 

is harvesting it as hay. This 
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growing :: persimmon tree

BY MARK M. HALL

THE AMERICAN 
PERSIMMON TREE 

ON A QUIET SATURDAY morning, I roll out of 
bed and meander downstairs to start my coffee. 
I gaze through the kitchen window upon the 

side yard, still blanketed with the first snow of winter. 
With my eyes, I follow multiple sets of whitetail deer 
tracks that crisscross the white landscape. All of them 
cluster together at the foot of one of our trees, where 
the deer have been feeding on its sweet yellow-orange 
fruit. 

This veritable deer magnet is an American 
persimmon tree (Diospyros virginiana). Also known as 
the common persimmon, this tree is not to be confused 
with the smaller Asian species (Diospyros kaki). In fact, 
at a height of 30 to 80 feet, the American stands several 
times taller than its counterpart.  

On the other hand, its fruit is barely larger than an 
olive — tiny in comparison to the racquetball-sized 
yield of the Asian persimmon. However, what the 
American species lacks in size, it makes up for in flavor. 
This sentiment was not lost on its early discoverers, nor 
the botanist who named it. Diospyros roughly translates 
from Latin as “fruit of the gods.” 

Persimmon fruit is a well-established food source for 
many Native American tribes. The pulp is blended with 
cornmeal and ground acorns to make thick soups and 
breads. It is also cooked into a sweet pudding and is 
even consumed raw. 

Several parts of the tree itself are commonly used 
in the making of beverages. Its leaves are utilized in 
the making of tea, and coffee is brewed using roasted 
seeds. The Rappahannock tribe mixes its fruits with hot 
water to make beer. The seeds can also be turned into 
something like peanut oil. 

The Algonquins produce putchamin, or artificially 
dried fruit, to minimize the strong, bitter flavor of the 
unripe persimmon. When ripe, however, the fruit has a 
wonderful, sweet taste. This extreme difference in taste 
was described in the strongest terms by John Smith, 
one of the first settlers of the Jamestown colony. In the 
year 1609, he wrote, “The fruit is like a medlar; it is first 
green then yellow, and red when ripe; if not ripe, it will 
drive a man’s mouth awrie [sic] with much torment; 
but when it is ripe, it is as delicious as an apricock 
[sic].”  
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Many Native American tribes 
also recognize the health benefits 
provided by the American 
persimmon tree. Its unique blocky 
bark and its syrup are used as 
medicine for conditions of the 
mouth, throat, and bowel, as 
well as an effective treatment for 
indigestion. In addition, the bark is 
chewed to relieve heartburn. 

The tree is a hardwood that is 
heavy and fine-grained. It resists 
wear and is excellent for use 
in turning. Strong and elastic, 
persimmon wood was once used 
in the manufacture of golf club 
heads before the introduction of 
metals into the game. In fact, of 
the many woods used throughout 
much of the history of the sport, 
persimmon was widely preferred. 
The wood can also be found in pool 
cues, veneers, flooring, and textile 
shuttles that carry threads through 
a loom. 

Optimal conditions for growth 
of American persimmons include 
a moist, loamy soil that drains well 
and receives plenty of sunshine. 
However, they can also grow in 
sandy soils, muddy lowlands, 
and shale. Persimmon trees 
are dioecious, meaning that for 
fruit production, the female tree 
needs the presence of a male tree 
somewhere nearby. Bees bring 
pollen from the male flower 
clusters to the larger, solitary female 
flowers. Pollination can also be 
achieved by the wind.  

There is also a means to produce 
persimmon fruit without the 
necessity of a second tree. An 
American persimmon can become 
“self-fruiting,” having both male 
and female flowers, by grafting 
a branch from the male tree onto 
the female. This practice can be 
quite beneficial, for if it is grafted 
onto a mature tree, the seedling 
can flower and fruit much sooner. 
Also, there is more uniformity 
in its fruits, flowers, and growth 
habits. 

If you decide to eat one of the 
fruits, first, be sure that they are 
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soft and that they are orange-
red in color. Then, turn it upside 
down, bite into it, and suck out 
the soft, sweet pulp. If you happen 
to pluck them before they are ripe, 
leave them at room temperature 
for a few days. For quicker 
results, put them in a closed 
paper bag with an apple. The raw 
persimmon fruit will soon ripen 
with the release of ethylene gas 
from the apple. 

If you are in the market for a 
hardy, decorative, fruit-bearing 
tree with multiple uses and a rich 
history, you’ll want to consider 
the persimmon. If so, and you 
live in the central or eastern part 
of the country, you’re in luck. 
Persimmon trees can be found 
all the way from the east coast to 
Texas and from the gulf coast to 
the Great Lakes. 

Persimmons are food not only for 
deer, but for many kinds of wildlife, 

MARK M. HALL lives with his 
wife, their three daughters, 
and numerous pets on a four-
acre slice of paradise in rural 
Ohio. Mark is a veteran small-
scale chicken farmer and an 
avid observer of nature. As a 
freelance writer, he endeavors 
to share his life experiences in a 
manner that is both informative 
and entertaining.
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growing :: persimmon tree

including raccoons, opossums, 
rodents, and a great number of 
birds. So, the next time you go 
for a walk in the snow, consider 
following some wild animal tracks. 
Like the prints in our yard, they 
just might lead you to an American 
persimmon tree. 
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growing :: heriloom seeds

HEIRLOOM SEEDS HAVE 
A VERY intimate meaning 
to most. These seeds have 

been passed down for generations 
and can often have a meaningful 
story attached to them. Some are 
hundreds of years old. When many 
think of the word heirloom in 
gardening, they believe that it is just 
tomatoes; however, it is far more 
vast than a common tomato. 

Some believe heirloom seeds 
are inherently better than others. 
Heirloom means it has been around 
and passed down for a while. 
Usually, families from the past 
took their heirloom varieties and 
continued to pass the seeds down, 
and thus, an heirloom was born. 
My mind immediately goes to a few 
varieties, and spoiler alert: they are 
not tomatoes! 

KAJARI MELON 
Seeds for this melon are sold by 

Baker Creek Heirloom Seeds and 
is a fan favorite. It is very similar 
to honeydew and was collected by 
Joseph Simcox, a botanical explorer 
who spends his time searching for 
exotic foods. He sent this melon back 
and many have loved and passed it 
around since! 

However, the heirloom itself begins 
in India, where it was originally 
cultivated. The peoples of the Punjab 
region love these melons and have 
grown them for generations. 

CHINESE GREEN NOODLE BEAN 
While we do not really have much 

history, these beans are interesting 
to look at. They are around 20” 
long. That is a lot of food! They 
were imported from China and are 
sold by the infamous Baker Creek.

BLUE HUBBARD SQUASH 
This is a beautiful squash! It is a 

massive hardy squash and is loved 
for its long storage life and tasty 
flesh.  

The history is fascinating on 
this variety. It was originally 
from the West Indies, but was 
imported in 1854, and even caused 
a small amount of drama around 
who should be credited with the 
cultivation in America.  

This beautiful variety would 
make a great addition to any 
garden bed. Just be prepared for 
the amount of winter squash it will 
produce for you. 

MOON AND STARS 
WATERMELON 

This happens to be one of my 
favorite melons for the sole look of it. 
Well, that and it tastes amazing, too!  

BY VIRGINIA MONTGOMERY

HEIRLOOM SEEDS
Not Just Tomatoes 
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The fruit on this vine can reach up 
to 40 pounds and the show-stopper 
for me is the vine itself. They are 
speckled with yellow dots just like 
the fruit. I love growing this variety 
because it adds character to my 
beds. 

BUTTERNUT — WALTHAM 
VARIETY 

I grew this variety a few years 
ago and ended up with well over 
15 fruit off just a single vine! I have 
been growing these from those 
seeds since.  

Most butternut squash are hybrid, 
so saving seeds isn't advisable, but 
Waltham is a well-known heirloom. 

Thoughts on Heirloom 
Tomatoes 

Heirloom tomatoes are the most 
delicious tomato possible in my 
opinion. Many of the varieties, 
though open-pollinated and not 
hybrid, haven't been passed down 
long enough to be considered 
"heirloom." This singular issue 
tends to water down the true 
meaning of heirlooms. How can 
we distinguish between hybrid 
and open-pollinated varieties 
that are developed versus a true 
heirloom?  

We see this a lot with newer 
tomato varieties. When one crosses 
true heirlooms with another and 
develops a variety that is stable 
with breeding, they tend to try and 
call it an heirloom when in reality it 
is simply open-pollinated. 

That being said, there is nothing 
wrong with any hybrid or open-
pollinated varieties of produce and 
often have their place in the garden 
but for honest reasons, can we truly 
call these open-pollinated varieties 
true heirlooms after only a few 
years?  

Now, if we use the coined term 
worthy of being passed down, 
many open-pollinated varieties 
could be determined to be 
heirlooms.  

Why Seed Saving is Important 
Seed saving plays an important 

role in sustainable agriculture and 
food stability. Heirloom varieties are 
the front runner of this important 
duty that we as gardeners have.  

Seed saving helps develop a 
stronger variety for the area it is 
being grown. This helps by reducing 
the number of pesticides and 
various other requirements another 
variety that is not better adapted 
may need.  

Seed saving also ensures the 
preservation of heirloom varieties 
that someone long ago once 
carefully selected. A variety of 
shapes and colors of produce adds 
to a more interesting life.  

Open pollination is important 

VIRGINIA MONTGOMERY is a writer out of Pensacola Florida, where 
she is currently pursuing a Bachelor's in English Creative Writing and 
writing her first book. She is a 4-H alumni and looks forward to when 
her three children come of age to share her passions with! Her family 
currently raises Columbian Wyandottes and gardens.  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/in/virginia-montgomery-
a96b2a176 

Portfolio: https://www.clippings.me/virginiafmontgomery

to the sustainability of our food 
growth and modern agriculture. 
We need to be focusing on a more 
sustainable food growing practice, 
whether it is through produce or even 
animal production. Heirloom seeds 
can be at the forefront of this. 

Editor's note: Squash and melons, 
whether heirloom or hybrid, are 
notorious for cross-pollination. Keep 
in mind that they can only cross-
pollinate within the same species 
(Cucurbita maxima, C. moschata, C. pepo, 
etc.). By growing only one variety 
in each species, such as Hubbard (C. 
maxima) and Waltham butternut (C. 
moschata), you can ensure that your 
seed stock is pure without extra hassle 
of isolating blossoms.
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animals & livestock :: horses “I feel as a horse must feel when the beautiful cup is given to the jockey.” — Edgar Degas

Care of 
Older 
Horses

YOUR 22-YEAR-OLD GELDING is starting to get 
a sway in their back and some grey hairs. Horses 
generally don’t become senile or as physically 

frail as elderly humans (unless they have a health 
problem), but some changes occur as they grow older. 
These changes happen sooner in some horses and 
later in others depending on various factors, including 
genetics. Some horses start to show signs of aging as 

early as 15 or 16, and some don’t look old until their 
late 20s or older. Humans age at different rates and so 
do horses. 

Some of this may depend on how fast their teeth 
wear out. Signs of old age include swayback, due to 
weakening of the main ligament that supports the back. 
You may also see a weakening of tendons in the legs, 
allowing the fetlock joint to drop lower, especially in 
the hind legs. Other signs of aging include gray hairs 
(especially around the eyes and face), drooping lower 
lip, sunken eyes, and stiff joints. Arthritis may make it 
painful for the horse to move athletically, or even get 
up and down. Health and body condition should be 
monitored since certain issues need to be recognized 
and addressed when caring for older horses — and 
some individuals may have more problems. 

Most horses tend to stay reasonably healthy, active, 
and sound through old age and then decline quickly, 
compared to humans who often deteriorate gradually. 
Sometimes with good care, we can postpone that 
decline in an older horse. The horse might be able to 
live several more years with diligent care — such as a 
horse with no teeth or a horse with metabolic problems 
that needs special care and medication.   
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“I feel as a horse must feel when the beautiful cup is given to the jockey.” — Edgar Degas

BODY CONDITION — In judging 
body condition, horses are scored 
from 1 to 9 with 1 being emaciated, 
and 9 being obese. It's best to keep 
older horses between 4.5 and 5.5 
on that scale. You don’t want them 
too thin but also don’t want them 
overweight because the extra weight 
is hard on their joints. 

Horses tend to lose their topline 
as they age. Even if they have 
appropriate body conditions, their 
backbone starts to show. Steady 
exercise and keeping the horse fit 
(good muscle tone) can help slow 
muscle loss along the topline. If the 
horse doesn’t have much covering 
along the backbone, pay attention to 
saddle fit and proper use of saddle 
pads if you are still riding them.   

If they have adequate feed, no 
dental issues or metabolic problems 
and still lose weight, you need to 
evaluate their diet and possible 
parasite issues and have your 
veterinarian check them; there may 
be some underlying health issues 
that need to be addressed. 

EXERCISE — If you are still 
riding or driving horses, using 
them in competition, or for trail 
riding, you want them to stay fit 
and sound. Keeping older horses 
active is better than trying to get a 

horse back in shape after a period 
of nonuse. Steady exercise is best, 
without a lot of time off or periods 
of extreme exertion.   

Keep an eye on how the saddle 
fits to make sure it’s not rubbing 
certain areas that weren’t a 
problem in their younger years. 
You might need extra pads or 
special pads to protect a more-
prominent backbone. Regular hoof 
care should be routine for every 
horse, but if the older horse has 
any hoof problems, those should 
be addressed to keep them sound 
and able to do their job. They may 
need special shoeing if they have a 
hoof crack or suffer from arthritis 
or navicular syndrome. 

If you are still riding, their old 
joints and muscles may be stiff, so 
always take time to warm them up 
gradually before you ride. Increased 
blood circulation will loosen tight 
muscles and joints; they will move 
freer and more comfortably and be 
less apt to suffer exercise-related 
injuries. Take time to get joints 

warmed and limbered to where 
they are less apt to be injured 
during athletic work. Careful cool-
out is also important after a long 
ride. If they are completely cooled 
out before you put them away, they 
will be less likely to break out in a 
second sweat or have stiffer joints 
and muscles the next day. 

Some horses don’t have a “job” 
and are fully retired, but still need 
regular exercise, especially if they 
don’t have a large pasture where 
they can move around and self-
exercise. You might not want to 
put an old horse with a group of 
boisterous younger ones that may 
roughhouse or try to bully the 
older one, but an older horse can 
have a very satisfying life being 
a babysitter and role model to a 
group of weanlings or yearlings 
that respect their dominance. 
Horses always do better with a 
buddy of some kind — even a 
donkey or goat. Companionship 
is important for their mental well-
being.   
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NUTRITION — All horses 
need adequate and balanced 
nutrition. This is especially true 
in older horses that may have 
dental issues or have become less 
efficient at absorbing nutrients. 
Nutrition affects body condition, 
the immune system, and whether 
the horse can stay active and fit. 
The older horse may need special 
feeds and supplements; make sure 
the feed is something they can 
readily eat.   

There are many good senior 
foods that are easier for a horse 
to eat if their teeth are bad, and 
these feeds also contain a good 
balance of nutrients. Some include 
glucosamine to help support 
joint health. Some feeds contain 
extra fat, but you can also add a 
fat supplement or something like 
vegetable oil. 

Some probiotic products 
can help the older horse. The 
microbial population in the cecum 
and large colon declines with 
age, leading to fewer microbes to 
ferment the feed. It helps to feed 
a fermented fiber source, such as 

haylage, which is already broken 
down a little. 

Many people use joint 
supplements for older horses to 
try to alleviate arthritis, but most 
of them are oral. They have to 
go through the stomach, where 
the stomach acids destroy most 
of the ingredients before they 
get into the bloodstream to go 
to the joints. These supplements 
are probably useful, but it 
takes longer to see results — 
and you need to make sure 
the supplement has the right 
compounds and correct amounts. 

An injectable supplement 
bypasses the GI tract; more of the 
product goes directly to the joints, 
and you tend to see better results. 
The injectable products are more 
expensive, but most people feel 
they work better — especially 
the supplements that have high 
concentrations of hyaluronic acid. 
The results will also depend on how 
severe the arthritis condition is. If 
it’s mild, you may see good results. 
If it’s severe, you may not see many 
results with oral supplements. 

IMMUNE ISSUES — It's 
important to vaccinate older horses 
to bolster their immune systems.

If you can keep older horses 
healthy and vaccinated, 
appropriately dewormed, 
supplied with good nutrition, 
and minimize stresses (exposure 
to extreme weather, overwork, 
emotional stress, etc.) they 
generally don’t have major 
immune issues. They can 
sometimes have more internal 
parasites due to a diminished 
immune system and less resistance 
to parasites. The older horse 
may need to be dewormed more 
often. It pays to monitor their 
worm burden (with fecal egg 
counts), especially if the horse 
is on pasture — which is where 
they will be most likely to pick up 
those parasites. 

Another manifestation of a 
waning immune system is the 
increased frequency of cancer in 
geriatric horses. Melanomas on 
gray horses often proliferate as 
the horse gets older. Squamous 
cell carcinomas may develop in 
areas of unpigmented skin in light-
colored horses, such as around the 
eyes, prepuce, and vulva. Internal 
tumors may develop, resulting in 
weight loss and other signs specific 
to the body system affected. Keep 
track of the horse’s health and any 
changes. 

ENDOCRINE PROBLEMS —  
Metabolic issues are more 
common in older horses. The 
most common is PPID (pituitary 
pars intermedia dysfunction), 
often called Cushing’s disease or 
Cushing’s syndrome. If you have a 
geriatric horse, it’s a good idea to 
have an annual veterinary physical 
exam — especially if the horse 
is showing any physical signs 
associated with Cushing’s. Some 
veterinarians recommend a yearly 
test for this condition which can 
be done with an ACTH (adrenal 
corticotropin hormone) test. Horse 

animals & livestock :: horses
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owners should work with their 
veterinarian on this because not 
every horse over 18 needs to be 
tested. 

Endocrine disease can affect the 
horse’s immune system. When 
a horse has increased cortisol 
production due to Cushing’s, it 
is similar to being continually on 
medication with corticosteroids, 
except the horse’s body is making 
the steroids. This continual supply 
of cortisone depresses the immune 
system, which can show up as 
wounds that don’t heal well, dental 
problems, and foot abscesses. 
There’s also more risk for laminitis, 
due to the excess cortisol in the 
body. 

DENTAL ISSUES — A horse’s 
teeth continually change as they 
gradually erupt from the jaw. Front 
teeth become more angled with age, 
and molars may develop hooks and 
ridges. If a horse loses a tooth, the 
opposing tooth has nothing to wear 
against and “grows” abnormally. 
Older horses may need periodic 
dental work to avoid problems. 
If horses become quite old, worn-
down teeth may fall out. Then 
you must make sure their feed is 
chopped up and softened because 
they can’t chew. 

HEATHER SMITH THOMAS 
ranches with her husband near 
Salmon, Idaho, raising cattle and 
a few horses. She has a B.A. 
in English and history. She has 
raised and trained horses for 
50 years and has been writing 
freelance articles and books 
for nearly that long, publishing 
20 books and more than 9,000 
articles for horse and livestock 
publications. Find Heather online 
at heathersmiththomas.blogspot.
com. 
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WEANING TIME IS 
stressful for cattle. 
During the past several 

decades, many people have found 
better ways to wean than putting 
calves in a corral and taking the 
cows away. A big calf doesn’t 
need milk anymore, but still feels 
dependent on mama and insecure 
without her. If confined in a pen, 
calves pace the fence and bawl, 
often running frantically back and 
forth. If corrals are dry, this churns 
up dust that can irritate the lungs 

and open the way for respiratory 
infections. The calf is doubly 
susceptible to respiratory problems 
because stress hinders the immune 
system. There are better ways to 
wean calves, including fenceline 
weaning with the calves right next 
to their mothers on pasture, and 
two-stage weaning using nose 
flaps — with the calves staying 
with their mothers during the 
weaning process. 

Calves that can stay on good 
pasture while being weaned 

generally do better than calves 
in corrals, partly because pasture 
is a more natural environment, 
less dusty, and they don’t have to 
learn how to eat a new feed at the 
same time they are undergoing 
stress from weaning. With cows 
and calves in separate but adjacent 
pastures for a few days, the calves 
still have their mothers (right next 
to them through the fence) but they 
can’t nurse. They spend time at the 
fence, but the calves have green 
pasture when they feel hungry. By 
the third or fourth day, after the 
pairs are not so eager to get back 
together again, you can move the 
cows farther away. Calves weaned 
on pasture never quit gaining 
weight and also have fewer stress 
and health problems.  

On our ranch, we started 
fenceline weaning 35 years ago, 
separating the cows and calves but 
putting them in adjacent pens or 
pastures so they could still be next 
to each other. It was easier on them 
than the “cold turkey” weaning we 
did earlier, leaving calves in a corral 
and taking their mothers to a far 
pasture, but they still bawled and 
were upset.  

Nine years ago, we tried using 
“nose flaps” on the calves and 
leaving the pairs together until 
the cows started drying up. We’d 
heard great reports about this 
method from ranchers who use it, 
and I’d talked to Joe Stookey — the 
man who invented this innovative 
device at the Western College of 
Veterinary Medicine, University 
of Saskatchewan — about 20 years 
ago. The “nose flaps” are now 
marketed as Quiet Wean. 

With our herd, we found that 
this two-stage weaning (letting the 
calves be with mom for a few days 
but unable to nurse, then separating 
them) was the least stressful 
way to wean. Calves are always 
stressed when abruptly separated 
from their mothers, and stress can 
lead to immunosuppression and 
vulnerability to disease, especially 

LOW-STRESS 
CALF WEANING
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if the stress of weaning is coupled with bad weather 
and/or a long transport when newly weaned calves are 
sold and moved somewhere else. 

In nature, without human intervention, calves are 
weaned by their mothers kicking them off before the 
next calf is born. She may do this several months or 
several weeks before her next calf; her milk production 
is diminishing by the time her current calf is nine or 10 
months old and she generally just weans them. The big 
calf follows along and stays with the cow, never losing 
the comfort and security of her presence. They may still 
try to nurse for a few days, but the cow won’t let them, 
and they resign themselves to weaned status. 

When I talked to Joe Stookey about the nose flaps 
he invented for weaning, he said this all came about 
because of one of his student's questions. The student 
had asked what the calf misses most — the milk or the 
mother — and their class decided to find out. “When 
we did the study and took away the milk by creating 
this anti-sucking device, none of the calves were 
upset,” Stookey told me. “Then when we took away 

the mother a few days later they didn’t miss her either, 
and we realized we’d weaned the calves! We weaned 
them in the presence of the mother and that was a big 
difference,” he said. 

These plastic flaps can be easily installed in seconds, 
with the calf restrained in a chute or head catch of 
some kind or a stanchion. The flaps are somewhat 
flexible and you just give a little twist to get them 
situated in the nostrils or bend them a little so the 
gap between the two sides is a little wider so you can 
slip the nose flap into the nostrils. Then the calves are 
returned to their mothers. The flap hangs down over 
the nose and mouth, preventing the calf from getting 
a teat in their mouth to nurse, but won’t hinder eating 
grass or hay or drinking water. 

The calf can’t nurse, but they're not upset because 
they're still with mom. They feel a bit frustrated, 
wondering why they can’t get a teat in their mouth and 
may stand there and try, but they're not frantic. The calf 
still feels secure; they have their mom’s companionship 
and protection during weaning. The cow starts to dry 
up, and the calf adjusts to not having milk. About five 
to seven days later, cows and calves can be completely 
separated and the flaps removed (with a bit of a twist 
to get them out of the nose), and the calves are not 
stressed. The flaps can be washed, saved, and re-used 
many times. 

We install flaps in our calves when we vaccinate. 
It’s humorous to watch them when they go back to 
mom afterward; they try to nurse, and bunt the udder 
in frustration — and get kicked. Mom can’t figure 
out why baby isn’t nursing, but neither of them is 
stressed. They keep track of each other and spend time 
together, but there’s no frantic pacing/bawling like 
other weaning methods. The cows are more upset than 
the calves, bawling a bit because their udders are tight, 
but the calves don’t bawl. We put the calves in a new 
pasture and take the cows to our upper place to spend 
the rest of the fall grazing on mountain pasture, and 
everybody is happy.   

We haven’t had any calves get sick during weaning 
with this stress-free method. For several years, we’ve 
had miserable wet weather (including snowstorms) 
during the days they were being weaned, but since the 
calves were still with mom, it didn’t seem to bother 
them. 

And since they are not stressed, they never stop 
grazing and just keep gaining weight. We save our 
best pastures in the fall for weaning and for the 
calves right after weaning, and they don’t need any 
grain. Our replacement heifers just stay on good 
pasture until it snows under, and we can sell the 
other calves any time. With no-stress weaning, they 
are as calm and plump as if they’d been weaned for 
a month. 
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Foraging for Natural Dyes

OUR FARM PROPERTY 
IS heavily wooded, so 
foraging for natural dyes 

was easy for me, once I learned the 
basics of natural dyeing.  

Spending time learning about 
foraging led me on the path to 
foraged dye plants. There are 
numerous plant dyes provided 
by nature. After doing some basic 
background research, it was fairly 
easy to get started.

Limiting the 
impact on the 
environment is my 
first consideration. 
It is not hard to 
gather enough 
raw materials for a 
few dye baths at a 
time while leaving 

the natural ecosystem to flourish. 
Most of my experiments are done 
on wool because we raise sheep 
and create yarn from their fleeces. 
Different procedures may be 
needed for cotton and other plant 
fibers.  

Spending time in the wild, 
knowing when to harvest from 
the abundance, and when to leave 
the plants to rest ensures that your 

patch of woodlands will continue 
to thrive and offer you natural dyes 
for the future. Foraging for natural 
dyes in the woods allows you time 
to get to know the plants that grow 
seasonally.  

When I find a plant growing 
heavily on our wooded farm, I 
take a photo or small sample to 
use for identification. Any number 
of field guides are available, and I 

recommend getting 
one that focuses 
on plants in your 
geographical area. 
Look to see if the 
guide includes 
invasive species too, 
as these are often a 
fun surprise in the 
dye pot. 

Spending time in the wild, knowing when 
to harvest from the abundance, and when 

to leave the plants to rest ensures that your 
patch of woodlands will continue to thrive 
and offer you natural dyes for the future.
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The Seasons of Foraging for 
Natural Dyes in the Woods

Spring offers the first fresh plants 
for the dye pot. One, in particular, 
that causes homeowners headaches 
is the purple dead nettle (Lamium 
purpureum).

It does not confine itself to the 
woods and byways. This colorful 
little plant springs up in yards, 
flower beds, and pathways. In my 
area of the east coast, it is definitely 
invasive. While most people lament 
its arrival, I grab a five-gallon 
bucket and begin my first harvest of 

the year. The process for obtaining 
yellow dye from green plants is 
similar for many plants. While 
purple dead nettle is actually in the 
mint family, it creates dye similar to 
stinging nettle or a large bucket of 
cultivated mint that overgrows your 
herb garden.  

Japanese indigo plants in my garden. A large bucket of black walnuts. Use these 
broken open or whole. The dye is created 
from the juices in the green outer rind.

Pokeberries in the wild. Pokeberries are 
safe for wild birds but not safe for human 
consumption.
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Creating the Dye  
While the yarn is in the 

mordant, add the purple dead 
nettle to a separate stainless steel 
dye pot. Cover with water, bring 
to a low boil, and continue to 
simmer for 45 minutes or longer. 
Strain out the plant material. The 
liquid will be greenish-yellow. 
Begin to add the iron, half a 
teaspoon at a time. The color will 
begin to darken.  

Add the wool to the dye pot. 
Keeping the dye pot simmering 
below 200 degrees Fahrenheit, 
dye the yarn or fiber for 45 
minutes to an hour. Cool in the 
dye pot before removing for 
rinsing.  

Summer Foraged Dyes 
Summer foraging leads us to 

different colors in the dye pot. 
Another beautiful result of foraged 
dyes is the progression through the 
colors in nature. 

Pokeberries from the poke plant 

are a rich source of dye when 
handled correctly. These berries 
are toxic to humans, so don’t 
snack on them while foraging. 
Pokeberry gives us a variety of 
deep burgundy, fuchsia, pink, and 
fire engine red, depending on how 
it is handled. 

I have had great luck with the 
dye. You do need to be aware of 
both the potential light sensitivity 
and the effect of too much heat in 
the dye pot.  

Last year, I began doing long, 
cold soaks in pokeberry dye, 
instead of the traditional heated 
dye. The results were more vibrant 
and less light sensitive. The 
wool was still mordanted using 
an acidic (4% vinegar solution) 
soak. After soaking the berries for 
several days in a bucket of room 
temperature water, I added the 
wool yarn or fiber. I allowed the 
material to soak for two to three 
additional days. After removing 
from the dye bath, the wool was 
dried almost completely before 
rinsing in a fresh 4% vinegar in 
water rinse.  

Purple Dead Nettle Recipe
2-3 gallons of fresh, raw, purple dead nettle.

Remove the roots that often are picked with the plant.

1 teaspoon of powdered iron (the iron modifies the 
yellow color into a light, sage-green shade). 

1 skein of mordanted yarn or wool fiber, 100 grams.

Note: Mordanting fiber or yarn ahead of time with a 10% 
solution of alum in water increases the color- and light-
fastness of the dyes. Simmer (do NOT boil) fiber for an 
hour, let cool in mordant, and then transfer to the dye pot.

Other Spring 
Dye Plants
Dandelions: light yellow  

Yarrow: yellow 

Ivy: often available all year. 
Yields yellow to grays and 
greens 

Bracken: brownish yellow 

Dock and Sorrel: greens, 
yellows, browns

Additional Dyes to 
Forage in Summer
Mulberries: light violet shades 

Elderberry: browns, beige, 
greens, yellow 

St. John’s Wort: a wide range of 
natural colors when using the 
flowers or leaves. 

animals & livestock :: sheep
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Fall and Winter Foraged Dyes 
Surprisingly, fall is my favorite 

time to forage for natural dye 
materials. Summer lingers and still 
gives some summery dye options 
while the fall options begin to 
appear.  

Black walnuts start dropping in 
later summer and early fall. These 
large, tough nuts give a deep brown 
color to wool and textiles. There is 
no need to break open the nut to 
release the dye, although many dye 
artists will do that. You can simply 
pop the large green balls into the 
dye pot, cover with water, and add 
heat or do a long, cool water soak. 
The dye is in the green husk and 
will leach into the water either way. 

The oak trees yield acorns, which 
give a golden honey brown color to 
wool. In addition, oak leaves and 
bark are also fun to experiment with 
in the dye pot.  

Hickory nuts offer a beautiful 
brown with gold undertones. I 
am hoping that the hickory trees 
have another bountiful year 
coming up.  

Goldenrod is a favorite of mine. Not 
only does it grow abundantly, but it 
also gives the loveliest shades of gold 
with little work. Goldenrod also dries 
and freezes well, allowing the dyer to 
create golds during winter.  

A surprising find on our property 
was a fast-growing member of 
the mint family. Perilla frutescens, 
commonly called beefsteak plant, 
deulkkae or Korean perilla, grows 
abundantly on our farm from late 
summer through fall. Although it 
sprouts up everywhere, I associate 
it with gorgeous dark green dye 
and hate to see it fade away with 
the first heavy frost.  

Additional Tips
1. Take only what you need and only
from areas of abundant growth.

2. Wear protective clothing and
shoes, and have gloves available
if you aren’t sure what you are
handling.

JANET GARMAN is a farmer, writer, 
instructor, and fiber artist living in 
central Maryland on the family's 
farm. She loves all subjects related 
to small farms and homesteading. 
Raising chickens, ducks, sheep, 
and fiber goats led her to write 
her most recent books, 50 Do-
It-Yourself Projects for Keeping 
Chickens, (Skyhorse Publishing 
2018), The Good Living Guide to 
Raising Sheep and Other Fiber 
Animals, (Skyhorse Publishing 
2019), and  
50 Do-It-Yourself Projects for 
Keeping Goats (Skyhorse 
Publishing 2020).      

instagram.com/
timbercreekfarmandhomestead  
facebook.com/timbercreekfarm  
timbercreekfarmer.com      

3. Watch your step! Snakes often
hide in the understory where these
dye plants exist.

4. Carry large bags or pillowcases to
collect your dye materials. Buckets
can get heavy and cumbersome on
a longer hike.

5. As much as possible, avoid
disturbing habitat and ecosystems.

I hope this encourages you to find 
more natural dye colors beyond your 
home dye garden. Enjoy the vast pallet 
of color that nature offers to us. 
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animals & livestock :: pigs

SMALL  
PIG 
BREEDS
FOR MEAT

BY JODI CRONAUER 

THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT TYPES and sizes 
of pigs. There are even many different reasons 
people raise pigs these days, but most of us raise 

pigs because pork is delicious. I cannot personally 
think of many parts of a pig that aren’t utilized in some 
way, shape, or form. From pork chops to hot dogs, from 
head cheese to sausage casings, most parts of a pig 
serve a purpose. Pork rinds have been sold in stores for 
over 100 years. 

Whether you raise your own pigs, buy from a local 
farmer, or just get pork from the store, the majority of 
people in the world eat or use pork products. Smaller 
pig breeds have recently become prevalent as more 
people see the benefit of raising their own pork. 

Multi-generational familes are now less common, 
and nuclear families are smaller, so a smaller pig is a 
better choice. There are still a variety of options even 
within the smaller breeds.  

Kunekune pigs are known for their fat quality and 
content. The meat is extremely red and marbleized 
throughout, making the meat “melt in your mouth” 
delicious. They are famous not only for their well-
marbled meat but also for their ability to grow 
almost exclusively on pasture with very little feed 
required. 

The American Guinea hog (AGH) is also a forager 
and like the Kunekune pigs, they do very well in lush 
pastures of grass. The grass diet helps aid in their dark 
red color and superior meat. The muscle-to-fat ratio 
makes them ideal for charcuterie.  

Ossabaw Island hogs are another smaller breed 
of pig that are usually not more than 200 pounds at 
maturity. Unlike the Kunekune and AGH pigs, they 
tend to look more for nuts and rough forage. Ossabaw 
hogs store fat differently than most domestic pigs and 
when raised on pastures with ample feed, they tend 
to have a larger fat-to-meat ratio. They have dark red 
meat with a unique texture making them ideal for use 
in cured meats and pig roasts.  

Vietnamese Pot-bellied pigs are also a smaller breed 
that produce quality pork with nice red color and 
flavorful meat.  

Not only are these breeds all known for their 
smaller size and quality meat, but they also have great 
mothering abilities, friendly dispositions, and ease of 
raising. The average size for these smaller breeds is 
typically less than 200 pounds. All of them grow at a 
slower rate and take longer to reach butcher weight, 
but the pros, or benefits, outweight the disadvantages 
because of the fantastic meat quality and lower feed 
expense. For smaller families and couples, as well as 
people who have less acreage to work with, these more 
manageable pigs make the perfect meat pig. Those 
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people looking to make lard and lard products such as 
soaps and lotions also routinely favor these breeds as 
they have a high fat content.  

Two other breeds, although not as small as the 
previously mentioned pigs, are also smaller than 
traditional pigs. The Meishan breed of pig has deep 
red meat that is very robust in flavor. Meishan pigs 
are some of the most prolific pig species and routinely 
have an average of 13 – 18 piglets. They do very 
well on lush, green pastures. The meat is marbleized 
throughout, making it very tender. The average size 
for a Meishan pig is 250 – 400 pounds. 

The Idaho Pasture pig, although a newer breed in 
relation to the other breeds, is quickly becoming a 
favored pasture breed. They are medium pigs with 
average weights between 250 – 450 pounds and 
can be raised primarily on pasture with minimum 
damage or rooting. The meat is a deep red color 
and very well marbleized, making it both juicy and 
tender.  

Pigs raised on pasture tend to have fat with a lower 
rendering temperature. Added to the well-marbleized 
meat and sweet flavor from the grasses they are eating, 
pasture-raised pork is some of the best you will ever 
taste.  

Determining what breed is right for you depends 
on your acreage, pasture system, commitment to the 
breed, length of time you want to raise the pigs out, 
and the final quality and quantity of meat you want. 
Families with small children consider these breeds due 
to their friendly dispositions and ease of raising. The 
smaller breeds are going to have a lower yield, but the 
flavor, quality, and nutritional value make them more 
desired by many. Before taking any big, new steps, 
research the different breeds and find one that fits you 
and your farm the best. As with everything, there are 
pros and cons to each breed, so pick what is the most 
important for you. Go visit a farm that has this breed 
and see if it is what you are looking for and if that is the 
pig breed that you want to add to your family. 

JODI CRONAUER lives in Wisconsin with her husband 
and her three sons. They raise Idaho Pasture pigs, 
Kunekune pigs, and American bison as well as Gypsy 
Vanner horses. The meat from their pigs and bison is 
rich in essential nutrients because they eat grass as 
their primary diet. Jodi is the author of Raising Pigs on 
Green Pastures (Dorrance Publishing, 2021). 

https://shop.iamcountryside.com/products/raising-
pigs-on-green-pastures

Not only are these breeds all 
known for their smaller size 
and quality meat, but they also 
have great mothering abilities, 
friendly dispositions, and ease 
of raising. 

Chops from an Idaho Pasture pig.
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Coop Design Elements 
to Keep Your Flock Safe

BY STACY BENJAMIN

animals & livestock :: poultry

WE ALL KNOW THAT 
PREDATORS are out 
there, but it’s not until 

you see one up close and personal, 
trying to make a meal out of one of 
your chickens that you realize how 
vulnerable your birds are. That’s 
why it’s important to incorporate 
safety measures into your coop 
design that will keep your flock safe 
when you’re not there to watch out 
for them.  

First and foremost, using sturdy 
building materials  — securely 

fastened and tightly spaced — is 
of utmost importance for keeping 
your flock safe. Small predators 
such as weasels can slip through 
the tiniest of spaces. It’s okay to 
use repurposed building materials 
to save on costs or to give your 
coop a cute rustic look, but if the 
boards don’t fit tightly together, 
you’ll need to patch or cover any 
gaps that are an inch or larger. 
Rotten boards or gaps in your coop 
floor provide another potential 
entryway for predators or pesky 

rodents. Keep safety in mind down 
to the last details, such as locks 
and ventilation, when designing 
daytime accommodations for your 
flock.

We prioritized coop safety 
measures when building our back 
deck coop and attached secure run 
for our Bantams, knowing that they 
are small and especially vulnerable 
to predators. I’m sure glad we did 
because we have seen all types of 
predators here, including raccoons, 
weasels, coyotes, and bobcats — all 
of them in broad daylight and all of 
them closer to the coop than I care 
to think about.

Design Elements
FLOORING

We used cement backer board 
as the flooring for our back deck 
coop. It’s a long-lasting material 
that is easy to clean and is 
rodent-proof. We built an earlier 
version of this coop on top of 
the existing wood deck boards, 
and over time I noticed that feed 
was falling through the cracks 
onto the ground below, attracting 
rodents. I also noticed that the 
spaces between the deck boards 
trapped dirt, debris, and poop, 
and it was hard to get the floor 
clean. Another downside to wood 
floors is that they can rot when in 
contact with the ground or due to 
moisture from above (and we all 
know that droppings equal lots 
of moisture in the coop). When 
we expanded the back deck coop 
several years ago, we replaced 
the flooring with a cement backer 
board, and I’ve been delighted 
with its performance.

HARDWARE CLOTH
Our preferred coop design for 

both our Bantam coop and the 
coop for our large-breed chickens 
includes a secure connecting run, 
screened entirely with ½-inch 

A bobcat on the back deck — predators are closer than you think!
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hardware cloth. This design allows 
us to leave a small pop door open 
to provide access from the coop into 
the secure run so that the chickens 
have 24-hour access to the run. I like 
this design because the chickens 
have a way to entertain themselves 
in the mornings without my having 
to open a door between the coop 
and the run.

Allowing the chickens to have 
constant access to the attached run 
means that the run truly needs to be 
secure. Hardware cloth walls keep 
predators from strolling into the 
run, but you also have to prevent 
digging. There are two ways to do 
this. The first is to line the bottom 
of the run with hardware cloth and 
cover it with your preferred run 
material (gravel, sand, wood chips, 
etc.). The second option is to extend 
the run's perimeter wall to form a 
skirt along the ground that extends 
at least a foot out from the walls. 
You can then cover the hardware 
cloth on the ground with your 
choice of material. Hardware cloth 
is necessary for this application 
instead of chicken wire (which is 
cheaper and more convenient to 
work with than hardware cloth) 
because raccoons can easily rip or 
reach through the chicken wire. 

DOORS/LOCKS
Coop doors and windows and 

any coop features that open to the 
outside, such as nest boxes, should 
be secured with a complex latch or 
locking mechanism. Raccoons easily 
open simple sliding or swing-type 
latches that you can open with one 
finger. You’ll want to use a type 
of lock that requires opposable 
thumbs to open so that raccoons 
won’t be able to gain access. We 
use carabiners on all of our doors, 
and we use snap hooks to secure 
the hinged roofs of our exterior nest 
boxes. We don’t have any windows 
that open in any of our coops, 
but we have ventilation openings 
under the roofline, all covered with 
hardware cloth.

Brinsea Products – bringing innovation 
to chicken keepers for over 40 years!

ChickSafe Eco and Advance
Automatic coop door openers…

protect your birds when you can’t

µ  Keeping your fl ock safe has never been easier or more 
reliable. With only one moving part, no mechanical 
switches and no calibration ChickSafe are the ultimate 
rugged, fuss free automatic door openers.

µ  A tough two-piece alloy door is also available.

PRICES FROM $99.99

Visit www.brinsea.com
or call 1 888 667 7009 for details
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INTERIOR SPACE
Keeping your chickens safe also means having 

options to separate flock members for their safety if 
needed. Our secure run has an isolation area on one 
side that we use to provide a separate area to protect 
broody hens and little ones until they are ready to join 
the flock. We used hardware cloth to build a divider 
in one side of the run that allows everyone to see each 
other on both sides of the divider which helps integrate 
new members into the flock. The isolation area can also 
give a bossy chicken a time out or or a hurt hen time to 
recover from an injury.

LOCATION
I can’t help but wonder when I hear a rooster crowing 

in the middle of the night what may be prowling 
around outside. Our Bantam coop is right up against 
the house, which means that I can check on them by 
looking out the kitchen window. It can make for some 
loud early mornings having the coop close to the house, 
but for the most part, I enjoy hearing their sounds, and 
I appreciate the peace of mind that comes from having 
the coop close to the house. It wouldn’t be as practical 
to build a coop for a large flock as close to the house as 
our Bantam coop is, but it can be a good choice given 
the right circumstances. I hope these tips help you to 
provide a secure coop for your ladies! 

STACY BENJAMIN lives on four and a half acres in 
St. Helens, Oregon with her husband and her flock of 
four dozen-ish chickens and heritage Narragansett 
turkeys. She is an avid gardener who enjoys 
preserving her garden harvest, as well as making 
handmade soaps and other natural products. Find 
her on Instagram @5rfarmoregon and @5rfarmsoap 
and on her website www.5rfarm.com 

TOP LEFT: Cement backer board is a very durable, predator-proof 
flooring. TOP RIGHT: A separate isolation area in the run provides 
added flexibility to protect flock members. ABOVE: Our integrated 
back deck coop and secure run.

Defining Quality
for Generations
For over a century, Murray McMurray Hatchery has remained a trusted, family-
owned business, working tirelessly to ensure our poultry meets the highest 
standards. Whether you are an experienced enthusiast, or just embarking on 
the journey, look to McMurray Hatchery for guaranteed quality rare and Heritage 
breeds, low minimums, and all the supplies you need to raise your flock.

TM

FREE Shipping
on all full orders

of baby birds

M C M U R R A Y H A T C H E R Y. C O M      8 0 0 . 4 5 6 . 3 2 8 0

SCAN TO REQUEST A FREE CATALOG
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“Potatoes are to food what sensible shoes are to fashion.” — Linda Wellsfarm to fork :: potato pie 

BY HANNAH MCCLURE

OLD-FASHIONED 
POTATO PIE 

I'VE NEVER BEEN A PERSON WHO ENJOYED 
grocery shopping. Especially the part where they 
give you the total owed for the trip. I suppose 

that was one big reason behind me starting a garden 
and eventually adding in chickens and hogs. It gave 
me some control over the balance due at the grocery 
store. Even better, it allowed me to control the price 
paid for our food. At least, a good chunk of our food. 
I'm always trying (and sometimes battling) to make 
more, grow more, raise more, and preserve more of 
our own food while developing recipes that are not 
only delicious, but affordable using what we grow, 
raise, and preserve. This old-fashioned potato pie is a 
creamy and delicious way to use up some homegrown 
potatoes.  

INGREDIENTS

2 pie crusts (homemade or store-bought) 

½ stick of butter 

¾-1 cup of whole milk 

½ cup sour cream 

5 medium-size potatoes (sliced into thin, round slices) 

3 tablespoons flour 

2 cloves garlic, minced 

¾ lb American cheese, sliced 

16 ounces of cooked, diced ham 

Salt and pepper to taste 

INSTRUCTIONS

In a medium pot, bring water and potatoes to a boil. Boil for 
5 to 7 minutes to soften potatoes. Once finished, drain off 
water. 

Meanwhile, in a separate saucepan (medium to large), melt 
butter and sauté minced garlic for about 1 minute. 

Stir in flour until a paste-like consistency forms. 

Slowly stir in milk until the mixture thickens. 

Add in sour cream and stir until blended. 

Slowly melt in American cheese, one slice at a time until a 
cheese sauce forms.  

***If your sauce is thicker than desired, you can add in a 
little milk until it reaches the consistency you like. Please 
remember it will be to fill a pie so you do want a thicker 
sauce overall.*** 

Fold in ham and potatoes until evenly coated in cheese 
sauce.  
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“Potatoes are to food what sensible shoes are to fashion.” — Linda Wells

In a pie plate, roll out your pie crust with some overhang. Poke the 
bottom of the crust with a fork. 

Fill the pie crust with cheese and potato mixture. 

Top with a second pie crust and form the outer edges into one crust.  

Cut vent holes into the top crust. 

Bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 30 to 35 minutes or until the top is 
golden brown.  

Remove from the oven and let cool for 10 minutes before cutting and 
serving. 

I hope you enjoy this dinner-on-a-dime, old-fashioned potato 
pie recipe. 

HANNAH MCCLURE is an old soul homemaker and 
mother of four from Ohio. Gardening, keeping bees, 
sewing, raising chickens/seasonal hogs, and baking/
cooking from scratch are a few things she enjoys in her 
homemaking. Always learning and always chasing her 
littles. Find Hannah on Instagram @muddyoakhennhouse.

GOAT CARE GIVEAWAY
ENTER FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN — VALUED AT $105!

Enter Now!Whether you want to raise a dairy barn full of 
milkers, one hundred meat goats for the market, 
a herd of Angoras for mohair fi ber, or a few 
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BY PATRICE LEWIS

farm to fork :: vinegar

Making Fruit Scrap VinegarMaking Fruit Scrap Vinegar

DON’T TOSS YOUR FRUIT 
SCRAPS! Use them to 
make vinegar. Vinegar 

has an ancient history going back 
for years, and has been used 
as a cleaning agent, beverage, 
medicine, preservative, condiment, 
deodorizer, bathing agent, and 
even a construction aid (splitting 
boulders for road construction). 

A Short Chemistry Lesson 
Chemically, vinegar is acetic acid 

produced through the fermentation 
of ethanol and acetic acid bacteria 
(Acetobacter). The process is aerobic 
(requiring oxygen) rather than 
anaerobic. The bacterial culture is 
referred to (rather insultingly) as 
“the mother.” 

Fermentation takes place in two 
stages. In the first stage, yeasts feed 
on sugars or starches and form 
alcohol. The fermenting material 
creates carbon dioxide bubbles, 
evidence that the microbes are 

at work. In the second stage, the 
alcohol turns to acid, aided by 
acetic acid bacteria (the mother). 
The grayish scum that forms on the 
surface indicates the mother is at 
work. 

Let’s Play With Garbage 
My excursion into vinegar came 

after canning peaches, pears, and 
apples. I looked at the scraps and 
decided to play with the garbage. 
After all, if ancient cultures could 
make vinegar — why not me? I did 
some research, and this is the result. 

Use half-gallon or one-gallon 
jars to make vinegar. You can also 
use food-grade plastic buckets or 
ceramic crocks. Do not use metal 
containers. 

Fill the jar about two-thirds full of 
fruit scraps. Using non-chlorinated 
or distilled water, make a thin sugar 
syrup with a 16:1 ratio of water to 
sugar. (This means half of cup of 
sugar in half of gallon of water, or 

a cup of sugar per gallon of water.) 
Fill the rest of the container with 
the sugar water, then secure the 
top with a breathable fabric such 
as cheesecloth or squares of old 
sheeting. It’s also helpful to date the 
jars. Then place the container out of 
direct sunlight to ferment for about 
two months. 

First Step: Fermenting 
Within a couple of days, bubbles 

will form in the fermenting scraps. 
At this stage, vinegar is very much 
alive. The bubbles indicate the 
bacteria and wild yeasts are eating 
the sugars and producing carbon 
dioxide as a byproduct. Stir the 
mixture about once a day. 

The cloth over the buckets not 
only allows the fermenting sludge 
to breathe, it also keeps out fruit 
flies and other insects, which will be 
attracted to the smell. Incidentally, 
the smell is very pleasant — rich 
and syrupy and just a wee bit sour. 
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The bubbling will decrease or 
stop when most of the sugar has 
converted to alcohol. A longer 
fermentation time is preferable 
because the higher alcohol 
content of the fermented fruit will 
discourage all but the proper acetic 
acid-forming bacteria. 

At the end of this stage, strain 
out the liquid from the solids. This 
may be a slow process. In my case, 
I suspended the mash in old, clean 
thrift-store pillowcases (do NOT use 
your good pillowcases!) overnight 
over a bowl, which allowed the 
liquid to drip out. For smaller 
amounts, pour the liquid into a 
strainer lined with several layers 
of cheesecloth or some clean old 
sheeting. This process will probably 
take several hours or overnight. 

Second Step: Making Acid 
After draining the mash, pour the 

fermented liquid into clean, glass jars 
for the acidifying stage. Cover and 
secure with a breathable cloth and let 
sit undisturbed (without stirring) for 
anywhere from two to six months. 
During this time, the proto-vinegar 
will develop a revolting-looking 
scum on top. This is the acetic acid 
bacteria at work (the mother) and 
should be left alone. A thin layer of 
sediment will gradually settle at the 
bottom of the jars. 

At the end of this process, you 
will have beautiful, fragrant 
vinegar. 

Peach scraps fermenting.

 Storing Vinegar 
There are a number of ways to 

store the finished vinegar: 

• Pour the vinegar into sterile
bottles and use corks or plastic lids 
(never metal!) to seal them. The 
vinegar is still “alive” and can be 
used to seed future vinegar projects 
because it still contains living 
mother bacteria. The disadvantage 
is the vinegar will look cloudy 
because of the presence of the 
mother. 

• Alternately, pour the vinegar
through several layers of damp 
cheesecloth into clean jars and 
then pasteurize them. This is done 
by putting the jars (either corked 
or with a plastic lid) into a pot of 
cold water and gradually heat it 
to 145 degrees Fahrenheit. This 
temperature needs to be held for 30 

Back in the day, things were made to last. Made to last for  
a lifetime or two. Call us old-fashioned, but we agree. That’s 
why our hand-powered mills are backed by an heirloom 
guarantee. Our durable mills will help you grind your own 
whole grains, coffee, nuts and seeds. They are hand-built 
here in the U.S. for dreamers, doers and cultivators like us. 

Made in Montana~grainmaker.com~855-777-7096
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minutes, then remove the jars and 
let them cool. The advantage of this 
method is the vinegar stays clear. 
The disadvantage is the mother is 
killed off and the vinegar cannot 
be used to seed future vinegar 
projects. 

• For long-term storage, the
vinegar can be water-bath canned 
for 15 minutes at a rolling boil, but 
only if using plastic tattler reuseable 
canning lids. Vinegar cannot be 
stored with metal lids because the 

base for a vinaigrette salad dressing. 
Some people like fruit vinegar for 
hair rinses as well. 

A Few Tips 
• The smaller the fruit waste, the

faster the fermentation. 
• Oxidized (browned) scraps

seem to make better vinegar than 
fresh scraps. 

• Do not use metal containers
while fermenting the fruit or 
acidifying the liquid. Glass jars, 
ceramic crocks, or food-grade 
plastic works. 

• If your fruit is not organic, it
would be best to scrub or wash the 
fruit before peeling so the peels 
won’t have pesticide residue during 
the fermentation process. 

• The wider the mouth, the more
wild bacteria will be captured, and 
the faster the fermentation process 
will happen. 

• If you see a scum forming on
top, don’t disturb it; this is the 
mother. Eventually the mother 
will sink toward the bottom and 
continue its work. However, if you 
see mold forming on top, by all 
means, skim that off. Mother isn’t 
moldy; it’s scummy. 

acid will gradually corrode the 
metal. 

The Results 
Fruit-scrap vinegar is fragrant and 

beautiful. Different fruits produce 
slightly differed colored vinegar — 
peachy-pink for the peach vinegar, 
amber for the apple vinegar, golden 
for the pear vinegar. It’s a wonderful 
addition to soups, stews, and even 
a splash in spaghetti sauce. Fruit 
vinegars also make an excellent 

The mother forming on the surface of acidifying proto-vinegar.

LEFT: Draining the mash. ABOVE: Straining final product.

farm to fork :: vinegar
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PATRICE LEWIS is a wife, 
mother, homesteader, 
homeschooler, author, 
blogger, columnist, and 
speaker. An advocate 
of simple living and self-
sufficiency, she has practiced 
and written about self-
reliance and preparedness 
for almost 30 years. She is 
experienced in homestead 
animal husbandry and 
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• If you have chlorinated city
tap water, you might want to 
purchase distilled water to use 
for vinegar since the chemicals 
in urban water can kill or 
contaminate the mother. 

• Homemade vinegar should not
be used for canning pickles or other 
fermented food. Vinegar for canning 

needs to be at 5% acidity level, and 
homemade vinegar varies wildly in 
its acid content. Even pH test strips 
cannot accurately gauge proper 
acidity levels in homemade vinegar. 

Making fruit vinegar allows you to 
utilize the fruits of summer — from 
beginning to end. Enjoy! 

Letting fermented liquid acidify.
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BY JENNY UNDERWOOD

“An apple is an excellent thing — until you have tried a peach.” — George du Maurier

HOW TO  
PRESERVE 
PEACHES 
FOR EASY,  
DELICIOUS  
DESSERTS

DO YOU REMEMBER THAT 
90s alternative rock song 
about millions of peaches ... 

peaches for free? Well, I didn't have 
millions of peaches for free but I 
did get 50 pounds (one bushel) for 
$34! Our local small grocery store 
listed them in 25-pound boxes, so 
I tried one and we liked it so well 
that I sent my husband for another 
box. Fifty pounds of peaches is 
a significant amount of fruit to 
preserve, especially with four 
young children, but we managed 
to get them done in approximately 
six hours. I ended up with five 
quarts of dried peaches, eight pints 
of canned peaches, two quarts of 
frozen peaches, and 22 half-pints of 
peach butter. So how did I preserve 
all those peaches? 

One of my favorite ways was 

to make peach butter. I used my 
Instant Pot for this but you can use 
a slow cooker or simply a pot on the 
stove. However, you will need to 
watch those closely. 

First, wash your peaches. I used 
a fruit and veggie liquid that you 
add to water and soak the fruit 
for five minutes to remove any 
nasties. Then I pitted and peeled the 
peaches. These were super easy to 
peel with a knife but you can also 
blanch the peaches, and the peeling 
will easily slip off. Cut an "x" on 
the peaches before dipping them 
in boiling water for 30-60 seconds, 
then immediately cool them in ice 
water. 

It's much easier to pit peaches 

before peeling versus after because 
the peaches aren't slippery. Just 
follow the natural crease in the 
peach and cut all the way to the 
pit and twist your peach. It should 
come in half. Pits easily come out 
of freestone peaches. Use a knife 
to remove pits from cling peaches. 
Once your peaches are washed, 
pitted, and peeled, cut them into 
quarters and dip them in a bowl 
with six cups of water to one 
tablespoon of lemon juice or apple 
cider vinegar. Allow to sit for a few 
minutes or until your bowl is full.  

I used a six-quart Instant Pot 
and filled it full of peaches. Then 
I sprinkled sugar, maple syrup, 
lemon juice, and cinnamon on the 

preserving the harvest  :: peaches
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top. I then placed the pressure valve 
on and chose 15 minutes to cook. 
After it was done, I released the 
pressure and used an immersion 
blender to blend the mixture 
until smooth. Then I simmered 
for an additional 10-15 minutes 
with the lid off to thicken, stirring 
occasionally. If you don't have an 
immersion blender, you can use a 
blender, food processor, or even a 
mixer. Be very careful because the 
mixture can splatter and burn you! 
If you don't have an Instant Pot, 
cook the peaches with a half cup 
of added water in a pan until soft. 
Then blend smooth and continue 
to cook down until it reaches the 
thickness you desire. 

Everyone has different tastes but 
here is a good recipe to start with: 

8 pounds peaches 
1 cup sugar (I used raw and added 
¼ cup of maple syrup)
4 tbsp lemon juice 
Cinnamon to taste 

Now you're ready to water bath 
can your butter. Heat water in 
your canner (I use my pressure 
canner without the weights on). 
You will need enough water to 
cover your jars by two inches. Make 
sure your rack is in! Carefully fill 
your jars (half-pints require ¼ inch
headspace) and place lids and rings 
on snugly. I personally still put my 
lids and rings in simmering water. I 
have an excellent success rate doing 
this. 

Process pints and half-pints in a 
gentle rolling boil for 10 minutes. I 
put on a timer after the water starts 
boiling so my time is accurate every 
single time. You spend so much 
time preserving food; don't skimp 
on the processing! 

After the time is complete, 
remove the canner from the burner 
and let it sit uncovered for five 
minutes. Then carefully lift the 
jars out using a jar lifter and set 

them on a towel (not touching each 
other) for 16 to 24 hours. Remove 
the bands and gently test the seals. 
Label your jars with the contents 
and date, and you're done! Enjoy all 
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year long! 
Another great way to preserve 

peaches is by dehydrating them 
in slices. After I wash them, I 
pit them but don't peel them. 
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freezer. I sometimes sprinkle a bit 
of raw sugar and cinnamon in the 
bag and shake it to coat the peach 
chips. These are delicious, healthy 
snacks! 

Freezing your peaches is very 
easy and they can be used in pies, 
cobblers, smoothies, or ice cream. 
After you wash your peaches, 
pit and peel them. Then place in 
vinegar or lemon juice solution for 
five minutes. Place a towel in a large 
pan and put the slices on it to drain. 
After 5 to 10 minutes, pack your 
freezer bags or bowls with peaches. 
Remove as much air as possible, 
label, and freeze! 

Finally, you can can the peaches 
halved or quartered in syrup. I 
used a light syrup (5¾ cup water
to 1½ cup sugar) because I try to
keep a lower sugar content on 
our foods. I prepared the peaches 
exactly how I did for peach butter 
except instead of placing them in an 
Instant Pot, I packed pint jars full of 
them. Boil the water and dissolve 
the sugar in it. Keep it hot! Then I 
poured my hot syrup over the top 
until my headspace was reached 
(½ inch). Remove any air bubbles
and place on hot lids and rings. 
Follow the directions for water 
bath canning above, but can for 25 
minutes instead of 10 for pints (30 
for quarts). 

Now you have four wonderful, 
simple ways to preserve that 
delicious peach goodness. It's easy 
to snack on the dried peaches or 
add them to breads or granola. 
Canned peaches can be used in 
pies or cobblers or eaten right 
out of the jar. Frozen peaches are 
extremely versatile also and can 
be slightly thawed and eaten as a 
yummy dessert and peach butter is 
phenomenal on pancakes, biscuits, 
or waffles. Try putting up your 
peaches this year and I think you 
may be like me and start thinking: 
"Now where can I plant a peach 
tree?" 

preserving the harvest  :: peaches

Then I thinly slice (¼-⅛ inch) the
peaches and place them in the 
solution of six cups water to one 
tablespoon lemon juice or apple 
cider vinegar and let them soak 
for five minutes. Drain them 
and place them on dehydrator 
trays at 135 F for 8 to 36 hours. 
The range of hours is incredibly 
broad because it all depends on 
the moisture level. I check mine 
every six to eight hours until they 
start to get leathery, then I check 
every hour. Once they are crisp, 
I remove them and place them in 
freezer bags and store them in the 
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preserving the harvest  :: sweet corn

WHETHER YOU’VE 
GROWN it yourself (see 
Countryside, May/June 

2022 for detailed directions on 
that) or found a wonderful deal at 
your local farmers market, fresh 
sweet corn is an absolute delight! 
But while I could personally eat 
several ears a day for quite some 
time, that’s not an optimal way to 
keep your corn. After about a week 
in the refrigerator, it will decline in 
quality. To avoid wasting all your 
hard work or money, how do you 
preserve all that goodness for the 
winter? 

First, shuck your corn and store it 

in a cool location. Do not leave your 
corn in a hot, humid place if you 
want to enjoy it later. It is possible 
to put it in a cool location with the 
shucks on. We found that picking 
our corn then shucking it as soon 
as we got home worked well for us. 
Then we layered the corn in coolers 
with frozen jugs of ice. The next 
morning when I began processing 
them, they were still nice and cool. 
Another option would be an extra 
refrigerator, walk-in cooler, or root 
cellar. 

There are many different ways 
to preserve sweet corn, but my 
favorites are freezing the cut-off 

kernels, canning corn relish, and 
fermenting corn relish. You can also 
pressure can the kernels, dehydrate 
them, and pressure can them as a 
part of stew or salsa. 

To freeze corn, you will need 
freezer bags or plastic or glass 
containers (you can also use 
canning jars for freezing, but I 
personally don’t), a large pot for 
blanching, a large container to cut 
off the kernels into, permanent 
marker to label with or pre-made 
labels, and a sharp knife. 

Blanch your corn on the cob in 
boiling water for two minutes, then 
plunge it into ice water. I found 
that frozen jugs of ice worked 
great to keep the water bath cold 
as the ice cubes melted too quickly. 
After cooling, cut off the kernels 
into a large container. Fill freezer 
containers with the corn, remove 
air, seal, and label. If you put them 
into freezer bags, flatten the bags to 
freeze. This allows for much easier 
storage. To use, simply heat a small 
amount of fat such as olive oil or 
butter and lightly saute the corn. 
Then add ½ cup water per quart and 
simmer for five to eight minutes.   

To can corn relish, you will 
need cut kernels, vinegar, onions, 
peppers, sugar, salt, and water. Cut 
your corn off the cob and measure 
your ingredients into a large pot or 
Instant Pot. Bring to a boil for five 
minutes, stirring frequently, then 
reduce heat to a simmer and cook 
an additional 15-20 minutes or until 
it's to your desired thickness. To use 
your Instant Pot, cook on pressure 
setting for 15 minutes, then allow to 
depressurize naturally. 

Ladle hot mixture in hot, sterile 
jars. Remove bubbles, wipe rims, 
and place hot lids and rings on. 
Water-bath can for 15 minutes on 
a rolling boil. Turn off heat, allow 
to sit five minutes, then carefully 
remove jars with jar lifter onto 
towels. Allow to cool naturally for 
16-24 hours. Label and store.

Preserving 
Sweet Corn 

BY JENNY UNDERWOOD
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Easy, Delicious Corn Relish: 

2 cups white vinegar 
2/3 cup sugar 
1 tbsp salt 
4 cups corn kernels 
2 cups diced red and green peppers 
½-1 cup chopped onion 

(You may also add 1 tbsp dry 
mustard, 1 tsp celery seed, 1 tsp 
ground tumeric.) 

Makes six half pints. I personally 
double or triple this recipe because 
we love corn relish. 

Fermented corn relish is another 
wonderful treat. Not only is it 
delicious, but it's full of probiotics. 
You could can this, but that would 
kill off the beneficial bacteria, so 
I recommend instead storing it in 
a jar in your refrigerator. All you 
need is a canning jar (wide mouth 
is best), a stomper of some kind, 
a lid or airlock system, and your 
ingredients. 

Lacto-fermented Corn Relish: 

1 onion, chopped 
1 large pepper, chopped 
3 cups fresh, washed corn kernels 
1 tbsp sea salt 
Room temperature water 

(Makes 1 quart.) 
Mix all ingredients except water 

and crush gently with a cabbage 
stomper or mallet.   

Fill jar, pressing slightly to pack 
vegetables.   

Pour in water to completely 
submerge vegetables. 

Place a weight on top and either 
place a lid or an airlock system on 
top. 

If using a lid, be sure to burp your 
ferment each day. 

Make sure your vegetables stay 
completely under the liquid. Add 
more salt water if necessary (1 tsp 
per cup of water). 

Allow to ferment in a dark, 
moderate temperature location (60-
70 degrees F) for three to seven days 
until desired flavor is achieved.   

Remove your weight and store in 
the refrigerator with a lid. 

There are several different 
methods for dehydrating corn. 
The easiest is to blanch the corn on 
the cob as described above. Then 
cut off the kernels and spread on 
dehydrator trays in a single layer. 

Dry at 120 degrees F until crisp. 
Store in the freezer or airtight 
containers. Another option is to 
let the corn dry on the ears in the 
field. This is suitable for cornmeal 
but will not rehydrate to a tender 
kernel like the blanched and dried 
will. 

I hope this encourages you 
in other great ways to preserve 
summer’s bounty and provide 
delicious, healthy meals for the rest 
of the year! Happy preserving! 
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The 
Underutilized 
American Acorn

BY WREN EVERETT

THEY RAIN DOWN EN MASSE EVERY FALL, 
littering sidewalks with ankle-turning annoyance 
and pinging off the metal roof of the chicken coop 

like a gunshot at 2 a.m. Eventually, they get swept out 
of the driveway, washed away down the storm drain, 
or just left on the ground until the local squirrels polish 
them off. To see how most Americans view acorns, 
one would think that they are useless tree droppings, 
something inevitable we just have to deal with in 
the autumn like garden-killing frosts, pumpkin spice 
everything, and way-too-early Christmas decorations. 

But for those with an eye to see, acorns are very likely 
the most underutilized food source in the United States. 

The Oak Tree as a Food Resource 
The news that acorns are edible may surprise most 

readers, but the fact is hardly new. Many Native 
American nations valued them as an important part of 
their diets, and some Northern California groups such 
as the Miwok and Yurok used them as a dietary staple. 
And though the cap-bearing nuts have fallen into 
modern disuse in the United States, they haven’t lost 
culinary steam in parts of Europe or Asia.  

The fascinating thing about the acorn — or rather, the 
oak that bears it — is that it’s everywhere. Stately trees 
cover the United States from coast to coast and north 
to south. Many farms, homesteads, city streets, and 

park avenues are dotted and lined with mature trees, 
which means that a nationwide harvest is abundantly 
available every autumn. And for the farmer or 
homesteader interested in self-reliance or permaculture, 
oak trees can offer food from marginal or sloped land 
unsuitable for traditional field agriculture.  

Though there are more than 90 different species of oak 
in the United States alone, their acorns are all edible and 
distinctively easy to recognize. There’s no other tree in 
America that bears a nut with that familiar little cap.  

When you recategorize the oak tree as a food tree, 
suddenly the entire landscape lights up with opportunity. 
That’s the realization I hope to share with you today.  

Processing Acorns  
The first step to turning acorns into food is to gather 

them. They begin to fall from oak trees around the 
end of the summer, but the first to drop are almost 
universally bad — eliminated early to not waste further 
energy on them. You’ll want to wait until October for 
the best acorns to be available. Good acorns are shiny 
and polished, free of holes, separate easily from their 
caps, and don’t have any discolored spots. 

The second step is to get the acorns shelf-stable so 
that you can process them at your leisure. Left in a pile, 
they turn into moldy disappointment quickly. Instead, 
spread nuts in a single layer away from direct sunlight 

“Survival instincts are one of those things that never die.” — Kiersten White
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and thieving rodents — a covered porch is good for 
this. After a few weeks of drying, they can be placed in 
a bucket until you’re ready for them.  

The third step is to leach the unpalatably bitter-
tasting tannins from the raw nuts. Thankfully, they are 
water-soluble, and the process can be done with items 
you already have in your home kitchen.  

A beginner-friendly method for transforming raw 
nuts into edible deliciousness is through this simple 
hot-leach process. 

1. Crack acorns and separate good nutmeats from
grubs, shells, caps, and any rotten or discolored nuts.
(Throw the cast-offs to the chickens.)
2. Place nuts in a saucepan and cover with water.
3. Bring nuts to a boil, simmer for five minutes, then
pour off water.
4. Replace with fresh water and repeat step 3.
5. Continue boiling and changing out water until a
sampled nut does not taste bitter. Depending on the
oak species, this may be anywhere between three and
eight changes.
6. Send damp nuts through a meat grinder to render
into small chunks.
7. Spread in a thin layer on baking sheets and dry
completely in a low oven or beside a woodstove,
stirring periodically.

The resulting dark brown meal can be roasted and 
brewed into a caffeine-free “coffee.” Cooked in a 1:3 
ratio with water, it makes an aromatic porridge that is 
perfect with maple syrup, a dash of salt, and a bit of 
butter.  

If ground finely, it becomes a gluten-free flour. View 
it in the same way as cornmeal: it will require eggs or a 
combination with wheat flour to form a dough. I often 
replace 1 cup of wheat flour with acorns in my daily 
sourdough bread baking, yielding a pumpernickel-
dark, surprisingly soft loaf. Acorns also make delicious 
pancakes, gingersnaps, and brownies. 

Livestock Feed 
Acorns can lighten the livestock feed bill as well. 

Ducks, geese, chickens, and goats all relish the seasonal 
bounty of oak trees. If allowed to free-range, waterfowl 
can forage for acorns directly, but chickens will 
require them to be crushed as they can’t crush them as 
waterfowl do. Goats gobble acorns wherever they can 
find them, chomping them merrily both fresh or dried. 

For long-term winter storage, livestock acorns 
merely need to be fully dried. Shells, caps, and stray 
leaves aren’t a problem, and any emerging acorn grubs 
won’t infect other nuts — they’ll just get dried right 
alongside, to any poultry’s delight. Dry acorns can be 
stored in a galvanized trash can with a lid or a five-

gallon bucket with a cover — mice and rats will help 
themselves to your stash otherwise.  

As always, balance is key to feeding livestock. While 
I’ve never had any issues with my animals consuming 
acorns, I’ve never made it the sole ingredient of their 
diet. Instead, I consider it a supplement and treat for 
the long winter months.  

Further Reading 
Now, the information presented here is merely the 

start of learning how to integrate acorns back into 
our diets. For those interested in further research, 
recipes, alternative leaching methods, and historical 
information, I can’t heartily recommend the following 
three books enough:  

~ Nature’s Garden, Samuel Thayer 
~ It Will Live Forever: Traditional Yosemite Indian Acorn 
Preparation, Beverly R. Ortiz 
~ Stalking the Wild Asparagus, Euell Gibbons 

Though many folks relegate the gastronomic 
potentials of acorns to the squirrels alone, I hope I’ve 
proven otherwise. The benefits of reaping abundant 
nutrition and fodder from these ubiquitous trees are 
something that those with hope for sustainable food 
production can’t afford to ignore any longer. 

WREN EVERETT and her husband quit their teaching 
jobs in the city and moved back to the land on 12 acres 
in the Ozarks. There, they are learning to live as modern 
peasants: off-grid, as self-sufficient as possible, and 
quite happily. 

“Survival instincts are one of those things that never die.” — Kiersten White
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BY STEPHENIE SLAHOR, PH.D.

survival  :: survivable adventures

ESSENTIALS FOR SAFE, SURVIVABLE ADVENTURES

IT’S ON YOUR CALENDAR 
— THAT HIKE. And whether 
it’s a short one, a full-day, 

or a multi-day trek afield, you 
want it to be safe and enjoyable. 
Giving 10 “essentials” for survival 
and emergencies is Royce Jones, 
Wilderness Patroller I of the 
Mount San Jacinto State Park 
and Wilderness which is located 
on the mountain that overlooks 
Palm Springs, California. Jones’ 
wilderness training and his over 
800 miles of backpacking have 
resulted in immeasurable miles 
of hiking experience. Going on 
his ninth year as a Wilderness 
Patroller, Jones makes the 
following recommendations 
about how to plan the essentials 
you need in your survival kit 
for fire-starting, illumination, 
navigation, hydration, insulation, 
sun protection, repairs, nutrition, 

first aid, and emergency shelter.   
Jones emphasizes that even the 

simplest, easiest, and shortest 
trips afield can quickly turn into 
a major challenge — even a life-
threatening one — because of 
changes in weather, injury, being 
lost, or Mother Nature’s whims. 
“Not being prepared can be a 
disaster,” he says, and you cannot 
rely on just “luck” or the thought 
that it’s “only” a short day afield.  

Instead, think about where you 
will be going. What could you 
need for ANY predicament in that 
location? He gives the example 
of a warm-weather desert climate 
in which you might not need 
the heavy clothing necessary to 
survive a 30-degree Fahrenheit 
or colder night. But even being 
in, say, 50-degree F weather 
might pose a danger if you’re 
clad only in shorts and a t-shirt 

and then find yourself having to 
survive the drop in temperature 
that comes with nightfall — and 
you are stuck because of injury, 
being lost or stranded, or a 
sudden bout of hotter or colder 
temperatures, rain, snow, wind, 
or other quick weather changes.  

“Can you spend a minimum 
of 24 hours in the location where 
you got hurt before the search 
and rescue team comes to find 
you?” Jones asks. The answer 
to that will provide you with 
the planning you need for your 
essentials for the trip afield. 
Check what the weather will be 
in the location where you’ll be 
afield and plan accordingly. 

He adds, “Let someone know 
where you’ll be and how long 
you’ll be out.” That way, the person 
can alert rescuers of your plans 
and where you are likely to be. 
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And don’t forget to notify your 
contact when you do return so that 
you are not reported as missing.   

Now, those “essentials.” 

FIRE STARTING. Yes, there
are many areas where fires are 
prohibited due to local warnings 
of high fire danger. But, in an 
emergency, a fire may be your 
only recourse for staying warm, 
having light, and signaling 
your location. That’s when 
safety measures to preserve life 
supersede fire regulations. That 
fire or its smoke may be the only 
way rescuers will spot you. So 
clear away the debris around the 
area where you will build the 
fire and keep the fire going.   

Building a fire can be tricky, 
though, so having cotton balls 
along or cotton lint from the clothes 
dryer (not polyester or nylon which 
just melt in the heat and does not 
ignite). The cotton balls or lint are 
lightweight and can ignite fairly 
quickly. Then add tinder, twigs, 
kindling, and larger pieces of 
wood as the fire grows. Matches 
can get damp, and they sometimes 
fail to ignite. And sometimes, the 
wind even gets in the act to blow 
out the match before it can do its 
work. Whether book matches or 
wooden matches, the problem can 
be the same. Keeping matches in a 
match safe/waterproof container 
is wise, but you need to put some 
cotton inside that container so that 
the matches do not rub against 
one another and self-ignite. That 
cotton also adds to your fire-
starting material. Be sure the striker 
on your matchbook or container 
works. A lighter can lose its fuel, 
rendering it useless. Better are 
flint and steel. They will throw a 
spark onto fire-starting material, 
but Jones advises keeping the flint 
low and away from the steel/
knife and close to the tinder. Don’t 
throw sparks from a distance from 
the tinder. Stay close to it to be 
successful in igniting the tinder. 

ILLUMINATION & 
SIGNALING. A flashlight or
headlamp can be convenient — as 
long as the batteries last. Jones 
prefers a headlamp because it 
allows the hands to be free and it 
always points where the head turns. 
But either — flashlight or headlamp 
— needs batteries so carry extras. 

A signal mirror serves as a 
surface-to-air flash to any rescue 
aircraft that might be in the area 
searching for you. Flicker the mirror 
back and forth so it is noticeable. 

Signaling can also be done with 
the voice, but voices usually don’t 
carry far in the wilderness. Instead, 
have along a plastic whistle — the 
noisier, the better. Blasting the 
whistle  in groups of three blasts 
is using the universal signal of 
“3s” to alert to an emergency. 
Jones chooses plastic for the 
whistle because a metal whistle 
used in very cold weather can 
freeze and stick to warm lips. 

Also have along some flagging 
tape. (Flagging tape is lightweight, 
non-adhesive and is often used for 
survey and boundary marking.) 
Choose bright, fluorescent orange 
— a color not in nature, but highly 
visible to rescuers. Hang the tape 
from tree branches or string it 
across the ground and in open 

areas. Stamp or dig letters on the 
ground, or arrange rocks or wood 
pieces in an open area to spell out 
“SOS” or “HELP” in huge letters.   

NAVIGATION. A map of the
area where you are hiking and a 
compass are necessary but you 
have to know how to use them! 
Check with park preserves, 
outdoor organizations, community 
groups, and even sports stores 
for compass and map courses 
to teach how to use them.The 
hour or two you’ll spend in the 
course might save your life. 

UTM — Universal Transverse 
Mercator coordinate system reader 
— is another tracking method 
that assigns coordinates to the 
earth. The reader locator is used 
with your map and is accurate 
within about 50 feet of where 
you actually are. Again, take a 
course in the use of a UTM. 

There are GPS devices and 
smartphones with maps, but be sure 
to have extra batteries or recharging 
capability. Some locations are 
so remote that a GPS might not 
function with great accuracy 
because it cannot reach the satellite 
that ordinarily provides data. Know 
your GPS, study its manual or 
website, or take a course in GPS use 
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so that you know the features, how 
best to use it, and its limitations. 

Garmin, Garmin Geo Spot, and 
DeLorme make devices that link 
to satellites and cover most of the 
earth. The satellite coverage allows 
you to message your name and 
location but Jones reminds you 
to stay where you are, if possible. 
If you must move on, be sure to 
cancel the SOS, or then signal 
your new relocation area. Satellite 
services have a monthly fee. Also, 
many devices can be programmed 
to signal someone who can “watch” 
your trek and receive a signal 
every few minutes, or even allow 
you to send text messages — 
features worth any extra expense. 

HYDRATION. For even the
shortest of ventures afield, carry 
at least one liter of water per 
person. But how much water 
might you really need? That 
depends on your fitness, where 
you are, the weather, the amount 
of exertion, anxiety levels, and 
other factors. If you are thirsty, 
you are already dehydrating. It 
will take at least one liter of water 
to normalize yourself. Even a 
two- or three-hour hike in mild 
weather will be dehydrating 
because of perspiration and 

exertion. Base your need for 
water on the type of outing 
and where you plan to be. 

A water bladder/backpack 
holds about three liters. Natural 
water sources may go dry or be 
unsafe so obtain a good water 
filter, one that flushes and clears 
water and that doesn’t need 
batteries. LifeStraw, Katadyn, 
MSR, and Sawyer are among the 
water filters and purifiers. UV 
(ultraviolet) water filters will 
kill bacteria, viruses, protozoa, 
and other harmful organisms in 
some water. Water purification 
tablets are effective, but they 
take at least a half-hour to do 
their work. It's better to use a 
filter and it tastes better, too.

Hyponatremia (too much water 
and not enough sodium levels in 
the blood) and hypernatremia (too 
much sodium and not enough 
water) can happen, so electrolytes 
may be needed. While Gatorade, 
Powerade, and similar beverages 
are often toted on a hike, Jones 
prefers coconut water because 
it has less sugar and a good 
balance of sodium and potassium. 
Food bars such as Shot Bloks or 
Power Bar Electrolytes can be of 
benefit for electrolyte boosts, too, 
but follow the manufacturer’s 

directions about use to allow your 
body to assimilate the nutrition.   

INSULATION. If you fall or
become lost, it might take search 
and rescue teams a long time to 
find you, especially if you are alone. 
So Jones recommends hiking in a 
group of no fewer than four people. 
One stays with the victim and two 
go for help. Why two? They’ll help 
each other avoid being lost, too.        

Know what weather is predicted 
for the area and carry an extra set 
of weather-appropriate clothing. 
A vest (NOT cotton), a fleece 
jacket, layers such as long johns 
(NOT cotton), a mask for your 
ears, mouth, and neck, and a hat 
or beanie can mean surviving 
cold or wet weather. Fold these 
tightly or place inside plastic bags 
and crush out the air. Jones does 
not recommend cotton fabric 
for clothing because once wet, it 
stays wet and won’t wick away 
body moisture or insulate the 
body. Wool is the best fabric to 
retain warmth even when wet, 
so choosing wool fabric for your 
trekking clothes is a wise choice.     

Because a lot of your body heat 
is lost via your head, a hat or 
beanie helps keep your head and 
body warmer. When the body goes 
below its preferred temperature, 
the heart can react by cutting off 
blood circulation to the fingers 
and toes and, instead, sending 
more blood to the torso to preserve 
the body’s organs. Protect your 
feet with good socks and your 
hands with mittens so that the 
fingers help each other stay warm. 
Some mittens are colored orange 
(which increases your visibility) 
and some have removable covers 
so your fingers can be free to 
do any work that needs their 
dexterity. If you soak your regular 
clothes, you can change into your 
outerwear. GORE-TEX is a favored 
fabric for outdoor wear, keeping 
the body warm and dry while 
letting perspiration wick off.   
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SUN PROTECTION. Sunglasses
are not just for the bright sunlight 
of an open desert or beach and 
shore. They are needed in most 
other settings such as when 
snow covers the ground. Too 
much sunlight reflecting off the 
ground into the eyes makes the 
eyes feel sandy. Sunscreen, long 
pants, and long sleeves provide 
additional sun protection.

A hat with a brim protects the 
wearer’s head and gives shade.  

REPAIRS. In case you need to
repair your equipment or clothing, 
carry a multipurpose tool or a 
pocket knife, pliers, Swiss army 
knife, can opener, duct tape, and 50 
feet of cordage. Jones recommends 
placing your knife on a lanyard 
tethered to you so it won’t be lost.  

NUTRITION. You might plan
food or snacks to take along, but 
Jones advises having extras, “just 
in case.” Those extras might be 
trail mix, jerky, peanut butter 
with bread or crackers, fruit, 
dates, and other power-boosting 
food. Ready-made chicken and 
tuna lunches in foil packets are a 
lightweight and tasty choice. Take 
foods that are easy to carry, open, 
and eat. Keep yourself at a good 
nutrition level, even on a short 
hike. Your body needs protein, 
carbohydrates, and foods that will 
give it the energy to cope with 
easy — or difficult — conditions.   

FIRST AID. The most vital
portion of your first aid supplies 
is whatever medications you must 
have daily, plus some extras in case 
you are stranded for days or you 
lose one. Band-aids, tape, scissors, 
tweezers, moleskin, antiseptic 
wipes, gauze pads, gauze wrap, 
protective gloves, tape, and 
“new” skin wound sealant are 
all excellent for your kit. Build 
a kit and container for what 
you need, and what you might 
need for hiking out, covering a 

DR. STEPHENIE SLAHOR’S 
farm and ranch background 
includes cattle, horses, mules, 
donkeys, dogs, cats, sheep, 
goats, rabbits, birds, chickens, 
geese, turkeys, and tortoises 
— but not necessarily all at 
the same time! She would be 
one of the first to agree that, 
indeed, "Variety is the spice of 
life!" Her degrees are a Ph.D. 
and a J.D., which, she says, 
“cost a fortune in time and 
money, but well worth it!" 

wound, protecting hot spots on 
your feet, and being as safe as 
possible in a medical emergency. 

SHELTER. A day afield may turn
into a much longer time. You may 
need an emergency shelter to cope 
with a change in weather, the need 
for a warm and dry environment, 
and safety. Tarps are too loose in the 
wind and won’t insulate from poor 
weather, and they are not usually 
in bright colors or silver that can 
be seen by a rescue team. Jones 
advises a bivy sack, lightweight 
and breathable, yet giving weather 
protection and comfort. Such sacks 
are small enough to tote easily. Add 
a lightweight reflective blanket, too.   

You can stow all these 
things in a day pack that 
can also accommodate 
your extra water needs. 

To be seen and rescued, don’t 
wear brown, black, or camouflage 
clothing that blends into the 
background. Instead, wear bright 
clothing, such as fluorescent 
orange. For weather that’s cold 
or likely to be snowy or icy, bring 
along crampons and snow gaiters 
for your feet and legs to avoid 
snow and moisture from seeping 
into your boots and socks. Desert 
gaiters keep small rocks and 
sand out of your shoes. Hiking 

sticks or firearms can attract 
lightning during an electrical 
storm so, if there’s electricity 
in the air or your hair and skin 
tingle, seek shelter immediately. 
Jones prefers hiking sticks that 
are made of composites, not just 
aluminum, and that snap and clip 
together rather than twist. That’s 
because, over time, the ones 
that twist might not stick well 
and may give out just when you 
need to lean on them to steady 
yourself. With either kind, keep 
them snug and tight wherever 
they connect or telescope. 

For a look at Jones’ tips, log on to www.
youtube.com/watch?v=QZLPj09fsnk. 
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BY BOB OSBORNE

book excerpt  :: hardy apples

Planning Out an Orchard
The architecture of an orchard 

gives us row on row of trees, 
planted equidistant to give them 
equal access to the sun. In bloom, 
they are enchanting places to walk, 
surrounded by the sweetened air 
of Earth as a silent rain of white and 
pinkish petals fall to the ground. 
During harvest, they are bursting 
with juicy orbs just begging to be 
plucked.

Whether you are planting a few 
trees or a few thousand, there are 
certain guidelines that should 
be considered when establishing 
an orchard which include site, 
drainage, and spacing.

Site
The grower who attempts to 

cultivate fruit in northern areas 
must come to terms with certain 
limits if their venture is to prove 
successful. This includes not being 
able to grow the fruits you might 
desire; but bear in mind that 
growers living in warmer climates 
are limited as well and may crave 
the fruits you grow with ease — 
gardeners living among mangoes 
might crave raspberries. It seems 

that we desire what we cannot 
have. 

There is always merit and 
reward in testing the limits of 
plants, but understanding the 
realistic boundaries will keep 
disappointments to a  minimum. 
That being said, northern gardens 
have many choices, and more than 
ever before.

Winter survival is not just a 
tale of temperatures. The flow of 
weather, when low temperatures 
occur, how quickly temperatures 
fall, the velocity of the wind, and 
other factors play an important role 
in deciding whether all, part, or 
none of the buds on a plant will leaf 
out in spring. On a given site, some 
of these factors can be influenced 
by our work, but others, most 
essentially the actual temperature, 
will be determined by where you 
are on Earth’s surface. As you 
proceed northward or skyward, you 
usually experience colder minimum 
temperatures.

Every plant has a limit beyond 
which its cells die. For cells plump 
with water, the freezing point 
is the critical limit. When water 
freezes, it crystallizes and expands, 

piercing and rupturing the cell 
walls. Plants with an ability to 
withstand colder temperatures 
respond to the decreasing daylight 
hours and declining temperatures 
by lowering the water content in 
their cells, redistributing the water 
to spaces between the cells or into 
the root system. Very hardy plants 
can remove virtually all water 
within their cells, leaving only a 
thin film around each cell’s vital 
parts or organelles that can remain 
flexible (an oddity of water), even at 
extremely low temperatures.

The minimum temperature any 
plant can endure can be affected, often 
dramatically, by the timing of the low 
temperatures. Plants develop deeper 
dormancy as winter approaches. If 
the progression toward that state is 
gradual, the plant will successfully 
enter into a deep dormancy. If low 
temperatures are experienced early 
in the fall, when the plant has not yet 
reached deep dormancy, cold that 
would not harm more dormant plants 
can injure or kill cells.

Midwinter survival can be 
influenced by prolonged thaws that 
draw plants out of dormancy and 
are followed by a quick descent to 
cold temperatures again. When a 
plant is drawn out of dormancy it 
will not return to as deep a state of 
dormancy. Unfortunately, even the 
best of sites cannot counter such 
random events, so an ideal choice of 
cultivars will be your best defense.

The site you choose for your apple 
orchard will be critical to its future 
success or failure, and there are 
several aspects you must consider. 
First, air drainage is important for 
preventing damage from late spring 
frosts. If temperatures dip below 
the freezing point during flowering, 
there will be little or no crop. 
Though this may not be a problem 
for the home grower, it is a financial 
disaster for the commercial grower.

Orchards placed where cold air 
settles on still nights will experience 
more frosts. Early fall frosts can 
damage tissues that have not had 
a chance to harden for winter. Late 

This adapted excerpt was taken from Hardy Apples: Growing Apples 
in Cold Climates by Bob Osborne, Photography by Beth Powning 

with permission from Firefly Books Ltd.

Hardy Apples: 
Growing  
Apples in  

Cold Climates 
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spring frosts can damage emerging 
leaves and the flowers so vital to 
fruit production. It is no surprise 
that commercial orchards are 
usually located near large bodies 
of water that moderate night 
temperatures and/or on hillsides, 
where air is moving during nights 
when the difference of a few feet in 
elevation can mean the difference 
between freezing or not.

Many large orchards install 
immense fans that mix cold air at 
the ground level with the warmer 
air above the orchard, lessening 
the chance of frost damage to the 
flowers.

If possible, your trees should be 
sited at the top of a hill or on a side 
hill where heavy cold air falls away 
toward lower areas. If trees or other 
obstructions at the bottom of the 
orchard trap cold air, it is best to 
clear these to allow the cold air to 
escape to even lower areas.

Some growers plant their 
orchards on the north face of a 
slope. This aspect is cooler, and 
can delay flowering by several 
days, which may prevent injury to 
blossoms from a late frost.

Sites facing the southwest can 
experience damage aptly named 
“southwest injury.” At sunset on 
sunny days, most often in late 
winter when the sun is stronger, the 
tree’s dark bark is heated until it 
thaws, and water is absorbed back 
into the cells. When the sun sets, 
the temperature drops abruptly and 
the cells freeze, causing the bark to 
pop open. The injury shows up as 
a vertical split precisely aligned to 

the spot where the sun has set. If 
this is a problem, the solution can 
be as simple as painting the trunks 
white to reflect the sun or shading 
the trunk with a board or plants. 
Luckily, apple trees are less subject 
to this injury than many other trees.

Cold, dry winds can harm plants 
by desiccating their stems. This can 
often be ameliorated by planting or 
using existing windbreaks.

Drainage
Soil texture is among the most 

critical criteria for an orchard. 
Apple trees prefer well-drained, 
open soils.

Although apple rootstocks differ in 
how they tolerate poor drainage, any 
successful orchard will have either 
good natural drainage or will have 
some form of drainage created. This 
might involve installing a perforated 
drainpipe below the roots to direct 
groundwater toward a lower area or 
creating built-up areas called berms 
on which the trees are planted that 
alternate with lower swales to carry 
away excess water. The goal is to 
make sure water is never allowed to 
saturate the root zone.

Sandy, silty, and gravelly loam 
soils are ideal for apples, though if 
the soils are so open as to be dry, 
some form of irrigation will have 
to be installed. A well-drained 
clay loam is acceptable, though 
subsurface drainage in such soils is 
a wise investment to protect against 
the possibility of prolonged wet 
conditions, particularly in winter. 
Saturated soils in winter are an 
invitation to disaster.

Spacing
The spacing of trees depends 

on the rootstock, the cultivar, the 
richness of the soil, and availability 
of water. All of these factors should 
be considered before deciding on 
your spacing. Consulting with local 
growers and apple specialists is 
an excellent way to avoid future 
frustration.

Rootstocks vary considerably 
in the amount of size control 
they impart to the cultivar. The 
natural vigor of the apple will 
also influence the ultimate size 
of the tree. A rich soil will grow a 
larger tree, and the capacity of a 
soil to provide water throughout 
the growing season will also help 
influence size.

Lastly, you should consider how 
you will manage the orchard. The 
size of equipment used to tend and 
harvest your orchard needs to be 
taken into account.

A one- or two-year-old tree is 
small, and it might be tempting to 
plant the trees close together, but 
remember that small trees grow 
into larger trees. Seedling rootstocks 
can form very large trees. Choose 
your spacing with the future size of 
the trees in mind. Pruning can help 
maintain size, but the initial spacing 
is the most important factor for 
access to sun, air movement, and 
your ability to move through the 
orchard.

Many nurseries and resources 
have charts that can help you 
determine how many trees you 
will need to fill a given area for the 
spacing you choose. 
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GROW YOUR OWN SPICES     
In Grow Your Own Spices, author and spice-
growing gardener Tasha Greer hands you 
everything you need to know to grow a 
thriving spice garden, with practical tips 
and in-depth advice on cultivating over 30 
different spices. Let Grow Your Own Spices 
show you how to spice up your garden, 
your plate, and your health, with your own 
fresh, homegrown spices!

#10826     $22.99     Member: $19.54

FOXFIRE VOLUME 1-3 SET
First published in 1972, The Foxfire Book was a surprise best-
seller that brought Appalachia’s philosophy of simple living 
to hundreds of thousands of readers. In the original Foxfire 
Book you’ll learn everything from log cabin building to 
basketmaking. Foxfire 2 covers wagon making, midwifing, 
and more. Finally, Foxfire 3 includes information on wild plant 
foods, animal care, and more.

#10769     $59.85     Member: $47.99

101 ORGANIC GARDENING HACKS
In 101 Organic Garden Hacks you’ll 
find the top tips, tricks, and solutions 
author Shawna Coronado has 
dreamed up in her career as one of 
America’s most creative gardeners. 
Some are practical time-savers; 
others offer clever ways to “upcycle” 
everyday items in your garden. 
Divided into a dozen different 
categories for easy reference, each 
hack is accompanied by a clear 
photo that shows you exactly how to 
complete it.

#8190     $19.99     Member: $16.99

THE

 VENISON COOKBOOK
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Member: $25.46

GROW YOUR OWN MINI FRUIT 
GARDEN
Forget the farmers market. Grow your 
own delicious, organic apples, figs, 
peaches, plums, strawberries, 
blackberries, citrus fruits, and more 
with Grow Your Own Mini Fruit Garden. 
No green thumb required. Selecting 
the best small-scale fruit trees, bushes, 
vines, and plants for your climate, 
siting them properly, and pruning 
your compact trees for health and 
productivity are some of the many 
topics covered in the pages of this 
bible of small-space fruit growing.

#10880     $27.99     Member: $23.79

THE MARKET GARDENER
Inspired by the French intensive 
tradition of maraîchage and by iconic 
American vegetable grower Eliot 
Coleman, author and farmer Jean-
Martin Fortier shows by example how 
to start a market garden and make it 
both very productive and profitable. 
Making a living wage farming 
without big capital outlay or acreages 
may be closer than you think.

#7049     $24.95     Member: $21.21

THE PLANT PROPAGATOR’S BIBLE 
With easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
instructions, veteran horticulture teacher 
Miranda Smith provides a complete 
reference showing every step for 
cultivating new plants — whether from 
seed or cuttings or with techniques such 
as layering, grafting, and budding. The 
Plant Propagator’s Bible offers a solid and 
complete, go-to reference for expert 
gardeners but is also a perfect primer for 
the novice plant lover and horticulturalist.

#10941     $16.99     Member: $14.44

HOEDAG CULTI-HOE
Gardening will be easier than ever this season with the Hoedag 
Culti-Hoe. Not only is it great for weeding, planting, tilling, and 
digging, it’s perfect for cultivating and aerating as well. Each 
Hoedag Culti-Hoe tool is handcrafted with a blade that is heat-
treated for exceptional strength and toughness, with a handle 
made from seasoned hardwood.

#9352     $30.99     Member: $28.99

54” LONG WEEDER & CULTIVATOR
Gardeners love the CobraHead® Weeder & 
Cultivator! This tool helps you do it all: Weed, 
cultivate, scalp, edge, dig, furrow, plant, and 
harvest with ease. Made in the USA, this tool 
has a one year warranty and features a 54” 
handle weighing in at only 2.4 lbs. and an 8” 
blade that is thin, sharp and quite strong!

#6553     $67.95     Member: $59.95

#10769     $59.85     Member: $47.99

Cultivator! This tool helps you do it all: Weed, 
cultivate, scalp, edge, dig, furrow, plant, and 
harvest with ease. Made in the USA, this tool 

handle weighing in at only 2.4 lbs. and an 8” 

$59.95
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#10826     $22.99     Member: 

FOXFIRE VOLUME 1-3 SET
First published in 1972, The Foxfire Book was a surprise best-
seller that brought Appalachia’s philosophy of simple living
to hundreds of thousands of readers. In the original Foxfire
Book you’ll learn everything from log cabin building to
basketmaking. Foxfire 2 covers wagon making, midwifing,
and more. Finally, Foxfire 3 includes information on wild plant
foods, animal care, and more.

#10769     $59.85     Member: 

MASTERING FERMENTATION
Mastering Fermentation is a beautifully
illustrated and authoritative guide
to the art and science of fermented
foods, featuring more than 70 recipes
that allow you to progress from
simple fermented condiments such
as vinegars and mustards to more
advanced techniques for using wild
yeast starters, fermenting meats, and
curing fish.

#9580     $29.99     Member: $25.49

BUTCHERING DEER
Butchering Deer starts with the
history of hunting deer for meat,
the nutritional content of venison,
and deer anatomy for better shot
placement. It then extensively covers
all phases of field dressing and
butchering, from eviscerating the
animal and skinning hides to how to
cut each piece of meat.

#9284     $16.99    Member: $14.44

FRESH FLAVORS FOR THE SLOW
COOKER
Fresh Flavors for the Slow Cooker is
filled with slow-simmered main
dishes (plus 35 recipes for sauces
and sides) that replace canned
ingredients with fresh vegetables,
boost flavor with aromatic herbs and
spices, and feature a tantalizing array
of global tastes.

#9919     $18.95     Member: $17.06

THE VENISON COOKBOOK
For hunters and nonhunters alike, venison
has found an eager audience. Inside The
Venison Cookbook are 150 different recipes
that showcase the versatility of what
venison can do. From Venison Tamale Pie
to Mushrooms with Venison stuffing, you’re
sure to find your new crowd favorite recipe
in these pages.

#9148     $15.99     Member: $13.59

THE BIG BOOK OF CIDERMAKING
With expert advice and clear, step-
by-step instructions, The Big Book
of Cidermaking equips readers with
the skills they need to make the
cider they want (be it sweet, dry,
fruity, farmhouse-style, hopped,
barrel-aged, or fortified). Whether
starting with apples fresh from the
tree or working with store-bought
juice, readers will explore in depth
the different phases of fermentation
and the entire spectrum of complex
flavor and style possibilities.
#10149     $29.95     Member: $25.46

HOMEBREWED VINEGAR
Homebrewed Vinegar takes readers
on a deep dive into the wide-ranging
possibilities alive in this health tonic and
global kitchen staple. In-depth coverage
of the science of vinegar and the basics
of equipment, brewing, bottling, and
aging gives readers the foundational
skills and knowledge for fermenting their
own vinegar. Then the book delves into
the many methods and ingredients for
making vinegars, sharing recipes for 60
varieties of vinegar!

#10595     $22.95     Member: $19.51

NON-STICK ADJUSTABLE BURGER
PRESS
Hungry for burgers? This heavy-duty, non-
stick burger press can be adjusted to any
thickness, from a quarter inch to an inch.
Makes a large 4 3/8-inch-diameter patty.
The burger press makes perfect, uniform
burgers every time.

#10130     $29.99 Member: $28.49

Hungry for burgers? This heavy-duty, non-

$28.49

PROGRAMMABLE 6 QUART SLOW COOKER
Take the work out of cooking with this programmable 6 quart slow cooker.
Featuring a removable, dishwasher safe lid and stoneware, along with a
wraparound element for even heating, this slow cooker is perfect for a 6 lb.
chicken or 4 lb. roast. To make things even easier, programmable meals mean
no watching or stirring, and when its cooking time is up, it automatically shifts
to warm. Dimensions (inches): 9.4 H x 16.9 W x 11 D

#10647     $59.99     Member: $55.99

HOEDAG CULTI-HOE
Gardening will be easier than ever this season with the Hoedag
Culti-Hoe. Not only is it great for weeding, planting, tilling, and
digging, it’s perfect for cultivating and aerating as well. Each
Hoedag Culti-Hoe tool is handcrafted with a blade that is heat-
treated for exceptional strength and toughness, with a handle
made from seasoned hardwood.

#9352     $30.99     Member: 
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GROW YOUR OWN SPICES
In Grow Your Own Spices, author and spice-
growing gardener Tasha Greer hands you
everything you need to know to grow a
thriving spice garden, with practical tips
and in-depth advice on cultivating over 30
different spices. Let Grow Your Own Spices
show you how to spice up your garden,
your plate, and your health, with your own
fresh, homegrown spices!

#10826     $22.99     Member: $19.54

FOXFIRE VOLUME 1-3 SET
First published in 1972, The Foxfire Book was a surprise best-
seller that brought Appalachia’s philosophy of simple living
to hundreds of thousands of readers. In the original Foxfire
Book you’ll learn everything from log cabin building to
basketmaking. Foxfire 2 covers wagon making, midwifing,
and more. Finally, Foxfire 3 includes information on wild plant
foods, animal care, and more.

#10769     $59.85     Member: $47.99

101 ORGANIC GARDENING HACKS
In 101 Organic Garden Hacks you’ll
find the top tips, tricks, and solutions
author Shawna Coronado has
dreamed up in her career as one of
America’s most creative gardeners.
Some are practical time-savers;
others offer clever ways to “upcycle”
everyday items in your garden.
Divided into a dozen different
categories for easy reference, each
hack is accompanied by a clear
photo that shows you exactly how to
complete it.

#8190     $19.99     Member: $16.99

THE

 VENISON COOKBOOK
ers and nonhunters alike, venison

ound an eager audience. Inside The
ookbook are 150 different recipes

wcase the versatility of what
. From Venison Tamale Pie

ushrooms with Venison stuffing, you’re
o find your new crowd favorite recipe

.
#9148     $15.99     Member: $13.59

THE BIG

 BOOK OF CIDERMAKING
t advice and clear, step-

ep instructions, The Big Book
ing equips readers with

ills they need to make the
y want (be it sweet, dry,

, farmhouse-style, hopped,
, or fortified). Whether

esh from the
orking with store-bought

eaders will explore in depth
erent phases of fermentation

e spectrum of complex
yle possibilities.

Member: $25.46

GROW YOUR OWN MINI FRUIT 
GARDEN
Forget the farmers market. Grow your 
own delicious, organic apples, figs, 
peaches, plums, strawberries, 
blackberries, citrus fruits, and more
with Grow Your Own Mini Fruit Garden. 
No green thumb required. Selecting
the best small-scale fruit trees, bushes,
vines, and plants for your climate,
siting them properly, and pruning
your compact trees for health and
productivity are some of the many
topics covered in the pages of this
bible of small-space fruit growing.

#10880     $27.99     Member: $23.79

THE MARKET GARDENER
Inspired by the French intensive
tradition of maraîchage and by iconic
American vegetable grower Eliot
Coleman, author and farmer Jean-
Martin Fortier shows by example how
to start a market garden and make it
both very productive and profitable.
Making a living wage farming
without big capital outlay or acreages
may be closer than you think.

#7049     $24.95     Member: $21.21

THE PLANT PROPAGATOR’S BIBLE
With easy-to-follow, step-by-step
instructions, veteran horticulture teacher
Miranda Smith provides a complete
reference showing every step for 
cultivating new plants — whether from 
seed or cuttings or with techniques such
as layering, grafting, and budding. The
Plant Propagator’s Bible offers a solid and
complete, go-to reference for expert
gardeners but is also a perfect primer for
the novice plant lover and horticulturalist.

#10941     $16.99     Member: $14.44

HOEDAG CULTI-HOE
Gardening will be easier than ever this season with the Hoedag
Culti-Hoe. Not only is it great for weeding, planting, tilling, and
digging, it’s perfect for cultivating and aerating as well. Each
Hoedag Culti-Hoe tool is handcrafted with a blade that is heat-
treated for exceptional strength and toughness, with a handle
made from seasoned hardwood.

#9352     $30.99     Member: $28.99

54” LONG WEEDER & CULTIVATOR
Gardeners love the CobraHead® Weeder &
Cultivator! This tool helps you do it all: Weed,
cultivate, scalp, edge, dig, furrow, plant, and
harvest with ease. Made in the USA, this tool
has a one year warranty and features a 54”
handle weighing in at only 2.4 lbs. and an 8”
blade that is thin, sharp and quite strong!

#6553     $67.95     Member: $59.95

#10769     $59.85     Member: $47.99

Cultivator! This tool helps you do it all: Weed, 
cultivate, scalp, edge, dig, furrow, plant, and 
harvest with ease. Made in the USA, this tool 

handle weighing in at only 2.4 lbs. and an 8” 

$59.95
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GROW YOUR OWN SPICES
In Grow Your Own Spices
growing gardener Tasha Gr
everything you need to know to gro
thriving spice garden, with prac
and in-depth advice on cultivating ov
different spices. Let Grow Your O
show you how to spice up your gar
your plate, and your health, with y
fresh, homegrown spices!

#10826     $22.99     Member: 

FOXFIRE VOLUME 1-3 SET
First published in 1972, The Foxfire Book was a surprise best-
seller that brought Appalachia’s philosophy of simple living
to hundreds of thousands of readers. In the original Foxfire
Book you’ll learn everything from log cabin building to
basketmaking. Foxfire 2 covers wagon making, midwifing,
and more. Finally, Foxfire 3 includes information on wild plant
foods, animal care, and more.

#10769     $59.85     Member: 

MASTERING FERMENTATION
Mastering Fermentation is a beautifully 
illustrated and authoritative guide 
to the art and science of fermented 
foods, featuring more than 70 recipes 
that allow you to progress from 
simple fermented condiments such 
as vinegars and mustards to more 
advanced techniques for using wild 
yeast starters, fermenting meats, and 
curing fish.

#9580     $29.99     Member: $25.49

BUTCHERING DEER
Butchering Deer starts with the 
history of hunting deer for meat, 
the nutritional content of venison, 
and deer anatomy for better shot 
placement. It then extensively covers 
all phases of field dressing and 
butchering, from eviscerating the 
animal and skinning hides to how to 
cut each piece of meat.

#9284     $16.99    Member: $14.44

FRESH FLAVORS FOR THE SLOW 
COOKER
Fresh Flavors for the Slow Cooker is 
filled with slow-simmered main 
dishes (plus 35 recipes for sauces 
and sides) that replace canned 
ingredients with fresh vegetables, 
boost flavor with aromatic herbs and 
spices, and feature a tantalizing array 
of global tastes.

#9919     $18.95     Member: $17.06

THE VENISON COOKBOOK
For hunters and nonhunters alike, venison 
has found an eager audience. Inside The 
Venison Cookbook are 150 different recipes 
that showcase the versatility of what 
venison can do. From Venison Tamale Pie 
to Mushrooms with Venison stuffing, you’re 
sure to find your new crowd favorite recipe 
in these pages.

#9148     $15.99     Member: $13.59

THE BIG BOOK OF CIDERMAKING
With expert advice and clear, step-
by-step instructions, The Big Book 
of Cidermaking equips readers with 
the skills they need to make the 
cider they want (be it sweet, dry, 
fruity, farmhouse-style, hopped, 
barrel-aged, or fortified). Whether 
starting with apples fresh from the 
tree or working with store-bought 
juice, readers will explore in depth 
the different phases of fermentation 
and the entire spectrum of complex 
flavor and style possibilities.
#10149     $29.95     Member: $25.46

HOMEBREWED VINEGAR
Homebrewed Vinegar takes readers 
on a deep dive into the wide-ranging 
possibilities alive in this health tonic and 
global kitchen staple. In-depth coverage 
of the science of vinegar and the basics 
of equipment, brewing, bottling, and 
aging gives readers the foundational 
skills and knowledge for fermenting their 
own vinegar. Then the book delves into 
the many methods and ingredients for 
making vinegars, sharing recipes for 60 
varieties of vinegar!

#10595     $22.95     Member: $19.51

NON-STICK ADJUSTABLE BURGER 
PRESS
Hungry for burgers? This heavy-duty, non-
stick burger press can be adjusted to any 
thickness, from a quarter inch to an inch. 
Makes a large 4 3/8-inch-diameter patty. 
The burger press makes perfect, uniform 
burgers every time.

#10130     $29.99     Member: $28.49

Hungry for burgers? This heavy-duty, non-

$28.49

PROGRAMMABLE 6 QUART SLOW COOKER
Take the work out of cooking with this programmable 6 quart slow cooker. 
Featuring a removable, dishwasher safe lid and stoneware, along with a 
wraparound element for even heating, this slow cooker is perfect for a 6 lb. 
chicken or 4 lb. roast. To make things even easier, programmable meals mean 
no watching or stirring, and when its cooking time is up, it automatically shifts 
to warm. Dimensions (inches): 9.4 H x 16.9 W x 11 D

#10647     $59.99     Member: $55.99

HOEDAG CULTI-HOE
Gardening will be easier than ever this season with the Hoedag
Culti-Hoe. Not only is it great for weeding, planting, tilling, and
digging, it’s perfect for cultivating and aerating as well. Each
Hoedag Culti-Hoe tool is handcrafted with a blade that is heat-
treated for exceptional strength and toughness, with a handle
made from seasoned hardwood.

#9352     $30.99     Member: 
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SHEDS
The fourth edition of this classic guide is 
expanded and updated to include 23 sheds 
to suit all needs and tastes. It covers all of 
the issues, from design principles, obtaining 
permits and safety to basic construction skills, 
precise explanations of what to buy, how to cut 
it, where it goes, what to do if it goes wrong 
and more. By following the book carefully with 
patience and care, even inexperienced DIY 
builders can succeed.

#10905     $24.95    Member:  $21.21

 SELF-SUFFICIENCY BIBLE
rent era, self-sufficiency is a

ing control of our lives and
ding for the future – and this new,

ed edition of the sustainability
very householder do just

acked with practical information and
t advice on everything from gardening

ing, and from health and beauty to
estock, this is the indispensable

o living more sustainably, whether
e in a city apartment block or on a

.
#10778     $19.95     Member: $16.96

SUSTAINABLE FOOD GARDENS: 
MYTHS & SOLUTIONS
Edible landscaping pioneer Robert 
Kourik deftly guides the reader through 
the mysteries of growing plants and 
designing landscapes in temperate 
climates and suburbs, and the use of 
all-natural, sustainable methods to grow 
and maintain a healthy variety of plants. 

 #11441     $69.95     Member: $59.46

HOME SWEET HOME PUZZLE
This puzzle features an illustration from 
Dutch artist Lotte Dirks, and it is filled 
with her love for everything that grows 
and flourishes. As you piece it together, 
you may find your imagination drifting 
down a winding country lane, to a 
white picket fence with an open gate, 
to a yard where the flowers bloom 
and chickens range freely, to a special 
place where you can kick off your shoes 
and just be yourself. Featuring 1,000 
interlocking pieces.

#10889     $19.95     Member: $16.96

BASIC WELDING FOR FARM AND 
RANCH
Your equipment is valuable. Knowing 
how to repair and fabricate essential 
hardware will help make it last. Master 
the fundamentals of welding, brazing, 
and soldering so you can repair 
equipment both big and small, from a 
garden rake to a mower.

#9562     $24.95     Member: $21.21

BUILDING YOUR PERMACULTURE 
PROPERTY
Building Your Permaculture Property offers a 
revolutionary, holistic method to overcome 
the overwhelmingly complex process of 
resilient land design. It distills the authors’ 
decades of experience as engineers, 
farmers, educators, and consultants into a 
five-step process complete with principles, 
practices, templates, and workflow tools to 
help you stay on track.

#10828     $49.99     Member: $42.49

MANAGING PASTURE
For readers invested in pasture improvement 
strategies that offer environmental benefits beyond 
better meat and dairy, including carbon sequestration,
erosion prevention, increased pollinator resources 
and wildlife habitat, and improved water quality, 
Managing Pasture is an approachable, accessible guide 
to creating and caring for the grassland that feeds 
animals and future generations. In-depth examinations
of the biology and benefits of grazing plants and 
different grazing strategies accompany detailed plans
for paddock and fencing set-ups, livestock watering, 
and effective methods for dealing with common 
pasture problems throughout the seasons, from mud 
to drought.

#9361     $29.95     Member: $25.46

ROOT CELLARING
Root Cellaring provides step-by-step 
advice so that anyone can learn to 
store fruits and vegetables safely 
and naturally in a cool, dark space. 
This book will show you a no-cost, 
simple, low-technology, energy-
saving way to keep your harvest 
fresh all year long.

#539     $16.95     Member: $14.41

OTH, GENERAL PURPOSE CLOTH
ACK

Cloth General Purpose Cloths
o eliminate thick grease and dirt

d surfaces with just water - no
equired - and its premium

ofibers work to remove over 99%
teria from these surfaces in the

. The General Purpose Cloth is
o use on all worktops,

o remove marks and dust
, and even works on glass for a

-free clean.
Member: $16.99
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THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY BIBLE
In our current era, self-sufficiency is a
means of taking control of our lives and 
safeguarding for the future — and this new, 
fully updated edition of the sustainability
classic will help every householder do just
that. Packed with practical information and
expert advice on everything from gardening
to cooking, and from health and beauty to
raising livestock, this is the indispensable
guide to living more sustainably, whether
you live in a city apartment block or on a
rural smallholding.

#10778     $19.95     Member: $16.96

KINDLE QUICK - KINDLING FIREWOOD
SPLITTER
The Kindle Quick is an incredibly easy way
to make your own kindling. Simply place
firewood into the mouth of the device, hold
it steady, and tap the log until it splits. Keep
splitting the divided pieces until they’re
thin enough for kindling! No axe necessary!
Please allow two weeks for delivery. Available
for shipment to continental U.S. addresses only.

 #10135     $129.99     Member: $119.99

LAVENDER MIST ESSENTIAL OIL KIT
This exclusive essential oils package comes
with Lavender Mist, Lavender Sage Mist, 
and Lavender Vanilla Mist. The organic 
Lavender Mist is 100% pure lavender
hydrosol. The custom-formulated Lavender
Sage Mist and Lavender Vanilla Mist
combine steam-distilled lavender hydrosol
with sage and vanilla essential oil. All
Lavender Mists can be sprayed directly on 
the skin, on linens, or in the bedroom —
anywhere you need a little pick-me-up.
Hydrosol has the same elemental properties as
an essential oil but with a lower concentration
that is gentler on the skin and allows for a wide
variety of uses.

 #11706     $35.97     Member: $31.99

he

BASIC WELDING FOR FARM AND
RANCH
Your equipment is valuable. Kno
how to repair and fabricat
hardware will help make it last. M
the fundamentals of welding
and soldering so you can repair
equipment both big and small, fr
garden rake to a mower.

#9562     $24.95     Member: 

THE CHICKEN HEALTH
HANDBOOK
The Chicken Health Handbook
covers the health problems that
plague chickens of all breeds
and ages. Practical charts identify
common symptoms and causes
of infection, while an alphabetic
listing of diseases provides advice
on treatment. You’ll find helpful
descriptions of troublesome
ailments of all types, from poor
egg production to crooked toe
syndrome, and more.
#7929     $24.95     Member: $21.21

LOGOX 3-IN-1 FORESTRY MULTITOOL
The LogOX 3-in-1 Forestry MultiTool
combines the time tested utility of both a
cant hook and timberjack, with the unique
back saving LogOX Hauler into one tool.
Whether you’re clearing brush after a storm
or hauling logs to cut firewood, you’ll want
this tool to get the job done. Made in the
USA with hollow-frame American steel this
tool only weighs 12 pounds and measures
28 inches when disassembled for easy
storage. For an instructional how-to video,
visit MotherEarthNews.com/Store and search
“LogOX 3-in-1 Forestry MultiTool.” Please
allow 1-2 weeks for delivery to continental US
addresses. International shipping available.

#10273     $229.00     Member: $219.00

MANAGING PASTURE
For readers invested in pasture improvement
strategies that offer environmental benefits beyond
better meat and dairy, including car
erosion prevention, increased pollinator resources
and wildlife habitat, and improved water quality,
Managing Pasture is an approachable
to creating and caring for the grassland that feeds
animals and future generations. In-
of the biology and benefits of grazing plants and
different grazing strategies accompan
for paddock and fencing set-ups, livestock watering,
and effective methods for dealing with common
pasture problems throughout the seasons, fr
to drought.

#9361     $29.95     Member: 

E-CLOTH, GENERAL PURPOSE CLOTH
4-PACK
The E-Cloth General Purpose Cloths
helps to eliminate thick grease and dirt 
from hard surfaces with just water — no 
chemicals required — and its premium 
microfibers work to remove over 99%
of bacteria from these surfaces in the
process. The General Purpose Cloth is
safe and efficient to use on all worktops,
can be used to remove marks and dust
from walls, and even works on glass for a
streak-free clean.
#10660     $19.99     Member: $16.99
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FIRE TONG LOG GRABBER
Fire Tongs are the perfect tool for moving logs onto and
within a hot fire with an extra-long reach of 38” for maximum
safety. The log grabbers are easy to assemble and disassemble
for seasonal storage and also feature hanging holes to be
hung on a hook or with a strap. When collapsed, Fire Tongs
have an incredible slim profile for a minimalist look. Made of
anodized aluminum with hardwood handles. Size 38” long 1.5”
wide and weighs 2.25 lbs.

 #11352     $69.99     Member: $64.99
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SHEDS
The fourth edition of this classic guide is
expanded and updated to include 23 sheds
to suit all needs and tastes. It covers all of
the issues, from design principles, obtaining
permits and safety to basic construction skills,
precise explanations of what to buy, how to cut
it, where it goes, what to do if it goes wrong
and more. By following the book carefully with
patience and care, even inexperienced DIY
builders can succeed.

#10905     $24.95    Member:  $21.21

 SELF-SUFFICIENCY BIBLE
rent era, self-sufficiency is a

ing control of our lives and
ding for the future – and this new,

ed edition of the sustainability
very householder do just

acked with practical information and
t advice on everything from gardening

ing, and from health and beauty to
estock, this is the indispensable

o living more sustainably, whether
e in a city apartment block or on a

.
#10778     $19.95     Member: $16.96

SUSTAINABLE FOOD GARDENS:
MYTHS & SOLUTIONS
Edible landscaping pioneer Robert
Kourik deftly guides the reader through
the mysteries of growing plants and
designing landscapes in temperate
climates and suburbs, and the use of
all-natural, sustainable methods to grow
and maintain a healthy variety of plants.

 #11441     $69.95     Member: $59.46

HOME SWEET HOME PUZZLE
This puzzle features an illustration from
Dutch artist Lotte Dirks, and it is filled
with her love for everything that grows
and flourishes. As you piece it together,
you may find your imagination drifting
down a winding country lane, to a
white picket fence with an open gate,
to a yard where the flowers bloom
and chickens range freely, to a special
place where you can kick off your shoes
and just be yourself. Featuring 1,000
interlocking pieces.

#10889     $19.95     Member: $16.96

BASIC WELDING FOR FARM AND
RANCH
Your equipment is valuable. Knowing
how to repair and fabricate essential
hardware will help make it last. Master
the fundamentals of welding, brazing,
and soldering so you can repair
equipment both big and small, from a
garden rake to a mower.

#9562     $24.95     Member: $21.21

BUILDING YOUR PERMACULTURE
PROPERTY
Building Your Permaculture Property offers a
revolutionary, holistic method to overcome
the overwhelmingly complex process of
resilient land design. It distills the authors’
decades of experience as engineers,
farmers, educators, and consultants into a
five-step process complete with principles,
practices, templates, and workflow tools to
help you stay on track.

#10828     $49.99     Member: $42.49

MANAGING PASTURE
For readers invested in pasture improvement
strategies that offer environmental benefits beyond
better meat and dairy, including carbon sequestration,
erosion prevention, increased pollinator resources
and wildlife habitat, and improved water quality,
Managing Pasture is an approachable, accessible guide
to creating and caring for the grassland that feeds
animals and future generations. In-depth examinations
of the biology and benefits of grazing plants and
different grazing strategies accompany detailed plans
for paddock and fencing set-ups, livestock watering,
and effective methods for dealing with common
pasture problems throughout the seasons, from mud
to drought.

#9361     $29.95     Member: $25.46

ROOT CELLARING
Root Cellaring provides step-by-step
advice so that anyone can learn to
store fruits and vegetables safely
and naturally in a cool, dark space.
This book will show you a no-cost,
simple, low-technology, energy-
saving way to keep your harvest
fresh all year long.

#539     $16.95     Member: $14.41

OTH, GENERAL PURPOSE CLOTH
ACK

Cloth General Purpose Cloths
o eliminate thick grease and dirt

d surfaces with just water - no
equired - and its premium

ofibers work to remove over 99%
teria from these surfaces in the

. The General Purpose Cloth is
o use on all worktops,

o remove marks and dust
, and even works on glass for a

-free clean.
Member: $16.99
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THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY BIBLE
In our current era, self-sufficiency is a 
means of taking control of our lives and 
safeguarding for the future — and this new, 
fully updated edition of the sustainability 
classic will help every householder do just 
that. Packed with practical information and 
expert advice on everything from gardening 
to cooking, and from health and beauty to 
raising livestock, this is the indispensable 
guide to living more sustainably, whether 
you live in a city apartment block or on a 
rural smallholding.

#10778     $19.95     Member: $16.96

KINDLE QUICK - KINDLING FIREWOOD 
SPLITTER
The Kindle Quick is an incredibly easy way 
to make your own kindling. Simply place 
firewood into the mouth of the device, hold 
it steady, and tap the log until it splits. Keep 
splitting the divided pieces until they’re 
thin enough for kindling! No axe necessary! 
Please allow two weeks for delivery. Available 
for shipment to continental U.S. addresses only.

 #10135     $129.99     Member: $119.99

LAVENDER MIST ESSENTIAL OIL KIT 
This exclusive essential oils package comes 
with Lavender Mist, Lavender Sage Mist, 
and Lavender Vanilla Mist. The organic 
Lavender Mist is 100% pure lavender 
hydrosol. The custom-formulated Lavender 
Sage Mist and Lavender Vanilla Mist 
combine steam-distilled lavender hydrosol 
with sage and vanilla essential oil. All 
Lavender Mists can be sprayed directly on 
the skin, on linens, or in the bedroom —
anywhere you need a little pick-me-up. 
Hydrosol has the same elemental properties as 
an essential oil but with a lower concentration 
that is gentler on the skin and allows for a wide 
variety of uses.

 #11706     $35.97     Member: $31.99

he

BASIC WELDING FOR FARM AND
RANCH
Your equipment is valuable. Kno
how to repair and fabricat
hardware will help make it last. M
the fundamentals of welding
and soldering so you can repair
equipment both big and small, fr
garden rake to a mower.

#9562     $24.95     Member: 

THE CHICKEN HEALTH 
HANDBOOK
The Chicken Health Handbook
covers the health problems that 
plague chickens of all breeds 
and ages. Practical charts identify 
common symptoms and causes 
of infection, while an alphabetic 
listing of diseases provides advice 
on treatment. You’ll find helpful 
descriptions of troublesome 
ailments of all types, from poor 
egg production to crooked toe 
syndrome, and more.
#7929     $24.95     Member: $21.21

LOGOX 3-IN-1 FORESTRY MULTITOOL
The LogOX 3-in-1 Forestry MultiTool 
combines the time tested utility of both a 
cant hook and timberjack, with the unique 
back saving LogOX Hauler into one tool. 
Whether you’re clearing brush after a storm 
or hauling logs to cut firewood, you’ll want 
this tool to get the job done. Made in the 
USA with hollow-frame American steel this 
tool only weighs 12 pounds and measures 
28 inches when disassembled for easy 
storage. For an instructional how-to video, 
visit MotherEarthNews.com/Store and search 
“LogOX 3-in-1 Forestry MultiTool.”  Please 
allow 1-2 weeks for delivery to continental US 
addresses. International shipping available.

#10273     $229.00     Member: $219.00

MANAGING PASTURE
For readers invested in pasture improvement
strategies that offer environmental benefits beyond
better meat and dairy, including car
erosion prevention, increased pollinator resources
and wildlife habitat, and improved water quality,
Managing Pasture is an approachable
to creating and caring for the grassland that feeds
animals and future generations. In-
of the biology and benefits of grazing plants and
different grazing strategies accompan
for paddock and fencing set-ups, livestock watering,
and effective methods for dealing with common
pasture problems throughout the seasons, fr
to drought.

#9361     $29.95     Member: 

E-CLOTH, GENERAL PURPOSE CLOTH 
4-PACK
The E-Cloth General Purpose Cloths 
helps to eliminate thick grease and dirt 
from hard surfaces with just water — no 
chemicals required — and its premium 
microfibers work to remove over 99% 
of bacteria from these surfaces in the 
process. The General Purpose Cloth is 
safe and efficient to use on all worktops, 
can be used to remove marks and dust 
from walls, and even works on glass for a 
streak-free clean. 
#10660     $19.99     Member: $16.99

NEW
ITEM!
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FIRE TONG LOG GRABBER
Fire Tongs are the perfect tool for moving logs onto and 
within a hot fire with an extra-long reach of 38” for maximum 
safety. The log grabbers are easy to assemble and disassemble 
for seasonal storage and also feature hanging holes to be 
hung on a hook or with a strap. When collapsed, Fire Tongs 
have an incredible slim profile for a minimalist look. Made of 
anodized aluminum with hardwood handles. Size 38” long 1.5” 
wide and weighs 2.25 lbs.

 #11352     $69.99     Member: $64.99
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after chores :: just for fun



“If you’re playing at something and having fun, you don’t stop to wonder why.”  — Marty Rubin

Win a Countryside Mug! To submit, either:
Print, fill out, and mail to:

Countryside Reader Contest
1503 SW 42nd Street, Topeka, KS 66609

Print, fill out, then take a  
picture and email to:

editor@countrysidemag.com

Be sure to include your contact information so we can 
inform you if you won the Countryside mug. Available 

for purchase at iamcountryside.com/shop

The winner will be chosen randomly from all of the submissions returned by October 1, 2022. The winner of the 
May/June Reader Contest was Kay Searfoss. Congratulations to you, Kay! Enjoy your new camp mug.

Name: __________________________   Address: _________________________________________ 
Email: _______________________________________  Phone: ______________________________

JULY/AUGUST READER CONTEST
ORCHARD 
GARMIN 
RELISH
CANNING 
SELF SUFFICIENT
HOMESTEADING 
SURVIVAL 
APPLES 
ACORN 
PEACHES
PRESERVING 
SWEET CORN 
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Plan fall 
vaccinations for 
the moon’s third 
or fourth quarter 
(between Sept. 11 
and 24).

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

3

5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12

Plan to market 
your male goats 
next month. 
October is one 
of the year’s 
strongest wether 
market months.

Today is Labor 
Day. Be ready with 
lamb or chevon for 
cookouts and all 
of late-summer's 
bounty.

Trim hooves on 
livestock under 
the waning moon. 
Spray for flystrikes. 
Get rams and bucks 
up-to-date on all 
their shots, cleaned, 
and shaved before 
breeding season.

Today is the 
Harvest Moon 
Festival, often 
observed by 
Korean Americans 
and others of 
Asian descent. 

If your billy goat 
is getting too 
restless, you 
may have to take 
measures to 
keep him in line. 
Check fences and 
shelters. 

It is nutting season 
in woodlots 
throughout the 
U.S. Look for black 
walnuts, hickory 
nuts, pecans, and 
even acorns that 
attract deer.

Plan your cut-
flower sales for 
2023, reviewing 
which plants kept 
and sold best. 

Take advantage 
of early fall 
mornings to work 
with your bees. 
The insects will 
be slow and 
clumsy when the 
air is cold, and will 
be less able to 
sting you. 

Cut flowers, 
pumpkins, gourds, 
and Indian corn 
create a Halloween 
and Thanksgiving 
mood to enhance 
your space at the 
farmers markets.

4

2

Worm ewes to be 
bred at the end of 
the month, then 
keep them in drylot 
for a few days. 
Shear around the 
dock. Continue 
to keep track of 
estrus cycling. 

Test the soil and 
make corrective 
lime and fertilizer 
applications for 
autumn plantings. 
Set out pansies 
and pots of mums 
at your roadside 
stand.

13 14

Choose mornings 
or evenings to rid 
your property of 
wasps, carpenter 
bees, and 
hornets.

Have adequate 
ventilation at the 
floor level and 
near the ceiling 
in the chicken 
house. A smaller 
area for perching 
means warmer 
hens.

15

Walk the woods 
for puffball 
mushrooms that 
look like soccer 
balls emerging 
from the wet 
mulch.

16

Thanksgiving 
marketing 
includes more 
than turkeys. 
Check your 
gourds for rot. 
Plan to make 
apple cider and 
fruit pies. 

17

18 19

Schedule autumn 
vaccinations for 
your livestock, 
especially 
shots that will 
help prevent 
respiratory 
diseases. 

As the corn 
harvest is 
completed, 
vaccinate for 
enterotoxemia the 
lambs you let run 
in the cornfields.  

20

The darkening 
moon favors 
planting root 
crops, setting 
spring flower 
bulbs, and 
transplanting 
perennials.  

21

The waxing moon 
will favor all planting 
and transplanting. 
Put in winter grains 
after new moon in 
either September 
or October, 
depending on your 
location. 

22

Plan to take 
advantage of the 
demand for goat 
milk that rises 
in the fall, when  
prices start to 
rise, too.

23

If there is a 
Hindu population 
close to your 
homestead, you 
might explore 
advertising a 
lamb or kid for the 
feast of Navaratri.

24

The Jewish New 
Year celebration 
begins tomorrow 
and ends on 
the 27th. Know 
your local Jewish 
market and include 
it in your survival 
strategy.

25 26

Between 
September 26 and 
October 4, Hindus 
celebrate Navaratri. 
This feast honors 
the goddess, Durga. 
Female animals are 
typically not used for 
this celebration. 27

The end of 
Ramadan is April 
23 next spring. Plan 
to have your lambs 
and kids of about 
60 pounds ready 
to sell. 

September

September 25 - 27 
is Rosh Hashanah 
and Jewish New 
Year. Some sub-
sects also celebrate 
the creation of man 
on this date. 

28

As you serve the 
ethnic market, 
be prepared to 
process or ship 
your kids or 
lambs one to two 
weeks before the 
actual feast day 
celebration. 

29

Remember that 
buyers from the 
ethnic market often 
prefer to slaughter 
their own animal, 
and many prefer to 
do it before taking it 
off your property.

30

Changes in 
the chemical 
composition of 
alfalfa after a frost 
can cause bloat in 
grazing animals. 

Try a vitamin 
or apple cider 
vinegar if your 
chickens are still 
molting. Complete 
tobacco topping 
to keep it from 
flowering.

1
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1

15

8

October is the 
time of year 
that goat milk 
prices typically 
rise, remaining 
relatively high until 
the end of winter. 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

2 3 4 5 6 7

9 10 11 12 13 14

16 17 18 19 20 21

23

Colder ground 
temperatures and 
a reduction in the 
average amount 
of daylight this 
month bring an 
end to the grazing 
season in most of 
the northern half 
of the nation. 

Splitting up your 
flock/herd into 
feeding groups 
according to 
different nutritional 
needs can help 
each group to get 
the kind of feed mix 
it needs this winter. 

Dig in tulip, daffodil, 
hyacinth, and 
crocus bulbs as 
the moon wanes. 
Fertilize the lawn. 
Then feed the 
trees after all their 
leaves are down.

Plant amaryllis 
and paperwhite 
bulbs for 
mid-December 
blooms at indoor 
holiday markets.

Pastures not 
only produce 
less forage, but 
the pasture that 
manages to grow 
contains less 
nutrition when soil 
temperatures drop 
near 40 degrees F. 

Dig gladiolus, 
dahlias, caladiums, 
and tuberous 
begonia bulbs 
before frost. 

Keep your pets 
free of fleas 
throughout the 
fall and winter. 
They can spread 
fleas to livestock 
… and your family.

Increase feeding 
livestock grain 
and free-choice 
hay as the 
weather cools 
and pastures 
become less 
nutritious. 

Feed sugar 
syrup or fondant 
to bees when 
the nights grow 
cold and flowers 
grow scarce. 

As soil 
temperatures 
approach 50 
degrees F, pasture 
growth slows. 
Be ready to take 
up the slack with 
supplemental 
feed.

Plan to serve the 
Passover Market 
(Passover is April 
5 – 13 next year) 
with lambs and kids 
under 60 lbs. Time 
your breeding and 
feeding to meet 
this demand.

As the weather 
cools, keep warm 
water on hand for 
your brood ewes 
and does. They 
will be drinking 
more now.

Rutting activity 
for deer in most 
areas should 
increase now 
and peak during 
in the middle 
of November.

Consider selling 
the flowers of 
forced bulbs 
to the Early 
Spring market 
in February.

If you want your 
hens to lay all 
winter, consider 
providing 14 hours 
of light for them.

As the moon 
wanes, worm 
ewes to be bred 
in early November 
and move them to 
the best pasture 
you have left. 

October 7-8 
are dates of 
Muhammad’s 
Birthday (Mawlid 
Al-Nabi): A rise in 
Halal sales may 
be expected. 

Remember that 
forage such as 
oats, bermuda 
grass, and summer 
seeded brassicas 
could extend your 
pasture season 
into November 
or December. 

Be sure to exercise 
your pregnant 
ewes and does, 
and avoid exposing 
them to stressful 
situations or to 
sudden changes 
in feed or activity.

Make autumn 
feeding transition 
to supplements 
and hay as gradual 
and stress-free 
as possible. 
Including a gradual 
transition at the 
end of Daylight 
Savings Time. 

The heaviest time 
of Halloween 
market sales 
begins as rutting 
time opens for 
deer along the 
40th Parallel. 

Vaccinate ewes 
for vibriosis and 
enzootic abortion, 
keep providing 
a mineral mix 
specifically 
for sheep.

24

Under the dark 
moon, bulbs 
intended for winter 
indoor forcing 
should be placed in 
light soil now and 
stored in a place 
where temperatures 
remain cool.

October

22

25

Keep watch 
for coyotes as 
October deepens. 
If a coyote or dog 
kills one of your 
sheep, dispose 
of the carcass 
immediately.

26

Have water 
warmers ready 
for the barn. 
Pregnant animals 
may prefer it and 
usually drink more. 

27

When you select 
supplements 
for your goats, 
consider that 
pregnant does 
need a bit more 
protein than bucks 
and dry does.

28

As the weather 
gets chilly, be sure 
you have plenty of 
straw for your pigs 
to stay warm in.

29

Watch goats 
for frothy bloat, 
which can occur 
if they eat clover 
with frost on it.

30

Plan to feed 
some of your 
pumpkin crop 
to your chicken 
flock. Give them 
high-protein 
treats, too, as the 
weather cools.

31

Daylight Saving 
Time ends on 
November 6. 
Make a gradual 
feeding transition 
for your family 
and livestock to 
Standard Time. 

White as meal the frosty field, 
Warm the fireside haven.
Not to autumn will I yield; 

Not to winter even.
Robert Louis Stevenson
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Only homesteaders really know what 
is involved in the making of an omelet. 

See how many Sckrambed pieces 
of the omelet puzzle you know!

ENSKCICH
OLFKC
GESG
SAHM

OORRDEB
LERROIB

OROETSSR
SENH

ARAPSETIS
OUPLTRY

AIGNYL
IUAORTBCN

TOML
KSCICH

TAHYREHC
LOWF

EREF NAREG
LPCKUGIN
LUPLEST

SETIM

WINNERS & ANSWERS
OF THE MAY/JUNE SCKRAMBLER

Poor Will promised $5.00 to the authors 
of the 5th, 9th, 26th, and 34th correct 

submissions. The 5th correct response was 
from Charlotte Mabry of Laurens, SC. The 9th 
was from Helena Carter of Weston, CO, and 
the 26th was from Karen Gough, Salt Lake 
City. UT. A total of 29 correct entries were 

received.

PEAK ACTIVITY TIMES FOR CREATURES
When the moon is above the continental United States, creatures are typically most active.  
The second-most-active times occur when the moon is below the Earth. Activity is likely to 
 increase at new moon and full moon and at perigee (when the moon is closest to Earth),  

especially as the barometer falls in advance of cold fronts near those dates.

countryside :: almanack

PHASES OF THE MOON
As the weather chills and harvest gets 
underway, starlings come together to 
feed and swirl in dramatic murmurations. 
Soon after the starlings appear in their 
formations, grackles and blackbirds flock 
to feed in the fields. At the same time, 
the robins often gather to migrate for the 
winter, their tell-tale peeps and whinnies 
seeming to guide the flock south.
September 3: The Starling Murmuration 
Moon enters its second quarter: 1:08 p.m.
September 7: Lunar Perigee (when the 
moon is closest to Earth): 1:00 p.m.
September 10: Full Moon: 4:59 a.m.
September 17: Last Quarter: 2:52 p.m.
September 19: Lunar Apogee (when the 
moon is farthest from Earth): 10:00 p.m.
September 25: The Blackbird Moon is 
new at 2:55 p.m.
October 2: The Blackbirds in the 
Cornfields Moon enters its second 
quarter: 7:14 p.m.
October 4: Lunar Perigee (when the 
moon is closest to Earth): 12:00 p.m.
October 9: Full Moon: 1:55 p.m.
October 17: Last Quarter: 12:15 p.m.
October 17: Lunar Apogee (when the 
moon is farthest from Earth): 5:00 a.m.
October 25: The Robin Migration Moon 
is new at 5:49 a.m.
October 29: Lunar Perigee (when the 
moon is closest to Earth): 10:00 a.m.

DATE BEST SECOND-BEST
September 1 – 2 Afternoons Midnight to Dawn
September 3 – 9 Evenings Mornings

September 10 – 16 Midnight to Dawn Afternoons
September 17 – 24 Mornings Evenings
September 25 – 30 Afternoons Midnight to Dawn 

October 1 Afternoons Midnight to Dawn 
October 2 – 8 Evenings Mornings
October 9 – 16 Midnight to Dawn Afternoons
October 17 – 24 Mornings Evenings
October 25 – 31 Afternoons Midnight to Dawn

PASARASUG/ ASPARAGUS
MARPS/RAMPS
PSARRREBSEI/
RASPBERRIES

BBARRHU/RHUBARB
PALEP/APPLE

WTRCRSSAEE/
WATERCRESS

HSIDARERSROH/
HORSERADISH
CLRGIA/GARLIC
ECAHP/PEACH

RORSLE/SORREL
PESGRA/ GRAPES

Copyright 2022 – W. L. Felker

The 2nd, 8th, 23rd, and 54th correct 
answers will win their entrants five 

dollars! Send your answers to :
Poor Will 

P.O. Box 431 
Yellow Springs, OH 45387

There should be no typos in this 
puzzle, and no typo prize will be 
awarded. If you happen to find a 
typo, however, you may simply 
skip that word without penalty. 

THE SUN  Autumn equinox takes place on 
September 22 at 8:04 p.m., and the Sun 
enters the sign of Libra at the same time. 
October 23 is Cross-Quarter Day, the halfway 
mark between autumn equinox and winter 
solstice. The sun enters Scorpio on the same 
day. 
THE PLANETS  In September, Venus is the 
brightest morning star of early autumn. Jupiter 
has moved to the western sky when Venus 
appears. Mars is overhead in Taurus. Saturn 
remains in Capricorn in the southwest after 
sundown. In October, Venus moves too close 
to sunup in Virgo for easy viewing. Jupiter 
remains in Pisces, emerging out of the east at 

dusk. Mars leads Orion into the sky later in the 
evening. Saturn is the evening star in Capricorn 
after sundown.
THE STARS  The Pleiades and the Hyades of 
Taurus lie on the eastern horizon well after dark 
announcing middle autumn in the Northern 
Hemisphere. Nonetheless, summer’s Milky Way is 
still directly overhead, and June’s Corona Borealis 
has still not set by 10:00 p.m. Cygnus, the swan, 
is still high above you, along with August’s Aquila 
and Lyra. Orion is fully visible at midnight, and is 
centered in the south by 5:00 a.m. The pointers of 
the Big Dipper point north-south before midnight. 
Find them deep in the northern sky, right along 
the horizon.

THE SHOOTING STARS  The Draconid Meteor 
Shower takes place between October 6 – 10 
and peaks on October 7. The Orionids, active 
much of the month, peak on October 21 and 22 
at the rate of about two dozen in an hour. 

METEOROLOGY  
SEPTEMBER: Weather history suggests that 
the cold waves of early Fall usually cross the 
Mississippi River on or about the following 
dates: September 2, 8, 12, 15, 20, 24, and 29. 

The moon foretells early frost to the northern 
tier of states this September. Lunar perigee 
on the 7th will influence the full moon tides 
of September 10 to bring a chilly start to the 
month. It wanes and moves farther from Earth, 
however, and temperatures will moderate until 
the last week of September when the new moon 
will again bring frost to the north and cooler 
weather to the south.

OCTOBER: Weather history suggests that the 
cold waves of middle Fall are likely to cross the 
Mississippi River on or about October 2, 7, 13, 
17, 23, and 30.

Lunar perigee on October 4 will bring the first 
chance of October frost after the passage of the 
cold front of the 2nd, the full moon on the 9th will 
intensify the cold front of October 7, definitely 
freezing tomatoes along the Canadian border. 
New moon on the 25th and lunar perigee on 
the 29th, however, will bring chilly weather to 
much of the nation, with freezing temperatures 
in the northern tier of states.

MELASUREJ  TRAICHEKO/ 
JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE

REAP/PEAR
BLBRRSUEEIE/ 
BLUEBERRIES
BLUMSEEIRR/ 
MULBERRIES

RSRNTUAC/CURRAN 
SRRBKCLBAEIE/
BLACKBERRIES
TRAWSSERRIEB/ 
STRAWBERRIES
IHCSEV/CHIVES

OAOMBB/BAMBOO

THE SCKRAMBLER
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
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REACH OVER 100,000 PEOPLE FOR JUST $60/YEAR!
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2022 DEADLINE: AUGUST 19, 2022

ALPACAS

California

Macedo’s Mini Acre Alpacas California ALPACAS 
Fiber, yarn, fi nished alpaca garments.  Pet/breeding 
stock available. Maureen, Turlock, CA 209-648-2384; 
www.macedosminiacres.com 

BEES

Arkansas
TYSON HONEY FARM Alex & Kristie Tyson Ashdown, 
AR 71822 903-276-2406 www.TysonHoneyFarm.com 
TysonHoneyFarm@gmail.com Organically managed 
Carniolan/Italian cross honeybees Queens, Nucs 
& Singles.

CATTLE

Arkansas 

GRAMYBEAR FARM, Clair Gorton, 1068 Syc-
amore Lane, Leslie, AR 72645. 870-447-2869. 
gramybear@gmx.com Mini Jerserys. Fonnie 
Thoman Line.

Missouri

HEARTLAND HIGHLAND CATTLE  ASSOC. & Registry. 
Scottish Highland cattle, 976 State Hwy. 64 Tunas, 
MO 65764, www.heartlandhighlandcattleassociation.
org, Email heartlandhighlandcattle@gmail.com 417-
345-0575 or 417-733-3201 text. Free info packet.

DOGS

Missouri We Specialize in Australian Mountain 
Dogs, go to passionflowerfamilydogs.com for 
contact information and details also fi nd us on 
Facebook.com/ Passion Flower Family Dogs. MO

GOATS 

DAIRY GOATS

Iowa
D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd., 
Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-5819. rranch@iowa-
telecom.net Facebook: d&edairygoat. Doelings 
selling 200 head annually. Breeder bucks avail-
able. Alpine, Saanen.

PYGMY GOATS

California 
AMBER WAVES PYGMY GOATS — Phone/Text: 
951-736-1076. debbie@amberwaves.info. https://
amberwavespygmygoats.com Registered African 
Pygmy Goats — hand raised bottle babies and 
breeding stock. Est. 1982 Ship worldwide; lifetime 
support, 5-star rated breeder, BBB verified A+ 
WhatsApp (951)440-3605 Text only.

OBERHASLI

Maryland

DINGLEBERRY FARM, Janet and Steve Davis, 
drjanetdvm@verizon.net, 5309 Wye Creek Drive, 
Frederick, Maryland. 301-473-5260. Registered 
Oberhaslis for milk and companionship!

POULTRY

California 

METZER FARMS, 26000C Old Stage Rd., Gonza-
les, CA 93926. Year-roundhatching. Nationwide 
shipping. Free catalog now, 800-424-7755. www.
metzerfarms.com  Ducklings: Pekin, Rouen, Khaki 
Campbell, Golden 300 Egg Layer, White Layer, Blue 
Swedish, Buff, Cayuga, Mallard, Welsh Harlequin, 
White Crested & Runners (Black, Chocolate, Blue, 
Fawn & White), Saxony Silver Appleyard. Gos-
lings: Embden, White Chinese, Brown Chinese, 
Toulouse. Dewlap Toulouse, African, Buff, Tufted 
Buff, Sebastopol, Pilgrim, Classic Roman, French 
Toulouse, Chicks: Cornish Cross, Keets: French 
Pearl Guineas.

Illinois 

CHICKEN SCRATCH POULTRY, Larry & Angela 
McEwen, 14025 Cty Rd 975 E, McLeansboro, 
IL 62859. 618-643-5602. larry_angie@chicken-
scratchpoultry.com www.chickenscratchpoultry.
com Coronation Sussex, Light Sussex, Lavender 
Orpington, Chocolate Orpington, Jubilee Orping-
ton, Black Orpington, Black Copper Marans, Blue 
Copper Marans, Blue Laced Red Wyandotte, 
Crested Cream Legbar, Welsummers, Blue Amer-
aucana, Black Ameraucana, Rumpless Araucana, 
Olive Egger, Ayam Cemani, Maline, Silkies.

Iowa

County Line Hatchery, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd., 
Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-9130, Find us on 
Facebook: County Line Hatchery. Rare and fan-
cy peafowl, guineas, chickens, ducks, turkeys, 
geese, bantams and more. Featuring Showgirls 
and Silkies. Most economical and diverse poultry 
assortment available.

Missouri 

CACKLE HATCHERY®, PO  Box 529,  Lebanon, 
MO 65536. 417-532-4581. 
cacklehatchery@cacklehatchery.com
www.cacklehatchery.com Fancy chicks, ducks, 
geese, turkeys, bantams, guineas, pheasants, 
quail, chukar. Over 200 varieties!

Pennsylvania

HOFFMAN HATCHERY, INC. PO Box 129, Gratz, 
PA 17030. 717-365-3694. www.hoffmanhatchery.
com Chicks, turkeys, ducklings, goslings, guineas, 
gamebirds, bantams, equipment. FREE CATALOG.

GAME BIRDS

Minnesota

OAKWOOD GAME FARM, INC., PO Box 274, 
Princeton, MN 55371. 800-328-6647. www.oak-
woodgamefarm.com Ringneck Pheasant eggs or 
one day old chicks.  Available April thru July.  Call 
or write for price list.

SILKIES

California
DNA SEXED FEMALE PUREBRED BEARDED 
BANTAM Silkie Chicks, Males are free. BBB A+ 
Member, Mareks Vaccinated, NIPIP, Lifetime 
Support 5-Star Breeder. Will ship, weather per-
mitting. Minimum 2. See brochure below. 
https://online.fliphtml5.com/nxib/tlrt
Visit: https://buysilkiechicks.com 
or text 951-736-1076.

POULTRY

WATERFOWL

Minnesota

Johnson’s Waterfowl 36882, 160th Ave. NE Middle 
River, Minnesota 56737, 218-222-3556, website:
www.johnsonswaterfowl.com. Breeds: White or 
Buff Africans, Giant Pekins, Silver Appleyards, 
Saxony, Black or Blue Magpies, Black, Blue, Mal-
lard, White, Penciled and Emery Penciled Runners, 
White, Grey, Pastel, Snowy, Penciled, Black Bibbed, 
and Blue Bibbed Calls.

SHEEP

BARBADOS BLACKBELLT

BARBADOS BLACKBELLY SHEEP ASSOCIATION 
INTERNATIONAL, registry for American Blackbelly 
& Barbados Blackbelly hair sheep. Gorgeous, 
exotic-looking sheep. No shearing, very hardy, 
worm-tolerent, regularly twin unassisted. Bred 
for superior meat quality! Directory of breeders at 
www.blackbellysheep.org

DORSET

North Carolina 

CANE CREEK VALLEY FARM,  Margaret  Burns, 
301 Cane  Creek Rd,  Rutherfordton, NC 28139.
828-286-0159. dorsetsrus@yahoo.com
Purebred Dorsets since 1974. 

Colorado 

YARROW DELL FARM, Lauren & Matt Kuckkahn, 
Hayden, CO. yarrowdellfarm@gmail.com Cal-
ifornia variegated mutant sheep. registered & 
unregistered CVMs, Icelandic chickens, Livestock 
guardian dogs.

POLYPAY

Pennsylvania 

LANE’S END FARM, Jan Motter, 12211 W.  Rt. 973, Jer-
sey Shore, PA 17740. 570-398-2078. mottersheep1@
verizon.net Oldest fl ock east of the Mississippi.

SHROPSHIRE

Pennsylvania 

LANE’S END FARM, Jan Motter, 12211 W. Rt. 973, Jer-
sey Shore, PA 17740. 570-398-2078. mottersheep1@
verizon.net Our Shropshires are “Meat-wagons!”

ASSOCIATIONS

WANT MEAT? WANT MILK? Want both in a mid-
sized package? Then KINDER GOATS are the 
goat for you! Friendly, productive and thrifty they 
are the perfect homestead goat! www.kindergoat-
breeders.com

Advertise  in
COUNTRYSIDE AND 

SMALL STOCK JOURNAL                             
866-848-5416

croberts@ogdenpubs.com 
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ASSOCIATIONS

NORTH AMERICAN BABYDOLL SOUTHDOWN 
SHEEP ASSOCIATION AND REGISTRY (NABSSAR) 
Protecting, preserving, and promoting the BABY-
DOLL Southdown.  Affordable yearly dues, regis-
trations, & transfers. Quarterly newsletter. BoDs 
available to answer questions. Online breeders list 
updated monthly. Member access to pedigrees. 
Association is active on social media. www.nabssar.
org NABSSAR

KATAHDIN HAIR SHEEP INTERNATIONAL,  
KHSI Operations, PO Box 739, Fowlerville, 
MI 48836, 717-335-8280. info@katahdins.org 
www.katahdins.org

N A V A J O - C H U R R O  S H E E P  A S S O -
CIATION, PO Box 19840, Boise, ID 83719. 
208-562-1961. spindanceacres@gmail.com 
www.navajo-churrosheep.com

NORTH AMERICAN ROMANOV SHEEP ASSO-
CIATION, Don Kirts, Secretary, PO Box 1126, 
Pataskala, OH 43062-1126. 740-927-3098. 
admin@narsa-us.com www.narsa-us.com

BARBADOS BLACKBELLY SHEEP ASSOCIATION 
INTERNATIONAL, registry for American Blackbelly 
& Barbados Blackbelly hair sheep. Gorgeous, 
exotic-looking sheep. No shearing, very hardy, 
worm-tolerent, regularly twin unassisted. Bred 
for superior meat quality! Directory of breeders at 
www.blackbellysheep.org

ALTERNATIVE BUILDING

BUILD UNDERGROUND houses/shelters/
greenhouses dirt-cheap! Live protected. Slash 
energy costs. Featured on HDTV. “Radical and 
innovated“ Mother Earth News 800-328-8790 
www.undergroundhousing.com

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

POLAR
G-Class 

Best Downdraft

OUTDOOR WOOD FURNACE 
The industry leader in proven clean burn 

technology 
• All Fire no smoke. 

• Combustion efficiency 99.5% 
• Burns up to 60% less wood 

• 7 industry firsts 
• Carbon neutral 

• Oldest renewable energy. 
• Compatible with off-grid use

CONTACT 
Ultimate Outdoor Furnace LLC 

Les Radcliffe 
507-254-0622 

Polar Furnace Factory Rep Dealer/Agent 
opportunities 

www.ultimateoutdoorfurnace.com

BEEKEEPING

MILLER BEE SUPPLY YOUR BEEKEEPING EX-
PERTS SINCE 1976!  Check us out for all your 
beekeeping needs. Whether you are just starting 
out or already have bees we are here to assist 
your needs. Call us Toll Free: 1-888-848-5184. 496 
Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659. 
Email: info@Millerbeesupply.com Website: www.
millerbeesupply.com

BOOKS

AWARD-WINNING NOVEL set in rural Ohio in the 
1960s. Inspiring for all ages and seasons. $4.99 

at all online bookstores.jpenrodscott@gmail.com

COOKBOOK

COOKBOOK

OVER 900 RECIPES by Amish and Mennonite 
cooks. Gluten free section. $20.00 postpaid. 
Rufus and Rachel Zook, 440 N Galbraith Road 
C, Mio, MI 48647.

CRAFTS

SEATWEAVING SUPPLIES,  chair cane, reed splint, 
Shaker Tape, fi ber & natural rush. Complete line of 
basketmaking supplies. Waxed linen cord. Royal-
wood Ltd., 517-MEL Woodville Rd., Mansfi eld, Ohio 
44907. 800-526-1630. www.RoyalwoodLtd.com

EGG CARTONS

THE EGG CARTON STORE. Modern service and 
speed, old world quality and value. Over 40 
years of egg packaging and marketing expertise!
Egg Cartons | Filler Flats | Beautiful Colored Car-
tons | Poultry Supplies. Call for GREAT whole-
sale / pallet quantity pricing! 866-333-1132. 
FREE SHIPPING on all cartons and filler flats.                                                                    
WWW.EGGCARTONSTORE.COM

FREE

SOON Church/Government Uniting, Suppressing 
“Religious Liberty,” Enforcing  “National Sunday 
Law.” Be Informed! Need mailing address only. 
TBSM, Box 374, Ellijay, GA 30540. thebiblesay-
struth@yahoo.com, 1-888-211-1715.

GARDENING

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

WE MAKE HANGING 
LAUNDRY A BREEZE! 

High quality pulley clotheslines 
crafted in the USA, 

delivered to your door.
330-403-3010

www.skylineclotheslines.com

OPEN REGISTRY  

FOR HIGHLAND CATTLE
Contact for a free informational packet.

www.heartlandhighlandcattleassociation.org

www.highlandauction.com
heartlandhighlandcattle@gmail.com

417.345.0575 or text 417.733.3201

www.heartlandhighlandcattleassociation.org

PORTAGE
 and 
MAIN

Best Updraft

Classifi eds
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BUY, SELL, TRADE • EQUIP YOUR HOMESTEAD • PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS
JUST $3.15/WORD: 20 WORD MINIMUM • November/December 2022 DEADLINE: August 19, 2022

(Approval of an ad does not constitute an endorsement)

MILKING EQUIPMENT

Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals 
on new milking equipment for cows and goats. 
We supply to all size dairies. Call for a free 
180pg catalog. 1-800-245-8222.

MUSIC

GOSPEL PIANO CDS Hymns, gospel songs from 
days gone by! All instrumental (no singing). 
Great for retirees, housewives, quilters, farm-
ers, travelers, everyone! Free brochure. Jacky 
Campbell, 216 Spokane Rd, Natchez, MS 39120. 
bennycampbell495@yahoo.com

OF INTEREST TO ALL

‘Wholesale Printing’ * Circulars - Envelops - Post-
cards Price List $1. (& #10-SASE) Iron Age Printshop 
W4411CS 2 - Mile Rd Neillsville, WI 54456.

OFF-GRID

NEED OFF-GRID SOLUTIONS? Wood and coal 
stoves, chimneys and stovepipe, wood fi red canners, 
propane ranges and camp stoves, many more items. 
Gingerich Stoves and Plumbing LLC, 19091 180th 
St., Bloomfi ed, IA 52537. 641-722-3540.

POULTRY

FREE CATALOG  — Chicks, turkeys, ducklings, 
goslings, guineas, gamebirds, bantams, equip-
ment. Hoffman Hatchery, Box 129, Gratz, PA 17030.
717-365-3694. www.hoffmanhatchery.com

Colored & White Meat Broilers, layer chicks, 
turkeys, lots more. Free catalog. Myers Poultry 
Farm, 966 Ragers Hill Rd., South Fork, PA 15956. 
814-539-7026. www.myerspoultry.com

PRESERVING

ALL AMERICAN PRESSURE CANNER, the only 
pressure canner that forms a metal to metal seal 
eliminating the need for lid gasket replacement. 
Offers large capacity canning to make pressure can-
ning your meats, vegetables, and fruits easy. Easy 
Cleanup. 800-251-8824. www.allamerican1930.com

TRACTORS

TRACTOR PARTS and more for older and antique 
farm tractors. Free access to thousands of articles, 
photos, technical info, and our popular discussion 
forums. www.YesterdaysTractors.com

Advertise in           

COUNTRYSIDE AND 
SMALL STOCK JOURNAL                             
Call 866-848-5416                                    

or Email
croberts@ogdenpubs.com 

Money-Saving Strategies

• Grow your own produce and

learn how to extend the life 

of your harvest.

• Raise healthy animals from
pasture to plate.

• Cook simply and naturally.

• Build things yourself and take

pride in your handiwork.

• Get the li� le ones 
involved—they’ll love doing
Countryside’s DIY projects 
alongside you and learning
lifelong skills!

• Fix what’s broken so you
get the most out of your
investments.

• Enjoy and learn from reader

le� ers and � ps in each issue.

Celebrate 
Country Living!Country Living!

Call us at 970-392-4419 or visit us online at 
www.IAmCountryside.com PROMO CODE: CYSHSAD

Sign Up Today!
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EMAIL PHOTOS in 
JPG format to editor@
countrysidemag.com 
with “Capture Your 
Countryside” in the 
subject line.

Countryside & Small Stock Journal retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and all photos submitted.

MESSAGE US 
ON FACEBOOK 
facebook.com/
iamcountryside

TAG US ON 
INSTAGRAM or use 
#iamcountryside: 
instagram.com/
iamcountryside

WAYS
TO SHARE

countryside :: community

CAPTURE YOUR COUNTRYSIDE AND SHARE IT WITH US! 
We love getting a glimpse into your everyday homesteading moments.

1  Autumn leaves are a reminder of a chapter closing and fresh eggs are the signs of new beginnings 
or just a fresh breakfast.    Hannah Sons @wyldsonshomestead

2  Glass gem popcorn and dehydrated foods getting ready for the pantry at 5R Farm.    Stacy Benjamin, Oregon
3  Raising up the next generation of farmers.    Kristi S.

4  Loving the colors of fall!    Alyssa Oswin at Alyssa Ashley Photography

1 22

4433
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Our nationwide team of experts have helped clients find the perfect country 
properties for over 95 years. Take advantage of our unmatched expertise today.

Find many more lifestyle, recreational & country properties at

UCCountryHomes.com   |   800.999.1020

COUNTRY LIVING
embrace

PRIVATE & HISTORIC - Little Sioux, IA

This 4-BR, 2-BA, log-sided home sits 
on 10± acres and contains a main 
residence and a two-car detached 
garage with additional living spaces.
#14014-21044 | $389,000

SUSTAINABLE PREPPER HOME - Clifton, TN 

Ideal for farming, this income-
producing 31± acre property consists 
of a 2-BR, 1-BA, sustainable home with 
a metal roof, walk-out basement and 
covered front porch.
#41099-26340 | $349,500 

SELL THE LIFESTYLE YOU LOVESELL THE LIFESTYLE YOU LOVE
Leverage your love of country and lifestyle properties 
and explore career opportunities with United Country 
Real Estate. As the nation’s leading seller of lifestyle 
and non-urban properties, we can give you the tools 

you need to succeed. Contact us today. 

844.415.8959  |  JoinUs@UnitedCountry.com

SERENE COUNTRY HOME - Pocahontas, AR

Beautiful two-story home on 5 acres, 
this abode consists of 3-BR, 2-BA, 
attached two-car garage, gas-lit fireplace 
and plenty of space for a family.
#03034-77869 | $260,000 

UNIQUE BARNDOMINIUM - Batesville, AR

This contemporary barndominium 
includes 3-BR, 2-BA, covered wrap-
around porch, commercial kitchen 
appliances as well as a shop with 
central air with living space potential.  
#03061-58140 | $575,000 

RENOVATED LAKEVIEW - Hiwassee, VA

Located on Claytor Lake, the property 
is nestled on 6± acres with a recently 
renovated, 3-BR, 2-BA home, utility 
building and private lake access.
#45060-83025 | $475,000 

MOUNTAINVIEW RANCH - Hesperus, CO 

With privacy and 40 acres of 
panoramic views, this 5-BR, 2-BA 
home offers an impressive interior, 
attached 3-car garage, large shop, 
greenhouse and an observatory.
#05099-79497 | $595,000 



F     rom seaside getaways
     to mountain retreats, 
the Pacific Yurt goes 
where you want to be.

• Comfortable
• Affordable
• Easy to Set Up
• Eco Friendly

Call today

800-944-0240

yurts.com
Design & price your yurt in 3D at

The Original Modern Yurt TM




